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ABSTRACT 

Cross-Cdtural Relationships: 
The Work of Canadian Artist Mildred Valley Thornton 

Lur T. Evoy 

An exploration of Thomton's work reveals an attempt by a woman to push 

the boundaries of her own creativiiry, as well as the iimitations and restrictions 

embedded in a soaety that sought to dellieate the space beeween aboriginal 2nd 

EuroCanadian people dong racial lines. Her wrinen and visud m;iterill r d  

together provide an example of an alternative to traditiond iconography and 

stereotypical representations of Native people. Yet, her work cannot be removed 

from the wntext of art production by Euro-Canadian artists of the a r ly  Zûth 

cenniry, who were interened in "salvaging" aboriginal traditions and ainoms 

chrough their brushes and palettes, sometimes with total disregard for the actud 

people. This multi-faceted and conflicting procesr is what defines Thomton's work, 

and provides an opportunity to explore issues of culnid appropriation as well as 

the complexity of human relations. 



This thesis has been as much about the personal as it hrs been about 

reseuching, larning and writing. It is aIso about myseif and my f d y ,  and how 
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thesis supervisor. 1 would &O Iïke to t h d  my thesis cornmittee, Dr. JilLUce 

Helland and Dr. Jean Belide, whose inceresr and encouragement also helped susfain 

my WU. One of the moa important and fuifilLing aspecu of the Master's Prognm 

at Concordia has been the hiends I made. 1 want to thank Lynn Beavis, Karen De 

Lutk, Cathy Mattes, Rhonda Meier and Terry Provos. 

When 1 began this project on Mildred Vailey Thornton, 1 went to the firsr 
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Grandmother and Grandfather, Monia and Tom Evoy; my Great Uncle and Aunt, 
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a m  eternaily greatfd for rheir patience, care, trust and understanding. Thank you. 1 
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how important it wu ro explore Mildred Valley Thomton's work. F i n d y  1 would 
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Introduction 

She is recomposing, raffirming a lengthy, told srory, re&g it; c a l h g  it 
back. 

Jane Urquhut, Awq (1993) 

This thesis is centered on the artist Mildred Valley Thornton (1890-1967), a 

prolific painter, writer, art critic and community activist. As 1 travelled across 

Canada researching this project, v k i ~ g  pubiic archives, libmrïes and museums, 

sifüng through old letten, newspaper dippings and hisrohd documents, 1 r e b d  

how lhle  1 r d y  knew about this woman, who wu afier all  my gmt great aunt. I 

had hevd many aories and anecdotes about "Aunt Millien from f d y  members, 

and had the privilege of viewing sevenl of her painrings up close. 1 had always been 

very nirious about her Ne, and asked myself: Why did she decide to become an 

artist and leave her home in rural Ontario? Why did she choose to paint Native 

people?1 Fomuiately, information wzr available, and with a little tirne and effort a 

story began to unfold, reveaiing a life full of meaning and hudships, joys and 

'Many r e m  have been developed to refer to the aboriginal peoples of Canada. The 
changing tenninology -hm "Indians" to "First Nations peoplen- reflects the chuiging 
political and economic reality of Canada from the arriva1 of Europeans on the North 
American continent to Canada's emergence as a modem nationirate, as well s the 
progressive and persistent demanb of aboriginal peoples for self-government. 1 am using 
the terms First Nations people, Native people, aboriginal people, Finr Peoples, and 
indigenous people throughout this discussion to indude all the people who are identifiecl as 
nich under the Indim Act and who self-identify as Native, induding the Métis. 



This project is the retelling of a story, pieced together with the help of many 

people. As is the case with many women artists, Thornton has bees effaced, or 

written out of art historical accountd My intention in this study is to contribute to 

the many &orts made in the lisr few decades to rewrite women and otha 

muginalitad art  producers into a more inclusive history of an in Canada, and 

provide a glimpse of certain aspects of Mildred Valley Thomton's unique work. 1 

will focus in partinilu on her representations of Native people and how these were 

influenceci by and perpmted colonial discourses and pop& Euo-Canadian3 

degories about aboriginai people. 

Originrlly from a small fvming community in South Western Ontario, 

Thornton dso liveci in Regina and Vancouver. She spent fony years as a 

professional artin and was continuody engaged in the d d o p m e n t  of viable and 

vibrant local ;utistic communities. She became art critic for the Vuncowver Snn, a 

position she held from 1944 to 1959, and was involved in numerous artistic and 

public organïzations, induding the Womm's Art Association of Saskatchewan, the 

Vancouver Po- Society, and the Canadian Author's Association. 

Despite Thornton's long ucisùc career, there have been no comprehensive 

2See for example Griselda Pollock, Rozsika Parker, Old Mimesses: Wo- Alt and 
Ideology (London: Routledge and Kagan Paul, 1981); and Griselda Pollock, D t % f i n g  thc 
C à n o s  Ferninisr Denenre and the Wn'ring of An3 Hïstcnies (Londoa Routledge, 1999). 

'I have chosen the tams Euro-Canadian and Euro-American to  refn ro White people 
of European descent living in North America. These t m  also have th& limitations, Mce 
they exclude people who were neirha of aboriginal nor European ancestry from the 
discussion. However, for the sake of convenience 1 d l  b i t  the termiaology to these 
" incomplete" references. 



texts produced about her work, and what litfle published materid doer exist is 

sporadïc and difficult to loate. 1 hope to begin to rccùfy this through the 

publication of an extended bibliography, induding referaces to p r i m y  source 

material, nich as old newspaper articles, Thornton's personal comspondcnce and 

unpublished documents. Publications including visual material are llso scarce. Aside 

from her book, Indian Lives and LegetrdS: there are o d y  a hmdful of catalogues 

which provide images of her work. One notable exception is the d o g u e  M i H '  

Vaky Thorntm (1890-1967), published by Butler Galleries in Vancouver? 

Thornton becune interested in the lives and cultures of Fim Nations people 

at an euly age, travelling across Western Canada on numerous occasions, producing 

hundreds of portnits of the people she encountered, as well as pahtings of the 

places she visited. She also wrote about these experiences in newspaper articles and 

her book, Indian Li- und Legendc. She advocated a recognition of the contributions 

Fim Nations people and rheir anceston made to Canadian society at a tirne when 

government and much of the rest of the Canadian population were ignoring Native 

communities struggiing with endemic poverty and arduous soaal conditions. 

Thornton's self-appointed role as scribe and visual ilrecorder" of the histories of Fim 

Nations people led many non-Natives to view her as a spokesperson for Native 

people, and an "authorityn on their cultures and traditions. Tbomton asnuned this 

role willingly, and over t h e  her work became more of a vocation, and an attempt 

~p 

*Mildred Valley Thornton, Indirm Lives and LegendS (Vancouver: Mitchell Press, 1966). 

'MiIdred Vdey l 'homta,  ERSA (Vancouver: Butler Galleries, 1985). 



to document the lives of Native people in Western Cana& 

Many North Amerian artists, of the Iate 19th and eariy Zûth anturies, 

whose work focused on depicting aborigind people, were attncced to what they 

perceived as "exotic" subject matter. White anists and their audiences were mostly 

interested in romanticizd, nondgic representations, that portrayed Native people 

through popular aereotypes. In recent y-, many F i m  Nations misu, writen, 

acadernics and political activisrs have nised vgumenrs about cultural appropriation, 

and the importance of re-examining hisrorid accounts in order to  unveil power 

relationships, issues of oppression and exploitation, and the silencing of voices of 

Fim Nations people? 

Thomton's representations of Native people can be inrerpreted fiom 

different perspectives. They invite different readings. O n  the one hanci, they c?n be 

described as perpetuating stereotypid preconceptions Euro-Canadians held towards 

aborigind people, such as the perception that Native cultures were "primitive," or 

"savage." On another level her work can be read as an attestation rhat Native people 

were actively struggling ro preserve their cultures and communities by adapting to 

social and economic changes, and the challenges of CO-existing with Canadians of 

6There have been muiy important texu written by Fim Nations writen, scholars and 
arcists on these issues. See for example Loretta Todd, "Notes on appropriation," 
ParalleIogramme, 16.1 (Summer 1990): 24-33; G e d d  McMaster, Lee-Ann Martin, eb, 
DWIGENA: Contempora~ Ndtive Perspectives (Hull: Canadian Museum of Civilkation, 
1992); G e d d  McMaster, Elivrrrd Poilras: en& XL I*I Biennale di Vmezia (Hull: Canadian 
Museum of Civilization, 1995); and Charlotte Townsend-Gadt, "If art is the answer, what 
is the question? -some queria niKd by First Nations' v i d  culture in Vancouves," 
RA CAR, XXI.1-2 (1994): 101-110. 



European descent. 

An examination of Thornton's work, offers the possibility of a break with 

the specular structure of dominant narratives and their scopic economy. It u n  be 

interpreted as being, neither completely outside of, nor entirely wirhin the 

boundvies of hegemonic discounes. Thornton remains on a rnjeaory across 

variable praxis of difference, her loation, or unlocation, is ncmsarily the shifiing 

and contexmal interval between arrested boundaries. 

bell hooks dexribes this loation between boundzries as the "mugin."' 

Mvgiaality is identifid as more rhm a site of deprivation, it is also the site of 

radical possibility; a space of resistame. hooks t h  about these locations (or radical 

standpoints) Y a place where women and other marginalïzed groups u n  participate 

in the formation of counter-hegemonic cultural pnaices and begin the processes of 

re-vision and transformation!' 

To suggest chat Thornton wu producing representations of First Nations 

people which differed fiom the stereotypical imagery of other Eur0-can;idia.n artisrs 

of the period does not mean that she should be withcirawn from discussions on 

cultural appropriation, nor does it mean that issues, ruch as colonkation, 

imperialism and racism need not be addressed. On the contrary, the challenge has 

'bell hooks, Yaming: Race, Gender a d  Cultural Politia (Toronto: Between the Lines, 
1990) 149. 

'hooks 145. It is important to note that hooks refers to this site of mistance in the 
context of stmggles faced by Bhck women and men in particuhr. 1 have borrowed hooks' 
d e f ~ t i o n  of the m g i n  to d e r  to the possibility of a reading of Thomton's work which 
is situated outside of dominant puadigms. 



been to bring these aspects together in the same discussion. 

The methodological approaches 1 have chosen to work with arc feminist 

critickm and postcolonial theory. Both have shaped the research process and provide 

the fnmework for rhis exploration of Thornron's artistic production and contribute 

to an rnalysis of the social and historical contexts she wu working in. 

A feminist paradigm offen a specific location from which to study the 

and reception of ut. Feminist critiques of the disapline of Art History 

problematize notions of the self, of woman, of the subject, arguing that these are 

not essences, the pre-social sources of meaning, but connrucrions in social and 

psychic space.' Some ferninisu are interested in the historicai recovery of data about 

women producen and aim at piercing cultural and ideological limitations, reveiiing 

the b i w s  and kadequacies not simply with regard to the question of women urists, 

but in the formulation of an understanding of the discipline as a whole. k t  

hist orian Griselda Pollock writes: 

meminist interventions in the spaces of representation have begun to qualify 
and differentiate the ferninine bodies fabriated in dture's interfaAg 
hierarchies of race, clus, gender, sexuality and age ... The freedom here is not 
imaginvy self-realization within the confies of the canvas, but the regker 
of concrete stmggles on and beyond the batdefield of representation.l0 

I believe that the production of texts and analyses conceming women producen is 

'Griselda Pollock, "Painting, feminism, history," Destabilizing 
Feminist Debates, eds Michèle Barrett and Anne Phillips (Sdord :  
Press, 1992) 145. 

Theory: Contempora?y 
Stanford University 

'Vollock, "Painting, feminism, history" 153. 



vit al, not only as a maac of understuidhg the significuice of the processes by 

which women's art is dismissed and undermined in Western" sociay, but ais0 in 

order to provide people with alternative images to traditional iwnognphy. 

Certain Western feminist perspectives evolving out of the evly feminist 

movement in the 1960's and 70's have been criticized by Black women and Native 

women for essurtializing identity categories such as "woman," which is t&ed about 

as an ai-inclusive, homogeneous category, yet has taditiondy been defmed 

according to the ideah and conditions of White middle<lass wornen. These 

ethnocentnc bises by Western feminists failed to take into account the specifiaty of 

race and dus in their analyses of women's oppression. These approaches ultimately 

limited the scope of ferninisr debates in Western cirdes, excluding issues specific to 

women from the developing world and visible minority groups. Gayatri 

Chakravorry Spivak has written chat she perceives the object of her own 

investigation of feminism and critical theory to be not only the history of "Third 

World Women" or th& testimony but also the production, through great European 

theories, ofien by way of literature (she cires both Marx and Freud sa examples), of 

the colonial abject.* 

Poacolonial theory is the other methodological approach which has fnmed 

"By "Western" or the "Westn 1 am refening to European and North American 
industrialized countries, which are frequently placed in opposition to "Easternw regions, 
genedy dehed as the "Orient," the "Third World," "non-industrialized" or "under- 
developed' countries. 

I2Gayatri Chakravorcy Spivak, In Other World: Essqys in Cultural Politics (New York: 
Routledge, 198 8) 8 1. 



this dixussion of Thomton's work. Homi K. Bhabha definer postcolonialism in 

By postcolonial we meui a social criticism that bears witness to those 
unequal proasses of representation by which the historid utperience of the 
once colonized cornes to be framed in the West.* 

Postcolonial theorists emphasize the importance of maintaining a criticai awareness 

of c~l~nial ism~s ideologid effem, and the creation of r&gs and counter- 

dixourses which question not ody  dominant narratives, but &O the conaete ways 

colonialism and oppression affected people's daily lives. 

Postcolonialism describes a remarkably heterogeneous set of subject positions, 

professional fields, and critical enterprises. It addresses issues of representation and 

interpretation, colonization and imperialism, racism, sexism, poverty, 

marginalkation, dislocation and appropriation. Postcolonial theoiisu such as 

Bhabha, Spivak, Trinh T. Minh-ha, Stuart Hall and Cornel West, profoundly 

question essentialist thinking by pointing ro the constructed, artifiaal nature of 

cultural accounrs. They suggest that what are presented as historical "tmths" (by 

many Western arcisu and writers), are in fact inherently pucial and incomplete 

aories (fictions), which silence incongruent voices, or translate the reality of others. 

In the essay "The new cultural politics of difference,' author Corne1 West describes 

the emergence of what he r e m  a new politics of difference, which alludes to some 

of the major f o d  points of postcolonial analysis. He writes: 

*Homi K. Bhabha, quoted in Ku~ive Am&n Poncolonial Psychology, eds. Duran and 
Duran (New York State University Press, 1995) 107. 



Dininuive fmtures of the new cultural politics of difference arc to t m h  the 
monclithic and homogeneous in the name of diversity, multiplicity and 
hcterogeneity; to reject the abstract, general and universal in iight of the 
concrete, specific and puricular; m d  to historicize, contextualize and 
pluralize by highlighting the contingent, provisional, variable, tentative, 
shifiing and changuig." 

Shaped by postcoloniai and ferninisr approaches, my intention is to explore 

Thornton's work, in pycicular her representations of Fim Nations people, and how 

they nise issues of c u I d  appropriation and illusrrate the dynamia of power 

relationships between the artist and aboriginai people. 

O n  a personal level, the following quote by Jeanette Armstrong encowaged 

me to explore several of my own motivations and wumptions about aboriginai art 

and cultural expressions. Armstrong wrote: 

Imagine how you as writers from the dominant society might turn over some 
of the rocks in your own garden for examination ... Imagine writing in 
honescy, free of the romantic b i s  about the courageous "pioneering spiritn of 
colonialist practices and irnperialist process. Imagine interpretïng for us your 
own people's thinking towards us, instead of interpreting for us, our 
thinking, our lives and our stories. We wish to know, and you need to 
understand, why it is that you want to own Our stories, our art, our 
beautifid c d ,  our ceremonies, but you do not appreuate or wish to 
recognize that these things of beauty &se out of the bauty  of Our people." 

The &st chapter outlines the historical contes Thornton wu working in, 

and her relationship to traditional art historical narratives. The effects of 

"Cornel Wesr, "The new cultural politics of difference," Out Z'%ere- M~~nai i za t r ion  and 
Contmpora~ Cultwes, eeds. Russell Ferguson, Murha Gever, Trinh T. Minh-ha and Cornel 
Wesr (New York: New Museum of Comemporary Arc; Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 
1990) 19. 

fiJeanette Armstrong, quoted in McMÎner and Martin 17. 
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colonization and the ensuing entrenchment of srereotypial prcconceptions about 

Fim Nations people are examïned through the art cf other North American artists, 

George C a t h  (17961872) and Paul Kane (1810-1871)' also producing representations 

of Native people. Thomton's work is discussed in relation to the art production of 

these arcists, pointing to issues of power dynamïcs between anin and subjea matter, 

the ownenhip of cultural imagery and Fim Nations resistana to White artists self- 

appointed role as culnual cusrodians of their heritage. 

The second chapter fowes  more particularljr on Thornton as a writer, 

communicy organizer and public figure, and how these occupations i n a u e n d  her 

approach and her work as an artin. Thomton's experience is presented as an 

alternative approach to traditional notions about art production. The d y s i s  is 

f-ed within a feminist pvadigm which seeks to unveil the re;ility of the 

circumstances Thornton and other women art producen mch as E d y  Cam (1871- 

1945) were working in, and how they stniggled ro obtain legitimacy in an 

environment that was often hostile to women artists. 

The final chapter explores Thornton's mistic production, focusing on her 

"Collection" of painrings of Native people, encompassing over two hundred and 

fifty portraits, water colours and other works. A discussion of Thornton's lifelong 

project examines some of the motivations surrounding the creation of what she 

considered to be a visual record of aspects of aboriginal cultures and Native elders 

and leaders from various communities acrou Western Cana& Thornon's unique 

approach to her work and the development of her on-the-spot painting technique 



are described rhrough the exunination 

11 

of sevenl of Thornton's portraits. Isnies of 

appropriation, as well as an exploration of notions of hybridity are &O woven into 

the discussions around the portraits. 



Chapter 1 

History and Intcrprctation 

What is produced, written about, taiked about, painted and described, ad& 
up to being a story; an open-ended nanative that fluctuates and is 
transformed de~ending on who is doing the talking as weii as who is 
list ening. 

In this chapter I situate Mildred Valley Thornton's art pnctice wirhin the 
. . 

social, economic, and political contexrs of the evly Zûth century. Exunining 

ideological conceptions and sociai values of that penod infuses her work with 

panicular histoncal meaning. Thornton is mosdy recognized for her painthgs of 

aboriginal ~eople. This theme was taken up by many Euro-Amencan and Euro- 

Canadian artists, and was exrremely popular in the 19th century and the early 20th 

century. Native people were thought to be part of a "vanishing race," which art& 

attempted to "capturew on canvas. Artists such as American George C a t h  and 

Canadian Paul Kane, were primarily interested in what they perceiveci to be 

"romantic" and "exotic" subject maner. Both were referred to as "authoritiesw on 

Native cultures and traditions. They ~roduced hundreds of pùntings, sketches, and 

written accounts about their rravels FO Native communities. and collected samples of 

Native M. In recenr yean, First Nations misu and writen have nired quaions 

about issues of cultural appropriation, forcing art historians and othen to re-examine 

the roles of White anists who daïmed a form of ownership over the cultures of 



&ory involves interpretation. The way historid events are talked about, 

illustrated and envirioned are bved on subjective, and oken self-xrving 

interpretations, which are embedded in power relations. In other wo rds, historical 

"tmths' are influenced by who has the power to recount a particular version of 

history.16 In the West, culture is oken presented as enduring, traditional and 

edifying, rather than contingent, disputed, syncretic and dynamic. For exampie, Pad 

Kane's popular text Wandenngs of an Adkt Among the I&ns of Nonh Arnmerru,v 

recounts his travels to Native communities across Western Canada. It was written 

from the stand-point of the artkt himself, yet wu interpreted by White readers as 

an important historical archive on the lives and cultures of Fint Nations people.lg 

'6Michel Foucault dexribed his own interpretation of history as fiction. In other words, 
his analysis disturbed what was previously considered immobile; fragmented what aras 
rhoughr unifieci; showed the heterogeneity of what w u  imagined consistent with itself 
(reference in Lym Hunt, The N m  Cultural History (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1989) 8). Ocher wntemponry writen and historians have &O defmed their analyses 
and @+tories dong these lines. See for mvnple Lynn Hunt's work previously mentioned; 
Joan Wallach Scott, Garder and the Polina of H h o ~  (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1988); Gilane Tawadros, "Beyond the boundary: The work of three black women 
artists in Britah," lhird Text 8\9 (Autumn-Winter 1989): 121-150. 

"Paul Kane, Wattderings of an Aaist Among the Indirms of N o d  Ame-tica (1859; 
Mineola, N.Y.: Dover Publications, 1996). 

'%y Western hisroriuis and anthropologists relied on the wrinen and visual 
representations of Euro-Canadian and Euro-American artists nich as Paul Kane for their 
studies of aboriginal people. Their renditions were o h  interpreted to be more "authentic" 
and "accurate" than accounts by First Nations people themxlves. See for example Marius 
Barbeau, Ihe DownfiII cf Tanlahan (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1973). Barbeau refers to 
the work of miss Emily Cam, h g d o n  Ilihn and Edwin Holgate. See also Diamond 
Jemess, ne Indians of &nada (1932; Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), which 
uses Paul Kane's work to illustrate the different aboriginai peoples of Canada 



containec! and controlIed version of the past. It is important that these historiai 

venions be revealed as partial tmths and incornpletc stories. It should be possible, 

through analysis and politid pnctice, to revkit history and rctrieve storiri uid 

people chat have been marginllued and forgorten, while simultaneously exploring 

the social, political, economic and ideological factors which have contributed to 

their exclusion. There has always been r e s i ~ a n a  to dominant ideologial paradigms; 

a plethora of heterogeneous voices which represent muitïple testirnonies and 

experiences. George E N ~ U S ,  National Chief of the Assembly of Fim Nations 

between 1986 and 1991, stated: 

It's r edy  t h e  for some change. It's really time that the European people 
and their decendanu, and the rest that are here, that are now Canadians, 
seriously begin to address the basic relationship they have with this land and 
the people who were here fust.. Why a n  we nor have a situation here 
where Native people have enough land, and enough control over their lives, 
that they oui have some dig~lity?'~ 

Rev&g the complexities and fragmentation of historiai accounts is a 

means of exploding traditional an hinorical discounes and pnctices whose 

exdusionary criteria have denied marginalized art producers a c u  to forums of 

discussion, thereby limiting the scope of serious debates about art and art practiccs. 

Many artisu, including Native arcists, have been discriminated agaïnst, refwd 

recognition and denied access to resources and financial support because of theïr 

race, gender, dm, sexual  orientation, or orher "differences." These Limitations have 

- 

19George Erasmus, quoted in McMaster and Martin 8-9. 
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wo&d to alienate these individualr or groups, contributing to a sense of isolation 

and fmration. A means of revening exdusionary structures imposed by the 

dominant canon is through an interrogation of the ways contemporary economic, 

politid and ideological processes, as well as hinoricd factors, ntdi as colonization 

and imperialism, have sustained p a r t i d u  s0&1 divisions bemeen dominant and 

rnarginzlized groups. Once this is undemood, it then becomes possible to move 

beyond the limitations of these forms of thinking and imagine new ways of 

describing and interacting with one another. 

Mildred Valley Thornton is an historical figure who has been marginaiized in 

art historical accounts. She wu a well known and respected a n i s  in the mid-20th 

century, parricularly in Western Canada, with important ries to the art communities 

in RegLia in the 1920's and 303, and in Vancouver in the 1940's and 50's. She 

worked as a freclance journalin, and as full-the art critic for the Vancouver Sun 

between 1944 and 1959. She was also a mernber of numerous artistic and cultural 

organizations: she w u  on the Board of Directon of the Community AN Coucil 

in Vancouver (c1940), and war a member of the k t  Hisrorid and Sciemific Society 

under which the Vancouver Museum wu opented. Yet, she has been excluded from 

texu and discussions about Canadian art producers." 

2oCanadian art historims, Dennis Reid and J. Russel Harper have written important 
historical texts on us production in Canada. Their works are frequently relied on as 
references by scholvs and researchen. Neither Reid's book, entitled A Con& Hinov of 
Gzdtan  Painting roronto: Oxford University Press, 1973), nor Harper's, entitled 
Painting in Cimdc A History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1966) mention 
Thomton's work. Maria Tippett's study on Canadian women art producers, d e d  By a 
Lady: Celebruring &ee ûslturia of Art by (anadian Women roronto: Viking Books, 
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There arc different opinions and rasons given for Thomton's absence from 

art historical accounts. The h, is the fact that she was a womui produchg art 

during a tirne when women were dkcounged from undertaking what were 

considered to be "nale" oriented professions outside of the home. Man, women 

artists had to sruggle for s a n t  recognition, which, more often than not, did not 

exrend beyond their 

Secondly, Thoniron was interested in F k  Nations cultures, which is 

reflected in the hundreb of portraits she produced of Native people. As 1 outhe  in 

chapter three, her hagery of Native people did not sit comfonably within the 

confines of the romanticized, exotic representations of aboriginal people that 

traditionally appealed to EuroCInadiui audiences of the early Zûth cenniry. At the 

same t h e ,  although Thomton benefitted from the support of both Native and non- 

Native critics durhg her lifetime, transformations within Canadian society would 

e v e n d y  open up the polit id spectrum to an increasingly vocal aboriginal 

population, intent on representing themselves. For insrance, the Second Worid W u  

introduced a change in attitudes towards aboriginal people, who, despite the fia 

rhat they did not enjoy the same voting prideges as other Canadian citizens, 

enlisted in proportionately higher numbers than any other segment of the general 

1992) does not refer to Thomton either. 

2'Muiy (feminist) arc historians have documented the absence of women uUsû from 
traditional (art) historical texts. See for example Poilock and Parker; and Pollock, "Painting, 
feminisrn, history," in Dest;rbilizing Theory, where she discusses how leading modem art 
critic Clement Greenberg dismisses artist Helen Frankenthder's influence on Amencan 
avant garde painting in the 1950's and 60's (162). 



populationP By 1960 ai l  aborigïnai people were p t e d  the ri& to vote,a and in 

the 1970's and 80's, Native communities were gaining strength through political and 

legd battles with the Canadian govenunent over land daims and issues of self- 

government. Aboriginal a r t k  and culturd worken, such as Alex Janvier b.1935) 

and Daphne Odjig &. 1919)' were becoming increasingly recognized as agents and 

representatives of their own cultures within Euro-Canadian society, rendering 

Thomton's representations increasingly psoblematic. 

I wanr to emphasize that Thornton's work cu: be read in many different 

ways. Through an exploration of Thomton's approach what will hopefully become 

apparent are the complexities and multiple layers of her work and the r e k t i o n  

that she cannot simply be slotted into existing discourses of art. 

Poacolonîal writers have devised subversive strategies aimed at displacing 

hegemonic narratives. These indude the incorporation of multiple voices, as well as 

the adoption of non-traditional literary and discursive methodd4 Laquage, 

especially written language, has frequently been identified as an important site of 

stniggle by marginalized groups. Within Western culture, the written word h u  been 

dexribed as the ultimate, normal terminus of thought, regarded by muiy as the 

mon credible and authorkative expressive am, dismissing other forms of expression, 

=Olive Parricia Didruon, C ; r d ' s  F i m  Nations: A History of Founding Peoplesfiom 
Earlibst fimes roronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1992) 329. 

UFor a description of segments of the Native population who had voting rights before 
1960, see Dickason 400. 

24For a beautifid example of this see bell hook, A* on My Min& Enral Politics (New 
York: The New Press, 1995). 
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nich as oral histories, dance, art and rituais, as inadeqwte or  l e s  accurate means of 

transmitting experience and knowledgeCz Anthropologist James Clifford cl& that 

in Western culture spoken words and deeds are ; Z S S U I L ~ ~ ~  to  be transient, wherus 

wrîting endures. He reminds us th% in the West "the p w q e  from oral to literate is 

a potent recurring story of power, loss and ~orruption."~ 

Interweaving both p o q  and theory in the text, a strategy employed by 

many posrcolonial theorists, is a way of renegotiating what are considered to be 

acceptable theoretical ~ractices? Creating new spaces from which to  speak is an 

effective way of subvening dominant narratives and acknowledging the contingency 

of meiining. Theory loses iu dogmatic quality once it is used dong with different 

forms of writing boetry, fiction, aorytelling, songs and so forth). A radical 

questionkg of the world can begin with the writing process irself. Author and Hm- 

maker Trinh T. Minh-ha writes: 

1 see the interaction of the theoretid laquage and poetical laquage as 
capable of creating a new space from which to speak. Narratives can shift 
back and forth between being informational, reflective or analytical, and 
being emotional, trivial, absurd or anecdotal? 

5Jamake Highwater, Dam: Ritwi" 
Princeton Book Company, 1978) 21. 

'-es Clifford, "On ethnognphic 
of Ethnography, eh .  James Clifford and 
California Press, 1986) 118. 

UFor an example of this, see TMih 

and Experience (New York: Dance Horizons Books; 

degory," W ~ t i n g  Culturc B e  Po& und Politics 
George E. Marcus (Berkeley: University of 

T. Minh-ha, Woman, Native, Ouber W n t i n g  
Postcolaurlity rurd ~ s n i n i r m  (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989). 

'%Tri& T. Minh-ha, Frarner Frurned (London: Routledge, 1992) 172-173. 



The incorporation of multiple voies into the text offers a more comprehensive 

understanding of issues being ddrused, by displacing the image of " author as Goda 

The authoriry and presumcd objectivity of the author (the "1," in this case myself) is 

thereby q ~ i o n e d  and undergoes a form of scnatiny by the rcader.w In its place 

arises a "sentence-thinkerNM or storyceller, who draws on the experiences and 

resources of the people s/he is writing to/about. 

My own reformulation of the practices of postcolonid writers involves the 

reconstruction of a story, the story of the He and work of Mildred Valley 

Thomton, desaibed through the incorporation of illustrations, photos, articles, 

poems, interviews and quotes, which in many ways speak for themselves. I like to 

think of this study as being analogous to a "scrapbook"; bits and pieces, scnps, 

brought together, evenmdy forming a broader picnise, yet never quite filing in d 

the voids and gaps. Inevitably, this aory will be retold, as it has already been 

recounted in the past, perhaps drawing on  very different sources. A scrapbook can 

always be modifed, new images added to existing ones and covering up othen. This 

method illustrates the possibility of a story being told in different ways. The 

-or an interesthg example of a more transparent approach, see Jane Miller's chaprer 
"Imperia1 Seduaions," in S e d ~ ~ o n s :  Studies in Reading and Culture (London: V i g o  Press, 
1990) 108-135. Miller uses divergent voices in order to inuoduce and explain issues such as 
imperialism, racism, historical and material oppression, sexism, and so forth. The text shifrs 
from the voice of Emily Brontë, to Edward Said, and findy Torii Momson. Ali the while 
interspersed with observations by Miller herself, as weil as other theorists (Gramsa, Lacan 
and Bakhtin, to name a few). The author's subjectivity is never hidden behind an 
"objective, ' uIufying discourse. 

'%inh, Womn, Native, Otber 17. 



outcorne, i d d y ,  ïs the creation of a collage comprised of a multitude of 

perspectives dl pointing to dinerent manings. 

If culture is not an objea to be described, neither is it a unified corpus of 
symbols and meanings that cian be definïtively interpsettd, C h e  is 
contested, temporal &d emergent. ~e~resent&ion i d  explmation -both by 
insiders and outsiders- is impliated in this emergence- 

Mildred Valley Thornton laboured for over thirty y-, compiling a written 

and visuai narrative of F k t  Nations traditions and cultures from the Norchwest 

Coast of British Columbia and Southern regions of the PnVies. She produced over 

two hundred portraits, mainly of Native elden from various communities, as well as 

large oil painting and watercolours depicting ceremonies and rituals sshe had 

wirnessed She wrote countless artides in journds and newspapen, e v e n d y  

publishing a book based in part on the aories and family h o r i e s  transmitted to 

her by the people she painted, and about her expenences travelling to different 

Native communities. She set out to produce what she believed to be a "luring 

recordw or archive of the histories of Native people in Western Canada. Thornton 

wrote: "1 am fded with gratitude that 1 w u  privileged to do this work at the last 

possible tirne that anyone could do it, recording a colourful phase and era of 



Canadian history which is all but over now.'" 

Thomton's representations of aboriginal people are considered here in the 

contes of exking Euro-Canadian perceptions and beliefs about the place of Native 

people in Canadian sociexy. For example, why were so mmy North American 

artists, such as George Carlin and Paul Kane, as well as Thornton, interested in 

creating a pictonl record of the lives of indigenous peoples?; and, as  writer and 

artist GeraId M c h t e r  a&: 'What were the effects of colonialism in the 

construction of the identiry of seif and Other?"" 

Colonization 

The fim group to be ncialized and subordinated in the colonization of 
Canada w u  the Native people. 

Roxana N g  (1993) 

Colonization involves the domination, or attempted domination, of one 

group over another, through the implementation of a wide range of unequal social, 

economic and political relationships. In the Canadian contex the colonizing forces 

were the French and later the British, who imposed a power structure based on 

their own economic amd political needs. Typially, indigenous populations saw large 

. . 
proportions of their lands expropriated, and colonial admuiisuations facilited the 



commercial enterprise of fellow expatriata at the expense of local populations. 

Contemponry Canadian historian Sarah Carter notes: 

CT]he fundamental fatures of colonialism were clearly present in the 
extension of the power of the Canadian state and the maintenance of sharp 
social, economic and spatial distinctions between the dominant and 

Colonial d e  w u  extremely varied in adm;n;stration and impact. The 

coIonizing powers in Canada did not rem- Native people's right to the land. 

They jusrifieci th& colonizing practias on the basis that aboriginai people were not 

organized into official States, and could not be dassified as inhabitants with a 

recogniuble title to the landY Many indiginous people led a relatively mobile 

existence, therefore they could not be classified as citizens according to European 

laws and the principle. of "private property." Furthemore, the French and the 

British believed that their daims to sovereignty were suinioned because they were 

Christian powers and therefore held certain righu and ~rivileges over non-Christian 

peoples. Roxana Ng p o h  out that the ideology of European supenority rooted in 

the notion of pnvate property, agriculnual production and Christian m o d t y ,  and 

the deployment of this ideology for the subordination of aboriginal people, had a 

material base. She writes: 

As the colonial economy evolved from mercantilism to industrial capitilism, 
agricultural development to provide food for England and Upper Canada 

33Sarah Caner, Gzpturing Womm: Ihe Munipbtion of Culrurd Imzgq, in C à d ' r  
Prairie West (Montréal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1997) 19. 



became a prioriv. Later, Canada's westward expansion by d w a y s  and roads 
also neui ta ted  securing parcels of "freew land. If the Native people's 
nomadic way of life hd ben incompatible with the fur trade, it was more 
so with an Ignnrn-based economy and the exigencies of the modem nation- 
state? 

Relationships becween European and aboriginal people did not r emui  aatic 

throughout centuries of CO-habitation. For example, in the early stages of Europeui 

arrïval in North Am& during the 16th and e d y  17th centuries, F i m  Nations 

people nich as the Iroquois (who inhabited the St. Lawrence Valley), were viewed 

by the French as militaxy illies and economic partners. Negotiations ensued between 

Iroquoian and French representatives, and economic and political alliances were 

forged. As historian J. R. Muer writes: 

The encounter of Indians and Frenchman at Gaspé in J d y  1534 contained 
many of the elemenu of arly relations between natives and intruders. This 
epitome of early relations wu all the more remarkable because it brought 
together draxnatically different peoples with contnsting soaeties that would 
nonetheless coopente successhlly for centuries before relations deteriorated 
into coaflict and c~nfrontation.'~ 

Although Miller's alternent that relations bemeen the Iroquois and the 

French remained coopentive for centuries is perhaps an ~verstatement,~ 1 draw 

attention to  this initial contact period as a way of illusrrathg that relationships 

j5Roxana Ng, "Racism, seMsm and nation building in Canada," Rme, Idmtiry rnd 
Rqwesmtation in Eduaztion, eds Cameron McCarthy and Warren Crichlow (New York: 
Rourledge, 1993) 54. 

'7. R. Miller, Skyscrapers Hide the Hmvens: A History of Indiafi-White Rekztions in 
&na&, revised edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991) 3-4. 

"See for example historian Olive Patricia Dickason's interpretation of early colonial 
encounters between the Iroquois and the French (Dickason 149). 



between aboriginal people uid Europans are cornplex, dynamic and have undergone 

many changes over time. Although rack assumptions and discrimination have ofien 

plagued these relationships, I think it is important that perceptions of contact 

berween Native people and Europeans not be simplified or reduced to a 

"viccim/oppresorm dichotomy. An ovenimplified, bïnvist view of relationships 

between European and aboriginal peoples does not allow for the possibility of 

meaningful mutual archanges between them, nor does it r e v d  resinance to 

oppressive rneasures by aboriginal people, who continued to suugg1e for control 

over their own lives throughout centuries of contact with Europeans. 

In the 19th centuy European colonialists began to expand their innuence 

and settlements further wemvard. Increasing demands for land and resources, racist 

goverrunent policies, the effects of wars berween aboriginal popdations and the 

Canadian state, diseases, forced relocation and the attempted assimilation of Native 

populations led to sipificant tnnrformacions in relations between Europeans and 

Fim Nations people. The r d  social, economic and politid effects of colonization 

were acutely felt within Native communities across Canada. For example, afier the 

unniccessful Riel Rebellion of 1885, the Canadian nate took a hardline position 

towards iu leader, Louis Riel (who w u  hanged for t rwon in 1885), and the Métis 

and Cree commuairies which had participated in the uprising. Cree leaders, 

induding Big Bear and Poundmaker, were imprisoned (both died within several 

yean of their prison sentences), othen had penshed during the Rebellion. Ottawa's 

motives were dear, as historian Olive Pacricia Dickason wntes: 



mhe Cree now found thit evcn their remaining chiefs were under a d :  
Ottawa wuited all those who had not given unwavering support to the 
government to be deposed ... The god was the destruction of tribal forms of 
government, the atomiuuon of Amerindian communities. The number of 
Indian agents were heavily increased and the NWMP [North West Mounted 
Police] w u  strengthened. The once friendly relations berween police and 
Amerindian woled as attitudes hardened? 

Policies put forth by the Canadian govemment, such as the one outlined 

above, contributad to the establishment of dearer boundvies between Wh& a d  

Native people. These parameters were constandy shifring, often in relationship to 

who wu p n t e d  access to the meam of production (land and resources) and who 

was exduded. For example, the fewer people who could lay daim to their Native 

ancestry meant the fewer people the Canadian government needed to negotiate with 

over land daims and the shving of resour~es.'~ 

Drastic measures were adopted by government offiaalc, in the hope of 

assimilating Native people into mainstram society- Children were sepuated from 

their families and communities and sent to residentd schools, which were favoured 

over day schools because they were believed to "accelerate the process of 

assimilation."" Once there, children were prohibited from speaking theu Native 

languages and forced to dopt  European lifesty1es uid beliefs. Misrionaries and 

government agents put pressure of the aate to cund certain religious and cultural 

"Sec for example Didrason and Miller who both talk about conflicts between Native 
people and the Canadian government over protraaed issues nich as land titles and the right 
to self-government. 



ceremonies, nich as the potlatch, pnniced within rnany Northwest Coast 

cornmunicies. Potlatches were daborate f m  and gift-giving celebrations o w d  

to mark signifiant occasions, such as weddings, fiiaeds, and so forth. They were 

b m e d  between 1884 and 1951, by offiaals from the church and state who hoped 

rhat these m a r e s  would undermine the strong cultural traditions present in these 

Northwest Coast communities. More importantly, Native people couid not meet in 

groups and organk polit idy until after the 1951 repeal. As one aurhor notes: 

Indian sociay was atomized. By the mid-1890's, the govemment took the 
fmd sep  in destro~ing the Indians' ability to hve in their traditional manner. 
by dg them Nb&t to measures thatVdeprived [thern] of their leadership,- 
social organizations, religion, their children, and their old sources of 
livelihood. The govemment sought to prevent reserves from becoming Indian 
homelands and used them instead as devices of assimilation? 

Euro-Canadian representatïons and perceptions of Native people, in ut and 

literature, were linked to rd struggles taking place in Canadian society during this 

These representations, which purported to depict subjects realistidy, 

reflected more accurately underlying assumptions, needs and vaiues of the artist, his 

or her patrons and the viewing audience themselves. 

During the latter part of the 19th century and into the beginning of the Zûth 

century, Euro-Canadüins and Euro-Ameriuns were stniggling to establish a sense of 

national and cultunl identity, distinguishing them from their European roots. The 

"Far West" became a symbol and integnl aspect of an Amencan sense of national 

(7. L. Tobias, "Indian reserves in Western Canada: kidian homelands or devices of 
assimilation?" Native Pevple, Na~ive La& Cl& Idilam, Inuit and Méh, ed. Bruce 
Alden Cox (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1991) 151-152. 



identity @art of the collective consaousness). This occured in Canada as weil, yet 

perhaps to a lesser ment. ' Iae 'West" vas thus constructed in a particular way in 

Euro-American and Euro-Canadian historicd accounts. Whether depicted as the land 

of oppomm.ity, inhabited by frontienmen, cowboys and Indims, or illustrated as a 

foreboding, utamable and exouc region, popular representations of Western Canada 

and the United States ignored the iives of Native people. 

Western expansion in both the United States and Canada wu dosely tied to 

an increased demand for land and resou~es -nich as forestry, fishing, huntîng, 

trapping and mining rights- by growing numben of European settlers. The 

glorification and romamiciution of European expansion in the West silenced the 

oppositional voices of aboriginal people, who were seeing their land bases eroded 

and resources depleated Their histories and concems were pushed to the mugins of 

political debates. When spoken about at dl, Native people were ofien described or 

depicted according to familiu stereotypes, which hxed their identities in the r& 

of "Ocher"; i.e. non-European, non-Christian. In other words rhey were perceived to 

be inferior or savage. The following quote, published in a Chicago paper in 1867, 

exprwed a popular belief of the period: 

AU conquering civilization WU be borne upon the wings of seam to the 
uttexmoa pam of the western plains, preparing the way for sde and npid 
settlement by white men, and compehg the savages to either adopt 
civilization or suffer extinction.'* 

'Quote in Brian W. Dippie, "The moving finger writes: Western an and the dynamics 
of change," in Jules Prown et al. Dixove~ed L a d ,  Inmted Pm: Transfoming V i m  of 
rhe Amenan W i  Wew Haven: Yale Universiry Press, Yale Univesity Ait Gallery, 1992) 
99. 



No& Amcria wu changing rapidly in the late 19th century. 

lndusu ih t ion  and urbanization were increasingly replachg subsistance agridture 

and nual  living. People in Eastern Canada and the United States were moving into 

large &es such as Montréal, New York and Bostos and fmiding employment in the 

growing industrial sectors. These populations craved an escape from the drudgery of 

their confined urban existences. The "Western Frontier" held a mystical and alluring 

quality, despite the fact that by the late 19th CeIlNry governing bodies in Canada 

and the United States had actended their influence to its furtbest reaches, 

Many ideologid and moral arguments were uted by Euro-Canadians and 

Euro-Americu~r to justify Western expansion and the exploitation, assimilation and 

oppression of Native people. These ideological assumptions and m o d  debates found 

their way into the art and Litenntre of the period For example, John Gast's 

painting Arnmaul Progress (1872) (see figure I )  , which was also widely circulated as 

a chr~molirhograph,~ depicu a mythical interpretation of Western expansion. It 

portrays an aqelic-like figure in the sky representing the spirit of "Civilization." 

She ho16 a schoolbook under her arm and is stringing t e l epph  wire as she lads a 

procession of European settlen westward. The colonists walk calmly on, displacing 

Native people, herds of buffalo and other anirnals scrambling out of the way. 

Industrial aclivity and the locomotive, symbolizing European technological 

advancemenu and W=em urpansion, are contrasted with a rurd setting. Historian 

43A chromolithognph is a picture printed in colours from a series of lirhographic srones 
or plates. A common practice in the 19th century. 



Brian Dippie describes the painting as an account of the meeting of pur and present, 

with a look towardc the future and a celebration of the "progress of a~ilization."~ 

A popular assumption in Europe and Nonh Amena in the 19th century, 

and for many y a n  to corne, was chat Fim Nations people were part of a 

"vanishing race." Their "disappe;u~~~ce" wzr wumed to be inevitable in the face of 

" progress" and "civïbtion," art ributes believed to be wociated with European 

culnues and techno~ogies. The foUowing quote by Amencan painter George Catlin 

typifies popular assumptions of the penod: 

I started out in the y e u  1832, and penetrated the vast and pathless wilds 
which are f d a r l y  denominateci the great "Far West" of the North 
Ameiczn ~ont inek . .  Rnspired withm enthusiastic hope and reliance that I 
could meet and overcome d the h-ds and privations of a life devoted to 
the production of a lireml and graphie delineGion of the living mannen, 
customs, and chvuxer of an interesthg race of people, who are npidly 
passing away from the face of the earth -1ending a hand to a dying nation, 
who have no hinonans or biographes of their own to pourtny with fidelity 
their native look and history; thus snatching from a hasty oblivion whar 
could be saved for the benefit of posterity, and perpetuating it, as a fair and 
jusr monument, to the memory of a tmly lofty and noble race." 

The gradual loss or deterioration of traditionai d d  pnaices, languages 

and social structures within Native communiries w u  perceived by Whites as the 

"naniral," or acceptable outcome of their contact with Europeans. This attitude w u  

influenced by racist, Eurocentnc ideologies, and connected to 19th century 

Enlightenment thinking in Europe. Enlightenment thinking emphasized rationalism, 

"George Catlin, Lettm and Notes on *Se No& AmerWn Indians (1841; North Dighton, 
MA: JG Press, 1995) 3. 



empiricism and positiwt methodologies, and favoured the notion of an evolutionuy 

whereby cultures were dassifïed hierarchidy in accordance to their 

degree of "sophistiation" md technid "advancement." The ide& of Enlightenment 

thinking and European imperidkm were closely linked. Colonized cultures were 

asnuned to be "iderior" or "less advanced" than European cultures. They were 

accordingly catagorizcd as "prehistonc" or "primitive," and placed at the bottom of 

a post-Daminian social scale. James Clifford writes: 

For a bourgeois experience of tirne -a linear, relentles progress lading 
nowhere certain and permitting no pause or cyclic return, the culniml isluids 
out of tirne (or "without history") describeci by many ethnographen have a 
persistent prelapsian appeal.'( 

Invenely, European cultures were considered to be situated at the top of the social 

pynmid, and therefore "superior" to non-Europeui peoples and cultures. The 

following quote, published in 1908, in the leading British Museum Journal makes 

these assumptions very cleu: 

The progress of colonization and commerce d e s  it every year increasingly 
evident that European races and especidy those of Our own [British] islands, 
are destined to assume a position in part, one of authority, in pan, one of 
light and leading, in all regions of the world? 

White representatives ended up "speaking for" Native people, who were 

defmed as "primitive," "non-literate" or "without history," and assumed ro be 

'Clifford, "On ethnographie degory," 111. 

"Taken from the Museum Journal, 1908, quoted in A M i e  Coombes, "Museums and the 
formation of nationd and cultural identities," 7he w o r d  J o u d  11.2 (1988): 65. 



incapable of representing themselves. They were talked about as if they were not 

involved in the present. Th& societies took on an e~herneral qudity; at the &ne 

they were recorded they were seen as "doomed." This created a sense of urgency. 

Ge052 Cath,  dong nirh many other Euro-Canadian and Euro-American artists, 

felt that it was impemtive to document the 'fleetingn history of Fim Nations people 

before it was too late. The rhetoric employed wss one of necessity of "conservation" 

and "preservation" in the face of "extinction." The notion of a "vanishing me" was 

a means of validating the recording of these cultures. Heno, despite centuries of 

contact and the changed conditions of the lives of Native people, anthropologists, 

ethnogmphers and artists continued to describe and picture the "real" Native person 

as the one before contacc or during the early contact period. As Jennifer Brown 

States: 

The white man's feathered, stock Indians are cornfortable, familiar images, 
enticingly primitive or romantidy wild, yet safely domesticated as long as 
the real thing remahs relativeely invisible and distant. Entrenched for 
centuries they are not readily dislodged by the voices of F i m  Nations 
people]? 

James CIifford suggests that accounts about the persistent and repetitious 

"disappearauce" of social forms at the moment of their ethnognphic representation 

demanb analysis. He daims chat ethnognphy's "vanishing" object, in this case 

aboriginal people anci th& dtures, is a rhetorical constnia that legitimizes 

representational practices and the development of "salvage" ethnography. Clifford 

" J e d e r  Brown, "Exorcizing the white man's Indian," Robm Ho& Indians from A to 
2, ed. Robert Houle (Winnipeg Art Gallery, 1990) 4. 



Historia1 worlds [d salvaged as textud fabriations discomected from 
ongoing lived d e u x  and suitable for moral, allegoricd appropriation by 
individual readers .49 

Euro-Canadian and Euro-American representations of aboriginal people did 

not portray its abject realistidy, but perhaps depicted more auurately the 

perceptions and imagination of North Americans &cmselvesM They were seif- 

serving interpretations infured with powemil symbolism. In his book ;The mite 

Mun's Indinn: I m g e s  of the Amm.an Indian fiom Columhs to the Presmt, Roben 

Berkhofer, Jr. has wrinen that the underlying narrative of moa Western 

representations is not about Native people at all, but about Euro-Canadians and 

Euro-Americans moving to a new country and remaking it in their own image." 

Sometimes it is a aory of progress, sometimes of loss, but always it is about the 

projection of human desire onto resisting but ~ielding land. Native people took on a 

symbolic quality in the popular imagination of Whites, resembling fictional, 

mythical figures, such as the "noble savage" or the "evil savage," instead of red 

people. Artisu were creaton of fiction, and perpetuated the myth of the "knaginary 

Indian. " 

4gClifford, "On ethnognphic allegory," 114. 

K)Jdes David Prown, "Introduction," in Prown et al. Discwered L a d ,  I m t e d  Pm: 
Trat.foming Visions of the Amenenun West (New Haven: Yde University Press, Yale 
Univesity Arc Gallery, 1992) xi. 

''Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., ne i%te Man's Indian: Images of the Arnerkmz Indian fiom 
Columbus tu the Presmt (New York: Vintage Books, 1979) 28. 



The romantic au= conjured up by Indians and the unknown spaces worked 
like a powedul mgpet. Buffalo herds, plains Indians, and wild moumain 
scenery were exciting beyond the wildest aretch of the imagination. The 
Canadian Indian had always been of interest to artists. 

J. Russell Harper (1966) 

White audiences were mostly interested in rommnUcized, nostügic 

representations, that coliapsed the wide divenity of aboriginal peoples into the 

notion of one ovenrchîng "primitive" race, portrayed alternately as noble or 

ignoble. These stereotypial images fmed Native people's identity in a visual vice, 

that cul~ivated simuituieously a sense of the availability and the containability of 

the people represented. Images portraying 'colonized subjects," captured these 

potentially dangerous and different people and reproduced them in a "safe," 

contained and accessible way. Native people became "Othern (exotic, romantic), yet 

entirely knowable and visible, because representations corresponded to existing 

stereotypes being circulated in Euro-Canadian and Euro-Americui culture (through 

the press, government documents, popular fiaion and so forth). 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Euro-Canadian and Euro-American 

mi= depicting indigenous populations, were influenced by the ideals of Neo- 

Classickm and Romanticism. The Neo-Classical style emerged in Europe in the 18th 

century, and wu represenred mon: clearly through the works of French painter 

Jacques-Louis David (1748-1825). Neo-Classickm symbolized a revival of interest in 

the ordered and rational forms of antique art, emphasizing senous subject matter, 
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clear and precise fonn, and idcalized beauty. Romuiticism evolved in Europe in the 

early 19th century. Romantic ideals accentuated o v e r p o w e ~ g  emotion and 

highteened sensibility, which were aptly suited to the rugged, unchured and 

seemingly utamable landsape of North A m e n a  Arc& of this period, were 

interested in painting contemporary t o p i d  evenrs, not only as a depiction of that 

particular event, but &O as an exploration of the passionate emotions and tmths 

that underlay it. For instance!, American artin John Mix Stanley (1814-72) p ~ t e d  

Last of 'Iheir Race (1857) (see &me 2) as a son of "mernoriil" to the disapparing 

Native "racesw of the New World The painting consists of an eclectic and exotic 

group of people, perhaps the remnuits of various nations, which Stanley illustrated 

through ciifferences in clothing and other apparel. The large body of water 

bordering them on one side places them at the very edge of the Western Frontier. 

They appear to be about to be pushed into the Pacific owin. Stanley even added 

buffalo skulls, k i n g  a p d e l  benween the experience of Native people and the 

disappevance of the large buffalo herds of the Plains. The sening sun emphasizes 

the donve of an e n  when Native people lived in their traditional ways, yet the 

people portrayed are passive and non-threatening. Stanley has "immortalized" Native 

people by rendering them impervious to change. He has transformed a 

contemporary tragedy, the dispossession of land and resources from aboriginal 

people, into something monumental and heroic: the tngic, yet inevitable fate of 

these people. 

These stereotypes are pur  of a paradigm of polarity that lies at the hem of 



minority or race relations and assumes uniqueness for Whites as clluifiers and 

Native people as the classited. This type of imagery often obscured the complexities 

of Native people's true identities and served as ideological weapons in their 

subordination. Author Homi K. Bhabha writes: 

It is the force of ambivalance that gives the colonial stereotype its cumncy: 
ensures iu repeatability in changing historiai and discursive conjunctures; 
informs its nritegies of individuation and marginalkttion; produces that 
effect of probabilhic math and predictability which, for the stereotype, m m  
always be in excess of what cm be empirically proved or logicaUy 
construed." 

Bhabha explains that it is the ambiguity and repeatability of the stereotype that 

makes it dZficult to work against. For example, the stereotype can shift berneen the 

"Indian" perceived as noble or evil, friend or foe, and so forth. However, it never 

moves beyond this circle of recognition, remzining within the boundarïes of the 

identifiable, contained and visible. This denied Native people an identity outside of 

rhat whkh was defmed within Western colonial discourses and discursive patterns. 

Colonial discourse relied on the limited and controlled binding of differences to 

inform political practices of racial and cultural hierarchie~.~ Increasingly, aboriginal 

men and women beame visible only through these K t e d  srereotypes. The rest of 

the rime, they were invisible. 

According to Edward Said, people in the West internalize the stereotype by 

S'Homi K. Bhabha, "The other question: Difference, discrimination and the discoune of 
colonialism," CuItur. Studies, eds. L. Grossberg, C. Nelson and P. A. Treichler (New 
York: Routledge, 1992) 71. 

j3Bhabha, "The other question," 72. 



diaancing themseIves from the muginalized penon or group, thereby aaentuating 

the notion of "difference." Said's imponant work Orientalimz, looks at coloniution 

and imperialist discourses, tncing a genealogy of Europe;in\Western notions of the 

Orient.Y "Orientalism" is described as a figurative term and fonn of thinking based 

upon an ontological and epistemologid distinction made between the "Orient" and 

the "Occident."" Orientalism is a way of coming to t e m  with the Orient that is 

based on the Orient's special place in European experience. The Orient is seen as 

the contrasting image, idea, penondity and experience of the Weit. These two 

(geognphial and ideological) entities supported and reflected each other. Said daims 

that European culture gained in arength and identity by opposing itself to the 

Orient, depicted as a sort of surrogate and even inferior self. The "Othern (the 

OrientaI or non-Europcm) was transformed into a figure that belonged to a definite 

image-repertoire and incorpo nted into the European imagination. Said wrïtes: 

Orientalism can be discussed and analysed as the corponte institution for 
dealing with the Orient dealing with it by making natemenu about it, 
authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, niling over it: 
in short, Orientahm as a Western style for dominatkg, restructuring, and 
having authority over the Orient.% 

One of the issues Said niKs is the unquestioned authority of many European 

%Edward Said, dong with many other postcolonial and feminist theorists, has relied on 
the work of Michel Foucault and other deconstructionisu. Foucault's work privileges the 
mdy of texnial archives and the sites through which the discursive pncrices of a souety 
are constructed. For an introduction to Foucault's approach see 'Ihe Fovurult Rcader, ed. 
Paul Rabinow (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984). 

"Edward Said, Orimtalinn (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978) 2. 
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or Western commentaton on the cultures and societies of colonized people. Artins, 

scholan, writen, poliricians, and many others, becvne "specialists" on colonized 

people's cultures and identities, ofcen porrraying them as static; unchanged since the 

pre-Columbian era. Attempts to dccQibe cultures as static involve simplifiation, 

exclusion, the construction of self-other relationships and the imposition of a power 

relationship. As author Gad Valaskakis writes: 

Drawn h m  the image of the savage Y noble or evil, neither representation 
dows [non-Native viewers] to identifjr native peoples as equal, to recognize 
them as r d  inhabitanu of the land? 

Euro-American and Euto-Canadian artists contributed to the persistence of 

such stereotypes, by chosing to focus primarily on traditional aspects of aboriginal 

cultures, which were assumed to be in danger of "vanishing" in the face of European 

expansion. Focusing on the innovative and challenging ways aboriginal communities 

adapted to, or iduenced, European setdemenu, would have meuit acknowledging 

their knowledge base, endurance, sustaïnability, and their capaaty to portray rheir 

own histories. Instead, North Amencan creating w k e n  and visual narratives 

about aboriginal people enlisted among the ranks of "specialists," collemhg 

information, news and art. These artisu were also referred to as "amateur 

ethnographers" and "authoriciesn on the lives of First Nations people. 

%ail G. Valaskakis, "Postcards of my pur: The Indian as artefact," Rekr ing  CuItural 
Studies: Developmmü in ï%eory and Reswrcb, eds. Vaida Blundell, John Shepherd and Ian 
Taylor (London: Routledge, 1993) 161. 



Amateur Ethnognphcrs 

The disciplines of anthropology and ethnography emerged in Europe and 

North America in the 19th century, and were closely tied to wolutionary theories. 

~nthropology is defined as the science of "man," or a study of the nature of the 

human speues. Ethnography is concerneci with the midy and systematic recording 

of human cultures. Within these disciplines, comparative and evolutionuy systems 

of classification were the chosen taxonomies throughout this period? h n i e  

Coombes daims that in the 19th centwy the vaiue of anthropology and 

ethnography was placed on their ability to trace "the gndual growth of complex 

bropean] systems and aistoms from the primitive ways of [rheir] progenitors' 

through the use of material culture from extant peoples (all of whom were 

colonized)."" Students of anthropology and ethnography described their 

observations of other people and culnues as the collection of "scientïfic data," and 

were thou& to be purveyon of certain indisputable "truths." However, the 

precision and objectivity associated with saencific pnaices becomes problematic 

when attempting to discuss human behaviour. As wntemponry anthropologin 

Stephen Tyler notes: 

The urge to conform to the canons of scientific rhetoric h u  been an illusory 
redism, promoting the absurdity of "describing" nonentities such as "culturen 
or "society" as if they were fuliy observable, and d in surety that the 



obsenren' grounding discoune is itself an objective form sufficient to  the task 
of describing actsoO 

Both George Catlin and Paul Kane were referred to as "amateur 

ethnognphers," beause of thcir written and visual "records" of Native cultures. 

Th& observations p resupposed an objective, detached standpoint. As " recorders" 

they were presumed to be located ouuide of the arem of study; looking at or  

objectifying a given realîty.61 

George C a t h  (1796-1872) is perhaps the most well known "Indiui portrait 

painter" or "Western Frontier artkW from the 19th century. His experience provides 

insight into the motives for producing, what he hoped would bey a lvting "archive" 

of the histories of indigenous inhabitants of North A m e n a  C a t h  tmvelled to 

Western regions of the United States painting Native people, their villages and 

ceremonies. He &O colleaed Native an and recordeci informîtion on the ,adtues 

and traditions of Native people he encountered, evennidy publishing a book in 

1841, entitled, Letten and Notes on the Manners, Custorns and Condition of the No& 

Amertertan Indians. 

Schooled in Iaw rather thin art, C a t h  was entirely self-taughr. He was nor 

pmicularIy renowned for his artistic abilities and struggled for recognition as an 

*Stephen A. Tyler, "Post-modern ethnopphy: From document of the occult to occult 
document." Wiiting Culturtz 7he Poetics and Politics of Ethnogxapb, eds. James Clifford and 
George E. Munis (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986) 130. 

61James Clifford, "Introduction: Partial tmths," Wiihng Culture: The P o 6  and Politics 
of Erhnograpby, e h .  James CLifford and George E. Marcus (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1986) 11. 



axtist until he bcgan painting Native people. Notable French writer and art critic 

Charles Baudelaire wrote: 

When M. Catlin came to Paris... the word went around that he could neither 
paint nor dnw, and if he h d  produced some tolerable d e s ,  it w u  th& 
only to his courage and hir patience ... CT]o&y it is established that M. Catlin 
can ~ a h t  and draw verv weli indeed ... M. C a t h  has a~tured the noble 

L - -  d & 

expression of these splendid fellows in a masterly way." 

Both C a W s  p;iintings and his book won him cr i t ia i  d a i m  with White 

audiences in North Ameria and Europe. H e  organized a large exhibition, known as 

the "Indian Gallery," which induded over 400 pahtings and artifacts brought back 

from his traveIs. It toured throughout the United States and Europe, and was an 

extravagant and grandiose public dispIay chat tapped into European and American 

viewen' curiosity about the supposed appearance and customs of Native people. 

One of Catlin's mon successful pJntings was his portrait entitled Buffalo Bull's Back 

Fat, head chi& Blood Tnbe (sec figrne 3), which he submitted to the 1846 annual 

exhibition at the Paris Salon. The image is a bust of a noble and solemn looking 

warrior, dressed in elaborately decorated jacket and feather roach, holding an 

embellished pipe stem. Curator Ann Davis described the painting in the following 

tenns: "[The p i e ]  is a psychologicd study, conveying the wisdom and pride of a 

doomed people through such features as the &ess of the pose, the grandeur of the 

dress and pipe stem, the strengh of the countenance, and, most puriculariy, the 

%harles Beaudelaire quored in AM Davis, "Indians' hinorians: George Catlin and Paul 
Kane," A D h n t  Hunnony: Cornparisons in Painting of Cànudz a d  the USA. (Winnipeg: 
Winnipeg Art Gallery, 1983) 60. 



power of the inwdooking  e y d u  

Ca& w u  not the only Misr to exploit the exotic a p p d  of Native people 

to promote his own areer. Many Canadian artists in the late 19th and euly Zûth 

centuries becune famous for their hinoricd and v i d  "recordsu of Native people. 

Paul Kane (1810-71) is perhaps the best-known Canadian artkt to take up this 

subject matter. Kane produced numerous ponraiu and elabonte compositions, 

portraying Native people taking part in puticular ceremonies and riutds. 

As a Young man, Kane was a struggling artist, who found it very difficult to 

make a living through his art. In 1841, he was able to afford a trip to Europe to 

. study ~ainting, which was a common practice for North American artists during 

this period. It was in London, England, that Kane heard of George Catlin's already 

acclaimed "Indian Gallery." Kane, perhaps inspired by Catlin's success, decided to 

embark on a similar endeavour in British North knerica. He wrate: 

The principal objecc of my undertaking wu to sketch pimires of the 
~r inaple  chiefs and their onginll costumes, to illustrate their muinen and 
cutoms, and to represent the scenery of an aimost unknown country." 

Under the patronage of Sir George Simpson, governor and head of the 

Hudson's Bay Company, Paul Kane tnvelled for three years, between 1845 and 

1848, across Western Canada and down into Oregon State, sketching and 

documenting information on the aboriginal people he encountered. His experience 

&Daniel Francis, 7he Imginary Indirrn: 7he Image of tSe Indian in CànLSdian Cuhwe 
(Vancouver: Anend Pulp Press, 1992) 17. 



w u  similv to Cath's. Upon his retum, he gained immcdiate recognition from the 

Canadian public He p r o d u d  over 500 sketches during his trip, which he 

eventually transformeci into a series of anvasese In 1859, he published a book 

about his travels entitled, Wmrdmngs of an A+M among the I&s of N d  

America, which wu translated into French, Danish and German. 

Paul Kane, dong with other North Amerian artists, dedued himself the 

purveyor of "accurate" and "authentic" information on Native people. Closer 

scnitiny of his work reveals a miring and matching of elemenu from various Native 

cultures, such as the indusion of clothing, jewelry and weaponry which were not 

even part of the subject's traditionai cultural background. A cornparison between 

Kane's prelirninary sketch and portrait of Cree chief Kee-a-kee-ka-sa-coo-way 

aTo Kane's chagrin, the Canadian govemment commissioned only twelve canvases (he 
had intended to sell the govemment one hundred paintings). Kane had hoped to produce a 
collection of paintings representing a permanent mernorial of the Native people of Western 
Canada and woxthy of preservation by the nation. Kane's second major patron was George 
William Men ,  a weaithy Toronto iawyer and Member of Parliament, who purchased one 
hundred canvases and numerous d a c t s  K;rne had collected on his travels. Kane was not 
imerested in reproducing l i ted transcripts of the sketches he had produced on his trip. 
Rather, his sketches were used as midies for larger, more elaborate compositions, which he 
conceived as more "monumental." Kane wu catering to his patrons and viewers taste for 
the "exotic" and "pituresque." Kane himself seem to have been more interested in 
producing grandiose themes rather than more realistic representations of Native people, 
emulating the style and work of certain European iutists he would have seen while in 
Europe, including Eugène Delacroix (179801863) and Théodore Géricault (1791-1824). The 
bulk of Kane's pwitings are locared in rwo major collections. The Allen family collection, 
dong with a group of sketches in pend and watercolour, belong to the The Royal Ontario 
Museum in Toronto. The Lutcher Stark Foun&tion in Orange, Texas, possesses over two 
hundred watercolour and oiI sketches. For a more indepth discussion of Kane's work see J. 
Russell Harper, Paul Kane's h t i e r  (Onawz National Gallery of Canada; Fort Worth: 
Amon Caner Museum, 1971). For an interesting critique of Kane's approach see Heather 
Dawkins, "Paul Kane and the eye of power: Racism in Canadian art history," Vanguard 
(September 1986): 2427. 
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povides ui interesthg example of his enhancement of the "romantic" and "exotic~ 

a p p d  of the subjea he was depicring. Kane's watercolour study of Kee-a-kee-ka-sa- 

coo-way was produced on the spot while he wu travelling (sec figure 4). He 

concentrated on the subject's face, adding only the merest suggestion of the man's 

bare torso and the ornamented wolf-skin thrown over his shoulder. The canvas, 

entitled Kee-a-kee-ka-sa-coo-way (7%e Mm tbat G k  tbe War Whoop) was painted in 

Kane's studio a r a  1850 (see fi're 5). Considerable modifications have been made 

between the preliminary sketch and final painting. The abject is no longer a rough, 

determined, somewhat hostile figure, but a groomed and contemplative chief. The 

painting is an amalgamation of elements from rhe p o n d  study and some additional 

props, in piuticular an eagle hnd pipestem and a deconred jicket. However, despite 

these "embellishmenun and historical inaccuracies, Kane's painrings were used by 

many anthropologisu and historians as ethnographie records of Native people.d6 

Many contemponry uirhropologists and postcolonial theorists nich as 

Clifford, Tyler and Trihn T. Minh-ha underline the importance of questioning 

ethnognphic accounts which are presented as "objective" or "authentic," where the 

author becomes the recorder of someone else's culture and identity, oken neglecting 

to recognizc the provisional nature of his/her presenntion. Cercin anthropologists 

have suggested that ethnographies be called "fictionsn' or "evocations. "" These 

'%ee footnote 18, 

Wifford, "Introduction, " 6. 

'Tyler 123. 



temu help to illustrate the pvtiality of cultural and historical amunts; the ways 

they cin be systematic and exclusive, o h n  silencing incongruent voices. James 

Clifford writes: 

It soon becornes apparent that there is no "completen corpus of Fim-Time 
knowledge, that no one -lest of all the Witing ethnographer- can know 
through an opencnded series of contingent, power-laden encounters." 

Trinh T. Minh-ha has criticized 19th century authropological uid 

ethnognphic approaches that attempted to transpose scientific practias onto the 

mdy of human behaviour, transfonning the indigene into an objecP Trinh aLo 

points out that the mthropologist's task of vefiing the activities and beliefs of a 

particular society became more important than promoting communication between 

peoples of different cultures.71 

Cultural Appropriation 

While artisu such as George Ca& and Paul Katne lamented the fate of 

Narive people, their success was predicated upon it. This wu also the a se  for 

Mildred Valley Thomton, who eamed a certain notoriety for her representations of 

Native people. She w u  ofren referred to as the "Indian painter, " or the "womui 

"Clifford, "Introduction," 8. 

'Trinh, Woman, Narive, Other 59. 

"Trinh, Woman, Native, Other 57. 



who paints Indians" in the popular Recently, many Fïrst Nations ucisu, 

writen and polit id activists have vocalized their concerns over issues of culturai 

appropriation and the ownenhip and control of syrnbolic capital. They have been 

involved in smggles to w e n  control oves the production of images and histories of 

their own lives and experiences. Métis filmmaker Loretta Todd providcs a 

description of appropriation: 

[Appropriation occurs] when someone else speaks for, tells, defines, describes, 
represents, uses or recmits the images, rrories, experiences and dreams of 
othen for theV own. Appropriation also ocnirs when someone else becomes 
the expert on your own experience and is deemed more knowledgeable about 
who you are than yourseif? 

Todd also asks why artisu, wrïten and uithropologisu who daim to be genuinely 

interested and supportive of nruggles wirhin Native cornmuniries, &O appropriate 

their practices and theories?" 

In an artide published in 1994, author Charlotte Townsend-Gadt t& about 

the imponance for Fim Nations people of "taking back control" over their 

knowledge, languages, cultures and traditions, which is crucial to the ensurence of 

the integrïty of their so~ieties.'~ These demands are part of a broader political 

agenda, whidi indudes debates over land daims, inherent rights and repatriation. 

*Se, for example "Indian culture now recorded on unvas," Victoria Invemw Bulletin 
[Tmro, N. S.] 3 August 1949: n-pag. persond archive, Brentwood Bay, British 
Columbia.] 

73Todd 24. 

"Todd 26. 
s 

75Townsend-Gault 102. 
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Townsend-Gault underlines the signifiante of Native people a f ' f i i g  their right to 

represent their own cultures and uriculate their own identities. She writes: 

With such assertion of cultural ownenhip cornes the right to extend 
unilatedy what lies within any definition of culture. Controlhg ownenhip 
includes cont rohg authenticity." 

Townsend-Gault points out that resistance, adaptation, translation, 

transformation, protection and rehvention have been integral to Fim Nations 

formulations of their own cultural identities? Material culture and anistic 

are being used by Native artists, writers, politicians, and others, as a 

counter-hegemonic strategy and as a way to reshape their own social worlds. A 

quote by Gitksan cuver Doreen Jensen expresses this clearly: 

As aboriginal artists we need to redairn our own identities through Our own 
work, our heritage, and our future. We don't need to live my longer within 
others' definitions of who and what we are. We need to put aside the titles 
that have been imposed on us and our creativiry, titles that serve the needs of 
other people. For too long Our axt has been situated in the realm of 
anthropology by a discoune that validates white artists, curators and 
writers." 

1 think the questions raised by Doreen Jensen, Charlotte Townsend-Gault, 

and Loretta Todd should rem& at the surface of discussions about Thornton's 

work, and the work of other EuroCuiadian artists producing representations of 

First Nations people. Their critical viewpoints are a reminder that the imagery of 

'Townsend-Gault 103. 

"Townsend-Gadt 104. 

'moreen Jensen quoted in Townsend-Gadt 107. 
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these ucists ne& to be examincd within the specific historid contes they were 

produced in, and that aboriginal people today are Iaying daim over their right to 

speak on behalf of their own heritage. 



Chapta II 

Recrcating a Story, Retelling History 

I think oken and deeply about women anci work, about what it means to 
have the luxury of tirne - t h e  spent collecting one's thoughts, time to work 
undistwbed. This time is space for contemplation and revene. It enhances 
Our capacity to create. Work for women artists is never just the moment 
when we wnte, or do other art. In the fullest s e w ,  it is l o  time spent in 
contemplation and prepyation. 

bell hooks (1995) 

This chapter looks at Mi1dred Valley Thornton's expenence as a woman 

artist in Canada in the firsr half of the Zûth century, and her stmggle for 

recognition. Her experience is also compared to that of another prominent woman 

artist from the West Coast, Emily Cam. Thornton wu involved in the budding 

artiaic communïties of Regina and Vancouver. She also wrote poary, was art critic 

for the Vancouver S m  (1944-59), and remained engaged in various artistic and 

cuItura1 organizations over the y-, such as the Labour Arrz Guild (194446). 

Thornton is recognizcd primvily for her portraits of Native people, but she was 

also a successful landscape painter and produccd seved commissioned portraits of 

leading ~oliticll figures in Canada. She conducred a series of lectures, organizd by 

the Association of Canadian Clubs, discussing her work on Native people, and 

gaining a repuration among non-Native's as an advocate for better living conditions 

and righu for aboriginal people. 



The importance of documenting Thomton's life stems from the fact th* 

there are very few hinorical accounu that document the livcs of women atists, 

particularly those living in Western Canada. Anists such as Thornton, who were 

deeply engaged and cornmitteci to their work and to  the promotion of mistic and 

cultural organizations in their cornmunïties, are s d y  mentioned in hisrorid 

tem. This is changing, upecidy in the last decade or  so, with the publication of 

indepth mdies of women's lives and populu representations of women." 

Mildred Valley Thornton's maiden name w u  Stïnson. She grew up near 

Dresden, Ontario. Her mother, Vdey (Valentina) Longman, cune from an English 

Loyalist background, her family having immipted from the United States. 

Thornton's maternai grandfkher, Edwin Longman, wu a painter, anci her aunt, 

Evelyn Beatrice Longman, wu an acdaimed American s d p t o r  and the f m  woman 

T e e  for example S d  Carter, above cited. She has documented the manipulation of 
cultural imagery and the creation of hienrchies of gender and race in the Canadian Prairies 
in xhe late 1800's. Maria Tippett's, By a Lady, documents women misu in Canada, 
although it is considered problematic by some feminins and other critia due to its non- 
critical examination of the traditional art historicd canon and the way it tends to exdude 
women from serious discussions about axt. 



to be admined f31 membenhip to the National Academy of Design." Thornton 

once wrote: 

As as s m d  child 1 was preoccupied with dnwing. My matemal grandfather 
wu an r-ist and he ured to present his children with some of his work for 
Christmas and on theu bkhdays. 1 suppose ours w u  the only house for 
miles around with a number of fme original paintings on the parlour walls." 

Thomton's father, Edward Stinson, was a fumer of Irish descent. The 

Stinson household was compriseci of fourteen children. Mildred (or Millie, as her 

family d e d  her) had always been & i d y  indined. She decided at a very young 

age to p u m e  her stuclies in ur, and her parents supported her through her initial 

schooling at Olivet College in Michigan, around 1910. This w u  quite exceptional 

for that period, as women in rural Ontario wodd not have been encouraged to 

undercake an artistic or professional areer outside of the home. They were expected 

to get married and raise a family and contribute to the upkeep of the family fum. 

Thornton dexribed her early yean in the following words: 

In my teens 1 went to Olivet College, Michigan, to study art. It wu a 
tradition that my mother's ~eop le  should be eduated at Olivet. Two of m y  
uncles and an aunt -the noted sdptor ,  Evelyn Beatrice Longman- had 
preceded me. Aunt Evelyn had gone from Olivet to the Chicago Art 
Institue. 1 was the only one in the next generation to follow in her fooureps 
(even to smdy later at the Chicago An 6stitute) and people expected me to 
walk wonhily therein? 

80Reg Ashwell, "Mddred Vdey Thornton," Arts We<t 4.3 (May-June 1979): 28. 

glMildred Valley Thornton, "unpublished forwuci," Indian Lives rrnd L e g d  (~1966) 2. 
W T  persond archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

Thornton,  "unpublished forward," 2. 



Thomton aiso midieci at the Ontario College of Art, where she worked with 

renowned Canadian iruru George A. Reid (1860-1947) and J. William Barry (1869- 

1941). 

Thornton spent moa of her adult life in Wutan Canada, moving to Regina 

alone as a young woman (uound 1913), where she tau& art classes and be!gan 

painting professionally. Her decision to move West wu a brave one, she would have 

been t w e n t y - t h  yeus old. In the following passage Thomton desaibai her 

decision to move away from home: 

Everybody w u  talkïng about the West. so 1 deaded to go and see for myself 
what it w u  like. 1 bought a ticket to Moose Jaw, visited my uncle at 
Briercrest for a couple of months, and had nich a good t h e  (the Irish) that 1 
l o s  the r e m  end of my ticket and had to nay. because 1 wouldn't let the 
folk back home know 1 had been so areless (the proud English). I nevu did 
fmd i P  

Mildred Vdey Stinson k e d  John Henry Thornton, a businessrnui from 

England, in 1915. Their twin boys, John Milton and William Maitland, were born 

in 1926. The artist and her family lived in Regina und 1934, when the Depression 

and dificult economic circumstauces obliged them to move co Vancouver. Between 

1934 and 1960, Thornton becvne increasingly involved in the burgeoning art world 

on the West Coast, and foaised her own arc pnctice on the production of her 

Collection of paintings of Native people. After her husband's death in 1958, which 

was a devastaring loss to the heist, Thomton went to live in England with her son, 

but came back ro Vancouver in the evly 1960's. The years preceding Thomton's 



da th  on July 27rh, 1967 wen very ciifficuit. She amggled with a debilitating blood 

diseve akin to lukemia, which Ieft her embittered and dnined of energymu Yet she 

continued to paint and compile documentation for her book Indian Lives and 

Legench, published in 1966, a year before she died. This is how Thomton described 

her experience in the unpublished Forwvd to Indian Liues and Legends: 

Ir w u  not my intention to say anything in partinilu about myself in this 
book. There is very little to tell and nothing out of the ordinary, unles it be 
my tenaaty in following, despite muiy obstacIes, the path which opend up 
before me. Perhaps it w u  the stubborn English whkh 1 inherited from m y  
mother, or it may have been the fighting Irish which w u  my father's legzcy, 
or a combination of both which enabled me to accomplish my ends.= 

Thomton w u  a weU-respected artist during her lifetime. She wu made a 

Fellow of the Royal Society of the AN in 1954. Her work w u  shown in numerous 

solo and group exhibitions, including the 1930 Canadian National Exhibition in 

Toronto. Her work w u  dso exhibited at the Vancouver Art Gallery (1941, 1942, 

1949), the Commonwealth Institute Gallery, London, England (1959, 1961), the 

Masten Gallery, Calgary, Alberta (1979), and the Glenbow Museum, Calgary, 

Alberta (1997)F Some of her paintings are now located in major public collections 

in Canada, including the Glenbow Museum; the McMichael Canadian Collection, 

Kleinburg, Ontario; the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario; and the 

9. M. Thornton, "unpublished persona1 notes" (1985) 3. Mildred Valley Thornton's 
illness wu never properly diagnosed, however her symptorns were similu to lukemia. 

85Thoniton, "unpublished forward," 1. 

%ee APPENDIX I for a more extensive exhibition history, incIuding private and 
public venues. 



Vancouver Art ~allery." 

Through her work as art critic for the Vancouvm Sun, from 1944-59, and her 

involvement in several anistic and community organizations, she ako became an 

influentid figure in the arts community in Vancouver. She was prcsident of the 

Vancouver brrnch of the Canadian Authon Assoaation (1948); vice-president of the 

Vancouver Poetry Society (1949); a member of the Canadian Women's Press Club 

and the Soroptornist Club -which was dedicated to the ewnomic advancement of 

women. She w u  spokesperson for the Labour Arts Guild betareen 1944 and 1946, 

an organization with soaaliSt ideah set up afcer the Second World W u  that worked 

at rendering ut more accessible pMicularly to working class people. Thornton wu 

also on the board of directors of the Community Aiu Cound and a member of the 

Art Histonul and Scientific Society, under which the Vancouver Museum wu 

opented ... and rhis is only a partid list of the organizations she wu involved in.'" 

However, despite Thornton's extensive involvement in various artinic communities 

across Canada, she has been subsequendy wrhen out of an historid accounts. For 

example, there is scant publirhed material available on her today and very few 

historical sources have chronided her experiences. Her work remillis relauvely 

unknown, as is the case with many other women art producers in Canada. 

Feminist paradigms offer a specZc framework from which ro examine some 

"Sec APPENDM II for a Iisr of public k i tu t ions  that possess Thomton's work. 

"hile living in Regina, from 1913 to 1934, Thomton w u  equally involved in the 
s m d  arts community there. She belonged to the Regina Sketch Club, Canadian Authoa' 
Association, the Poetry Group and the Saskatchewan Women's Art Association. 
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of the ways women artists have been mugindiad historially they were removed 

from discussions about art, denied awss to economic and political resoums and the 

power to name, or voie, their own opinions and concerns. A feminist art history 

a- at exploring the artinic and cultural contributions of women producers, as weil 

as the concomitant deconstnaction of the discourses and practices of tndit ionl art 

historical approaches, which g e n e d y  fail to acknowledge the accomplishments of 

women u l i s t s .  Author Jane Miller wntes: "Feminist radings are inevitably critical 

reading: readings, that is, which expose in WXB what is suppressed by them as well 

as what is visibly contestable in them. "" Feminism is not a singular approach, but a 

broad encompassing term that includes a variety of positions and arategies amongst 

women involved in the production and reception of art." Ferninisr art critic Katy 

The perskence of discrimination against women, the marginaiization, 
containment or tokeninic attitude to women artists and the absence of 
considered published debate on women's art practice in the mainstream 

9 think it is more appropriate to talk about feminisms: a p l u d t y  of fe&st voices 
and approades, and not reduce everyhing to one generic point of view. 
It is not ~ossible to refer to one homogeneous, d-encompassing feminist agenda, a 
viewpoint that was particularly advocared by White, Western, middle-class ferninisu in the 
early stages of the ferninia movement. This perspective undermined the complexity and 
diversity of feminist nniggles. I tend to agree with writers such as bell hooks, who argues 
rhat it is in faa  the involvement of women of colour that has accounted for a broadening 
of the defintion of feminism to incorporate race and dass analyses for example. For a more 
detailed d y s i s  of these issues see Spivak, Tawadros, bell hooks, F m i n k  n e o ~ :  From 
Margin to  Cmtre, (Boston: South End Press, 1984); C.T. Mohuity, A. Russo and L. Torres, 
n i r d  Woorld Womm and the Politics of Feminin (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1991). 



remain key issues [for feminists]." 

Bl& women, Native women, and othen have contributed to feminin 

debates in muiy ways. They have been particularly vocal, raising awareness and 

providing insighthil analyses around issues of marginalization and discrimination due 

to nce, dus, sexud onentuion as well as gender? Dmwing on Stuart W.S 

analysÛ, Gdane Tawadros has &cd about the importance of qyestioning (Western 

culture's) universalkt chvlcrer and its transcendental daims to speak for everyone. 

Tawadros advoates a positive conception of etbniaty of the mugins and, as she 

states: "A recognition that we di speak from a pvriculu place, out of a particulu 

history, out of a pasticdar experience, a particulu culture without being contained 

by that position."g3 Trinh T. Minh-ha points to the limitations of "reformist," rather 

than "revolutionuy," feminist approaches, which, by focusing on the improvement 

or enlargement of exking identicy enclosures, fail to acknowledge the limitations of 

these definitions, and do not anempt to break down these barrien. She writet: "The 

point is not to cuve one's space in identity theories thar ignore women, but 

patiently to dismantle the very notion of core and identi~."" 

Because of the economic, social and political effecu of sexud (racial, dass) 

''Ka17 Deepwell, Nau Fminist Art Critinnn: Cn'tid Strategk (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1995) 2. 

gTor a critique of tndiriond feminist approaches, see hooks, Fminist ï % e o ~ ;  Mohanty, 
RUSSO and Torres; Trinh, Wonun, Native, O t k  



ciifferences and dircrimination in Western patriarchd culture, women have been 

relegated to the mugiar; their experiences ghettoired, or  dismissed as "les 

important." This does not man that women have been passive or indifferent 

observes in their own lives. Women have continuously (re)negotiated their 

positions; publicaily, through their work, their art and social aivirm, as well as 

privately, in their own f d e s  and personal relationships? 

in the early 2ûth century there wu; tremendous pressure on women who 

sought employment outside of the home, ro continue to  fuIfill their duties as 

housewives. The way Thomton was discussed in the press illustrates this dearly. 

Her "domestic" prowesses were often recounted with the same level of enthutiasm 

as her vcistic achievements. Most of the artides about Thornton, wrirren between 

1920 and 1964 also discuss her role as mother and housewife. The following passage 

is a typical example: 

Mildred Vdey Thornton, Regina artist, can do other thurgs than paint 
pictures. She can bake, wuh, iron, and mix angel d e ;  she can write a poem 
before breakfast, and throw an exhibition of her paintings afier tea; she can 
appreciate the work of other artisu and cake the t h e  to tell them so. When 
she isn't engaged in the duties of a housewife, she a n  tum her hiand to the 
polite occupation of painting picnues.% 

Many of the newspaper articles I unearthed on the artist, which have 

provided scarce but valuable information, were written by women journ&m. 1 

g 5 F ~ r  example, neither Thomton, nor EmiIy Cam were deterred from pumxing artistic 
careers despite a general lads of nippon and recognition from critics and Canada's mistic 
and cultural institutions. 

96"People who do rhings," Saturduy Night (6 October 1934): n-pag. persond 
archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 



speculate that this was beause women could identify with and apprecïue some of 

the challenges Thornton faced Their efforts have translated into important archival 

(re)sources, without which there wouid be very Little documentation on Mildred 

Vdey Thornton a d a b l e  today. There are fiequently undercurrents of admiration 

der disdain in the te=, which emphasize Thornton's abilities both as uUst and 

homewife, attributs talked about as being somehow separate and contradicrory. 

Admired for her a d t i c  contributions and profesional dediation, Thomton &O 

transgressed acceptable noms of femininity, which many authon attempted to 

reinforce in their articles. - following quotes express this tension, and provide an 

indication of what was considered acceptable social behaviour for women in 

Canadian society during this period: 

Mildred Vdey Thornton, then is a weU mixed combination of artist and 
woman? 

Besicles painting, Mrs-Thornton ais0 writes and lectures, showing 
kodachromes of many of her Indian portraits. Moreover she makes a home 
for her husband and her min sons -young men now- and h u  aiways done 
al1 her own housew~rk.~~ 

The femiDine stereotype is a produa of Western patrivchal CuIture, which 

construcu male dominance through the signXcance it attaches to sexual difference. 

The use of the ferninine stereotype to descrîbe d that women have done serves to 

97Margaret Ecker Francis, "She gives the past to the funire," Cznadian Home/oumal 
(May 1947): 16. 

'HMary Elizabeth Colman, "Painter of Indian Me," Ihe Native Voke, 4.12 (December, 
1950): 14. 



separate women's art from 'ha (resewed for d e  artists), and to accomodate the 

contradiction between the r d t y  of women's activities (which involve producing 

art: writing, painting, and so fonh), and the myth of male dtunl creativity. 

"Successful" women artists such as Milcird Valley Thornton and Emily Cam (1871- 

1945) were often t d o r m e d  into legends; "exceptionai" women, atypical of their 

sexe because of their arcistic abilities. In their important work OU Mistresses: 

Women, Alt a d  Ideoogy, Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock note that the notion 

of individud geniuF, prominent in &courses on Western art, wu an ideology that 

defmed artisrr as exceptional beings, and women atists as exctptions? They go on 

to discuss the ~ i ~ c a n c e  of the pro- by which art by women has been seperated 

from the dominant definitons of what constitutes art. They write: 

The title "Old Mistress," as opposed ro the reverential term "Old Muter," 
ailudes to the unspoken wumptïon in our language thu art is created by 
men. When cast in the ferninine form -old mistress- the connotation is 
altogether different .lm 

Western bourgeois ideologies of femininity, evolving in the 19th century, 

determined that the natunl essence of w o m d o o d  w u  sustained and reproduced 

through the loation of women in the home, and the identification of women with 

domesticity. Pollock and Parker write: 

We m o t  simply amex women and women artisu to mainsueam views of 
art history. Any argument that proposes chat "art has no s a "  ignores the 
differences of men's and women's experience of the social structures, of class 

Tollock and Parker 29. 

'Tollock and Parker 6. 



and the senial divisions within western] society, and its historically varied 
effects on the art men and women produce.'*' 

Women and the activities they have td t ional ly  performed have been chancterized 

as the antithesis of cultural creativity, making the notion of a womrn artin a 

contradiction in terms. This apparent 'contndiccion" is an issue which wu ofien 

raised by critics discussing Thornton's work as an art&, as the followiq passage 

An in te~ewer ,  armed with a List of mornton's] accomplishments, cornes 
humbly to her door, expecting a smocked, untidy artist in the hodgcpodge 
of art studios the world over. When Mn. Thornton opem the door, it's the 
housewife of her dud personality that is uppermost. She wants £irst to make 
you a cup of tea and give you a piece of one of her famous cakes, heaped 
with gooey icing.lm 

I find it revniing that Thomton wu talked about as devoting considerable 

t h e  to her housework, especially when sources dose to the vrist have ciaimed that, 

dthough she took her role as mother and wife very seriously, housework was not, 

in fan, one of her primary concem. In her own words, Thomton once claimed: 

1 believe you can fmd Ume for anything you redy want to do, without 
neglecting responsibilities. Ir's a matter of putting fvst thïngs fim, then 
fitting in the s d  things as bert you an. Many things which 1 used ro rhink 
had to be done, 1 now Gnd can be eliminated without hum to anyone.lm 

Many women miss meshed domestic and professional obligations (as they 

lolPollock and Parker 48. 

'?Margaret Ecker Francis 97. 

'03Lillian D. Millu, "Have these busy women the magic formula," SnturdIy Night 64 (12 
Aprd 1949): 30. 



aili do today). Thornton did not have the freedorn or oppomrnity to devote d of 

her tirne to producing art. She w u  eng;iged in many diverse activiùes and had 

important cornmitmenu elsewhere. She tmsgressed traditional boundaries of 

femhhe behaviour and defied popular definirions of what it meant to be an 

"Artist." Balaacing her numerous responsibilities was not an easy task, and 

Thomton continually aruggled to reconcile her cornmitment to her mis ic  

production and the wide array of organizations she belonged to, with the multiple 

responsibiliticc of a wife and mother. She wrote: 

As the children grew older, my husband muilged somehow to do double 
duty to GU the gap at home while 1 w u  away. Despite dl this I was forever 
tom between two loyalties -the inevitable fate of a married woman with 
both a family and a career to serve. Often now I look back and wonder how 
I did it?' 

Thornton w u  d e d  upon at different times throughout her cueer to defend 

her originllity and capabilities as an artist. One article stated: "With a sureness of 

touch which art critics Say is exceptional in a woman, rhomton] is able to 

immortalize her subject on canvas in an hour or Another frequently ated 

quote was: "No woman has the ri& to plint with such power."lm Some critics 

credited her artistic achievements to her earlier instruction, and the direct or indirect 

influence of noted urists such as William Beatty (with whom she had mdied at the 

-- - -  - 

lMThomton, Indian Lives and LegetzdS xiv. 

'%p.W. Luce, "This ucist makes Indian portraits her field," Saturdq Night 61.5 (4 May 
1946): 5. 

lo6Westbridge Fine Art, "Mildred Valley Thornton FRSA (1890-1967)," Newsletrer 2.2 
(October 1990): 1. [Quote onginally from an article in the S a d e  Post Intelkgence, cI940.1 



Ontario CoUege of Art). in a letter to the editor of the Regina Lerrder Post, written 

in 1932, Thomton corncted an assumption made by an u ~ a m e d  journaiist, who 

daimed that she had been vsisted by Beatty while painting the portrait of Prime 

Minister Arthur Meighen. Thornton wrote: 

Will you kindly allow me a little space in your paper to correct a very 
obvious misleadhg statement apparing in the columnr of the late issue 
concerning the portrait 1 recent6 painied of Rt. Hon. Arthur Meighen, 
fonaa premier of Canada. The uùde in qyestion a d  that I "had mtived 
valuable instruction in mgr recent work from Mr. J.W. Beatty, R.C.A ..." It is 
a matter of ammon knowledge among those who are interested that any 
success I may have achieved has been won at the coa of years of constant 
and unthhg persona1 effort and I svongly resent the inference above. It is 
my own individual and onginal interpmation of my subjea and w u  
executed apart from the influence of anyone w h o m s o e ~ e r . ~ ~  

Thornton was not the only femde artist of this period ro struggle for 

acceptance and recognition. Emily C m ,  who also lived in British Columbia, is 

probably the moa well known Canadian femde artist today..'" However, she w u  

obliged to abandon her art pncrice on different occasions and worked as a landlady 

to support herself. Both Carr and Thomton painted similar subject matter, although 

Carr was mon interested in interpretations of the landscape and Native culturai 

symbols, such as the totem pole. Thomton focused on individuai people, painting 

moaly portraits and was interested in cultural and historical aspects of Fim 

IWMildred Valley Thomton, letter, Leader Post megina] 12 August 1932: n.pag. 
personal archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

'-or more complete bibliographical information on Emily Cam, see Robin kurence, 
Beloved L a d  The World of Emdy Càv (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre; Seattle: 
University of Washington State, 1996); Doris Shadbolt, Ï h e  Life of Emily Gzrr voromo: 
Clarke, Irwin; Vancouver: Douglas dr Mdntyre, 1979); Maria Tippett, Emdy 6 r r :  A 
Biography (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1979). 



Nations. 

Like Thomton, Cur foliowed in the footsreps of Paul Kane, determined to 

become a "documentuy" axtist, making a vinid record of the landsapes of British 

Columbia and what she pertuvcd to be a "condemned" peop1e.l" C m  O-zed 

painting excursions to Native communities o n  the Northwest coast of British 

Columbia, and wrote several books describing her experiences painting and visiting 

Native cornmuniries. Klee Wyoh, written in 1941, won the Govemor General's 

award for Iiterarure that same yeu. Her written accounts are descriptive and 

informative, relaying Iegends, nories and histories. Native people are ofien depiaed 

as "exotic," and living ouuide of mwlstream society. Author Robin Laurene daims 

that Cam w u  attracted to what she perceived to be a greater freedom and 

unconventionality for women in Native so~ieties.~*~ Her rebelliousness was perhaps 

a projection of her own sense of alienation from her family, and the a r i a  Victorian 

ideals imposed on women in British Columbian society at the tirne. 

Sarah Carter's book, Capurring Women: 7he Manipulation of Cultural I m g q  

in G n d 5  Prairie WH, examines aspects of the k o r y  of Western Canada in the 

19th century. She daims that the identities of Native and White women were 

conaructed in opposition to one another. White women were projected as 

"civilizing agents;" the pure and vimous agents of salvation for White men, the 

"civilizers" of the new Canadian nation. Native women, in contmst, were reguded 



as dangerous and sinister; the promiscuous agents of ruin."' This polvization 

contributed to the establishment of dear boundaries berneen aboriginal md White 

women, and by extension berneen Native and Europeui cultures. Carter notes: 

Ideas about the vulnerability of white women helped to create and sustain 
concepts of racial and cultural difference, to IegitimUc tough action against 
indigenous people, and to convey the message of the neccesity of policing 
boundaries between different people.LU 

Amal behzviour might have deviated from the established nom, but the public 

discourse did not lose its imponance in consequence. It mapped out what was 

permitted and what would be repressedl* 

Culturai theorist Sniuc Hall describes identities as cu ln idy  and historidy 

constructed caregories of meaning. He suggests that we think of identities as a 

"production," which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted 

wirhin, not outside, representation."' People's identities are fluid and dynamic, not 

static or essentialized. Hall writes: 

At different places, rimes, in relation to different questions, the boundaries 
[of identity] are re-sited ... Cultural identities corne from somewhere, have 
histories. But like everything which is historiai, they undergo constant 
transformation. Far from being eterndy fixed in some essentia.Iist pur, they 
are subject to the cont~uous  "playw of history, culture and power. Identities 
are the narnes we give to the different ways we are positioned by, and 

"'Carter xi. 

'''Carter xiv. 

"'Stuart Hall, "Cultural identity and diaspora," Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial 
neory:  A eds. Patrick Williams and Laun Chrisman (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1994) 393. 



position ourselves within the narratives of the 

For W practices of representation always implime the positions from which we 

speak or  wnte. The questionhg of fxed identity caregories can disloate binvist 

views inherited from Western forms of thinking, which create the illusion that there 

exin separate and mutudy urdurive identities (for example, one racial, the other 

sexuaQ. 

The work of Emily Cam and Mildred Vailey Thornton is expressive of their 

own experiences. They produced representations of Native people, particularly of 

Native women, which tended to undermine limited, connnicred perceptions of their 

identities. Furthemore, I rhink both utists challenged the ideological and physical 

limitations placed on women during this period. They were able to project their 

own identiries and experiences through their work, blurring the lines &wn by 

dogrnatic identity enclosures. They transgressed barriers in  the^ own lives, and in 

rhkr depictiom of Native women and men. 

Although Thomton placed a gr= deal of importance on her Collection of 

paintings of Native people, she also worked in various other fields. Through her 

work as art critic and journalist for the Vancouver Sun, and as a member of 

numerous cultural and artistic organizations, Thornton wu deeply involved in the 

growing art world of Western Canada. In the next section 1 would like to explore 

some of the other activities Thornton w u  engaged in, induding her interest in 
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poetry and writing; her role as art critic; her participation in local vristic and 

d m a l  organizations, such as the Labor A r t s  Guild; other painting fonns such as 

her landscape painting and commissioned portraits; and her crosscountry lectures 

dealing with her art work and aspects of Native cultures. 

Thornton's work and othcr projects 

What is it my sou1 is seeking? 
That my heart m o t  express 
What is it that beckons and lures me 
Iliusions in myriad excess 
Groping with teardimmed eyelids 
I would gmsp them for my own 
But even fact surrenders to fancy 
The bright winged vision is flown 
So 'tis in the bnghtness of youthtide 
So 'tis is the mellow eve 
We are madly to pume but fleet phantoms 
That a veil of mystry weave - 7 

Peace, sad soui, cease complainïng 
Take heart from thy effom vain 
For as sure as thou losest thy phanroms 
So sure will they corne again. 

Phontoms, poem by M.V.Thornton, 
written in her High School Composition Book, 1908 

This was the t h e  in her life chat she fell upon books as the only door out of 
her cell. They became half her world. She sat at the night table, 
hunchedover, reading.. . 

Michael Ondaatje (1992) 

As a diild, Mildred Valley Thomton discovered m interest in writing poetry. 



Valley Longman, Thomton's mother, seems to have been the penon responsible for 

introducing young Millie to poetry and English lirerature. Thornton wrote: 

My morher knew the value of her books of poetry, which she cherished. I 
can remember sitting on the floor as a s m d  girl in the seldom-used room, 
reading Byron, Moore, Tennyson, Bryant and loving every word. 1 r a d  
Burns too, Marie Corelli, George Elliot, Lord Lytton and othen, but none of 
them interested me so much Y ~0etry.l '~ 

As Thornton grew older, poetry remained an important fanrre of her Me. 

She cominued to write poetry herself, and when in Regina, was chairperson of the 

Poetry Group (1934). as well as a member of the Saskatchewan Branch of the 

Canadian Authors' Association. She organized conferences and poetry readings, and 

participated in developing locai talent and resowces, as the foliowing article stared: 

As chaiman of the [Saskatchewan] Poetry Group, [Thornton] deserves ail  
credit for the recent niuusful provincial poetry cornpetition (the fim 
undertaken by the Branch) and for the publication of the fim poetry year 
book. lV 

Thomton's experience in Vancouver was very similu. She became vice-president of 

the Vancouver Poetry Society (1949), and was a member of the British Columbiui 

Branch of the Canadian Authors' Association. She &O worked as a reviewer of 

literature, poetry and art, and becune a feature writer for the Vancouver Sun. 

Her feature a i d e s ,  written primuily between 1940 and 1960, focused on 

aspects of First Nations cultures, art practices and living conditions in Native 

116Thomton, "unpublished fo rward, " 2. 

lvnPeople,w n.pag. 



communities. Thornton based these artides on her rrivel to various regions, 

including communities on the Queen Charlotte Islands, Vancouver Island, and in 

the Okanagui Valley. The artides were informarive, reporting hirrorical information 

as weIl as personal anecdotes. Thornton frequently voiced her concem for what she 

perceived to be the "loss" of traditional aboriginal cultural practiccr. Ln an artide 

enritled "Totems faIl, but Haidas thrive: Haida arts dying out," there is a photo of 

noted carver Andrew Brown, whom Thornton prinred in 1946 u he was being 

i n t e ~ e w e d  by Canadian anthropologist Marius Barbeau. The aption undemeah 

the ~ h o t o  rad: "Slate carving is aill curied on by Capt. Brown, but his art will die 

with him."ll' Thornton recognized that aboriginal people from cornmunities dong 

the Northwest C o s  were coping and adapthg to sidcant changes in their 

cornmuniries. Speaking of people living in Mvsett and Skidigare on the Queen 

Charlotte Islands she wrote: 

Here Indians of a new generation and with a new oudook on M e  are 
adjusring themselves to the modem pattern. Codonable, attractive homes, 
some of them with elearic light and water se&, stand beside grassgrown 
excavations where the old community houses used to be."9 

However, she wu disturbed by what she perceived to be a lack of enthusiasm from 

younger people in Ieuning traditional culnirai and mistic pnctices, whifh she was 

concemed would Iead to their evennul erosion. These problems were of particulv 

118Mildred Valley Thornton, "Totems f d ,  but Haidas thrive: Haida am dying out," 
Vancouver Sun Magazine Supp~ement, 31 Januuy 1948: 10. 

llShornton, "Totems fd,"  10. 



concern in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Y Native children were sent to 

raidentid school, away from their families and people who could irnpart these 

traditions to them. To aggravate the problem even funher, goveming offiads 

d m p e d  down on traditional ceremonies, such as the potlatch, for which much of 

the Northwest Coast traditional art wu produced. Thornton wrote: 

At Masset is Captai. Brown, the only Indian lefr who is &g the bblack 
date totem poles. -9 is a gres  piry that these distinctive arts are not being 
developed by the younger people, as hobbies if for no other reason. Ir would 
be a grave culnid loss should they disappear?' 

Interesringly enough, Thornton painted the portraits of many Fim Nations 

artiw, people such as Andrew Brown, Mungo Martin (see figitre 6) and Ellen Neel. 

The latter were Kwakwaka'wakw artisu, whose own art praaices were proof that 

Native art was continuing to evolve and flourish during the mid-20th century 

despite warnings of the contriuy by concerned White citizens. Author Hilary 

Stewart remarks: 

Mungo Murin, Willie Seaweed and many othen were aclively cuving, 
dancing and singing from the Iate 1940's to the 1960's, maintahhg the old 
traditions and customs. Charlie James also taught his young granddaughter 
Ellen weel] how ro c v v e  in cedar, and by the age of twelve she was making 
little totem poles to sel1 to touris t~.~ '  

h the late 1940's Ellen Neel w u  employed to repW some of the damaged 

and decayed rotem poles belonging to the University of British Columbia's Museum 

T h o m t o n ,  'Totems fd,' 11. 

"lHilary Stewart, Looking ut Totem Poles (Vancouver: Douglas & Mdntyre, 1993) 21- 
22. 
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of Anthropology. Her uncle, Mungo Martin, a high ranking chief and respected 

elder from Fort Rupert, took over the projea Ifter Neel's departurc in the nrly 

1950's. He was responsible for tn;iring a whole generation of young artists, who 

worked at repliating old totem poles, and creating new ones to commemonte 

special evenu. For example, in 1953 a totem pole and Kwakwaka'wakw house were 

ereaed in Thunderbird Park, Victoria, British Columbia. The event was celebrated 

by a three day potlatch, held by Mungo Martin. A notice for the ocasion read that 

the event marked "the Gm rime rhis anaent Indian ceremony has been aaged in the 

open in Bntish Columbia since the Canadian government buined the practice in 

1884."'~ Although Thomton wrote about Native cultural traditions "dying," her 

articles can also be read as a testimony to the continuing effom of Fim Nations 

artisrs to uphold and piss dong traditional 

heritage. 

Thornton continued to write when 

artistic practices and their cultural 

she was well into her seventies. She 

published her only book Indian Lives and L e g d ,  in 1966, at the age of seventy-six. 

The book is a collection of notes and observations compiled over her cueu, and an 

auount of her painting expenenw and her travels to Native communities in British 

Columbia. She described her objectives in the Forward of her book: 

1 made a point of searching out old people who had been a part of the early 
hiaory of the province, and who could remember many of their ancient 
customs and traditions. Always I ralked to them as 1 worked, to put them at 
their ease, and in this way obtained much vaiuable information first-hand At 
the earliest opportunity I wrote it all down so I would not forget it in 



crowded events which rnight follow." 

Some of - the wrinen narratives about people she painted are accompanied by 

a portrait of the penon. The nories compliment the images, providing the 

readedviewer with peaonal and hinoricai information on the person represented. 

An example of this is Thornton's account of her expenence painting Chief George 

of Sechel& British Columbia (Fpre 7) She described approaching Chief George. 

who w s  sitting on his veranda carving wood, and asking him if she could paint his 

portrait. He agreed in exchange for Thornton purchasing several of his carvings. She 

wrote: 

I dways try to make my subjecu Y comfortable as possible before starting to 
work, so George was delighted when I said that 1 did not want him to part 
with his twry pipe and his old slouch hat." 

Thormon observed that Chief George seemed to be amused by the experience. She 

was unsure what amused him about the situation, but sensed that she was somehow 

the source of his beguilement. She wrote: 

Perhaps he wu amued at this white woman who would go to so much 
trouble and expense to immortaiize his features on cuiw. At any rate 1 had 
the feeling that he wu secretly Iaughing at me all the thne. And not so 
secretly either, corne to think of it ... [OJther Indians watch[ed] the nrange 
proceedings that were afoot on George's veranda. O u u i o n d y ,  they would 
address a remark to George in their own language and then laugh hilarïously, 
while George nrove v d y  to keep a decorous expre~sion.'~ 

'"Thornton, Indian Lives and Legends xiii. 

'"Thornton, I n d h  Lives and Legends 182. 

'"Thornron, Indian Livs and L e g d  183. 
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Thornton daimed that she couldn't help participating in the merriment with the 

people uound her, and chat she enjoyed the expexience. She wrote: 

I was not nirprised when 1 looked at my work later, to discover that the 
genial countenuice of Chief George smiled back at me from his portrait with 
a warmth of suppressed humour which w u  deiightfiP 

Thornton's descrîption of her urpenence and Chief George's reaction to 

having his portnit painteci, add a M e r  dimension to the painting. The viewer is 

provîded a glirnpse of the u t i n ' s  impressions about the portnit, and Chief George 

takes on real characterîstics: expressing we&ess when initially approached, and 

using humour to deal with an uncomfortable situation. Both he and Thornton 

become more human and tangible ro the viewer in the process. Thornton's portniu 

cari be viewed on their own, without the additiond information ~resented through 

her stories and descriptions. Yet, her wriring imparts a supplementaxy layer to the 

interpretatïon of the portrait, broadening the viewers understanding of her work by 

providing comments from the artin or the person she had painted and other 

information sudi as where the penon lived what conditions he or she w u  living in, 

and so forth. 

U6Thornton, Indian Liver and L e g d  183. 



Art Criticism 

Thomton became art critic for the Vancouver Sun in 1944, a position she 

held until 1959, when she deâded to lave Vancouver and Live in England for 

severai years. In an article describing Vancouver's visual arts community afier 1939, 

contemporary art critic and curator Jill Pollack writes: 

11 w u  a t h e  when the art community took iuelf very seriously. There were 
enough art critics around, paid and unpaid, to offer up their comments in a 
way whidi was felt befitung a ciry of growing artistic impor~ance.~ 

As Pollack describes, Vancouver aras becoming an incnasingiy diverse and vibrant 

arts centre. For example, the British Columbia Society of Fine A.rts,lu a group of 

professional artists, had been estabiished since 1909 and wu holding exhibitions on a 

regular buis; the influential Vancouver School of Decoiluve and Applied Axts w u  

founded in 1925; and the Vancouver Art Gallery opened its doon in 1931. Although 

the Gallery's founding collecrion consisted primvily of European art, regional art 

was exhibited periodicdy by local groups such as the British Columbia Society of 

Fine Arts. 

The art criticism of the early 1940's expresscd moral, as weU as aesthetic 

values. It tended to focus on the artist rather than the art, reflecting more acnintely 

InJill Pollack, "Trying to clutch water," S t q  (May-June 1991): 98. 

"The British Columbia Society of Fine A m  changed its name to the British Columbia 
Society of Artists in 1950. 



the critics personal, rather thln critical comments." Certain cntics, however, mide 

coacerted efforts to present senous discussions about art to their readers. Loma 

Farrell-Ward, author of nTndition\tnnsition: The keys to change," in the catalogue 

Vancouver A n  and A~~ists l931-f 983, commented: 

In the local papen, current art issues were energetidy debated. Although 
anecdotal and larded wirh regional pride, art criticism @y Bernard McEvoy 
of the Prouince, and Mildred Vdey Thornton and Delisle Parker of the Sun) 
reflected an inceme feeling thar & mattered, that it questioncd the dues O£ 

life and could have some influence-" 

Thornton was a well-respectecl art critic in her day, despite the fact that her 

ourspoken criticism towards the proponanu of modernist art seemed to run in 

opposition to the growing enthusiasm for the movement. She held strong opinions 

about certain issues, which tended to alienate her from other people. In 1936 

Thornton wrote a long anicle in the G z d i n n  Spectator outlining her view on 

modem art. She noted the nuances and subtleties of the movement and the influence 

of "socid, political, scientifïc, philosophic and religious conditionsn on the u r k t ' s  

work.*' She made a distinction between modem art and what she terrned "ultra- 

modemw art (which wu in fact avant garde or abstna art). This differentiation and 

her critique of non-representationd art became more pronounced as she grew older. 

She wrote: 

WLorna FaneII-Ward, "Tra&tion\tnnsition: The keys to change," Vancouver Art and 
A r t ins IS?H-I983 (Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery, 1983) 25. 

UIMildred Vdey Thornton, "Modem art," Cznadian S p e ~ t o r  (18 April, 1936): n.pag. 
personal archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 



In writing of Modem Art 1 un not referring to the ultra-modern work with 
its weird sensationalisrns and its complicated abstractions, which find 
expression in the kind of piaure thai looks just as wcll upside down as right 
side up, and requins the beneficent aid of explanatory notes in a guide book 
in order that the uninitiated may enjoy irs distoirion and enjoy iu 
rnysteries.u2 

By the 1950's modernism and an appreciation for modernkt art was weU 

established in i n t e l l e d  and artistic circles in Vancouver. Scott Watson wntes: "[ki 

Vancouver] modernism w u  received and supporteci not o d y  by artists, but 

institutions, such as the Vancouver Art Gallery, the Vancouver School of Art, and 

the University of British Columbia."" Watson describes changes in the aad 

policies of the Gallery, afier 1951, which limited access to local misu who were 

interested in exhibiting their work The Gallery w u  now interested in exhibithg 

only the "best" examples of regional ut, and, as Watson notes: "The ben ur wu art 

which wu progressive and r n ~ d e r n . " ~  Doris Shadbolt wu hired by the Gallery to 

begin an education prognm. Both she and her husband, artist Jack Shadbolt, dong 

with notable Group of Seven member Lawren Harris, were leading proponants of 

the modernin art movement in Vancouver. Jill Pollack obsemed that Thomton's 

interest in aboriginal cultures and the important narrative wmponant of her own 

work, marginalized ber from iduentid anistic cirdes in Vancouver. Pollack writes: 

Her passion [for Native cultures] made her an oddity in the art world. As an 

132Thornton, "Modem art," n.pag. 

'33Scon Watson, "Art in the fifries: Design, leinire, and ~Jnring in the age of anxiet~," 
Vancouver: Arr and ArtCsu 1930-1983 (Vancouver: Vancouver Art Gallery, 1983) 72. 



uc critic, Thornton aras a solid writer who continued in the chatty style of 
Pilene melisle Parker], but without his ironic wit. While some of her 
statements rnay seem facile today, her writing vas neverthless unong the besr 
dongside Palette's. She liked to contumialize an artist's work, giving 
background or historia1 information, as weli as discussing the art. She tried 
to apport evuyone's effom, sometimes going to great lengths to find a 
positive comment to m a l ~ e . ~ ~  

Thornton remained concemed throughout her cueer about the level of 

accessiibilicy of artistic institxtions, for Iocd artisu and the gened public She 

argued that it was important that public spaces, such as the Vancouver ~ r r  MeV, 

not denate people, and discourage them from paxticipating more aaively in dtud 

and artistic processes. Through her writing at the Sun, she encouraged the non- 

initiated reader to explore the Gallery, despite any initial misgïvings they might feel. 

She wrote: 

There is a rendez-vous in the hem of Vancouver. It is not a secret or 
mysterious place and you need go through no dark, devious byways to find 
it ... If you are downtown when the inspiration takes you, you will walk west 
dong Georgia Street and c e n d y  know the galiery when you corne to it. 
You may, however, suffer momentary betrayal by the white facade of a 
funenl parlor whose only resembluice is extern al... Perhqs you never had a 
real  ain nt b m h  in your hand in your life and you may not have even a 
speaking acquaintance with Chinese vermilion, but something within 
responds to your surroundings. To be sure you may not be pleased with ail 
you see. There are things chat might seem queer, even distorted, but who, I 
ask you, has ever yet attained to the full perfection the vision which appears 
before their eyes?" 

By the 1940's and 50's Tom Thomson and the Group of Seven had already 

lS6Mildred Valley Thornton, "Vancouver's us gallery oasis of beaty, vision, " Vancouver 
Sun, n.date 1940: n.pag. personal archive, Brentwood Bay, British ColumbiaJ 
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made a signifiant impact on the development of an artistic style and subject manu  

that reflected a seme of Canadian national identity.w Howwer, Thornton (dong 

with many other Canadian arcisrs) was concemed with what she perteived to be a 

general lack of interest and enthusiasm for national and local arts by Canadian art 

colleaon and the public in general. She once stated: "Canada is brimful of tradition, 

and it is regretable that people interested in aeative art do not make use of what 

they have inscead of seeking stimulus in foreign  field^."^ 

Through her work as art critic and curator, Thornton supported loal arcists 

such as Ellen Neel, Dorothy Kennedy, Irvine Adams, Tom Moses and Cheif 

Mathias Capilano by reviewing their shows in her column, and helping to organize 

exhibitions celebnting local talent. She provided local vcists with a credibility and 

vîsibility essential to the development of an audience for their work Thornton's art 

criticism reflecced her own struggle for credibility and recognition as a local artist in 

an indifferent, and at t h e s  hostile, environment. Yet her obsenrations and 

commentary moved beyond her own personal 

divenity of art practies exking at the t h e .  

needs as an artkt to reflect the 

U7For a discussion of the work of Tom Thomson and the Group of Seven, see Charles 
C. Hill, The Group of Seven: Arrfir a Nation (Ottawa: National Gailery of Canada, 1995); 
Anne Newlanb, Ihe Group of Swm and Tom lhornson (WilIowdale, Ontario: Firefly 
Books, 1995). For an interesthg interpretation of the forging of a Canadian national 
idemity, analyzed through the work of the Group of Seven and contemporary Canadian 
artist Jin-me Yoon, see Brenda Lafleur, "'Resring' in hiaory: Translating the art of Jin-me 
Yoon, " Grnerations & Geographies in tbe VtsuaI Am: Fminist Rdings ,  ed. Griselda 
Pollock Fondon: Routledge, 1996): 217-227. 

Wl i ldred  Valley Thornton, " h i s r  speaks, " Globe ami M d  26 M u c h  1947: n.pag. 
personal archive, Brenrwood Bay, British Columbia.] 



Artistic and Culturd Organizations -Labor Arts Guild 

From the t h e  that Thornton arrived in Regina in 1913, she vas actively 

involved in numerous artistic and community organizations. She was &O part of a 

group of women that decided to form the Women's Art Association of 

Saskatchewan in die 1930's' set up to foner the "encouragement and advacanent of 

painting and fied a m  in the province."" When she fim arrived in Regim she 

raught private art classes, later joining the Regina College, where she eventudy 

became head of the art department. This is what one author wrote about 

Thomton's inirid years out West: 

This intense-faced white woman, in the rough clothes she wears on the r d ,  
is a far cry from the conventional young lady in her teens who set out from 
her home of Dresden, Ont., to see the world ... The little money she had 
took her as far as Regina. Stranded, she supporced herself by gMng art 
lessons until she wu appointed to the staff of the Regina wllege.'" 

Once Thomton moved to Vancouver, her involvement with various artistic 

and community organizations increased. Her interest and infiuence crossed anistic, 

cultural and political spectrums, ruiging from the British Columbia Society of 

Artists to the Women's Press Club and the Labor Arts GuiM Her involvement in 

the Gudd between 1944 and 1946, will be discussed at some length. The 

""Art association orgiinized in aty," Leader P m  [pegina] n.date c1932: n-pag. 
p ersonal archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

%obert Fnocis, "She treks thousmb of miles to paint Indian Me," T m t o  S t m  
Wedly, 22 November 1947: n.pag. persona1 archive, Brentwood Bay, British 
Columbia-] 



o-tion maintained a strong soaal agenda and was highly politicized 

Thornton's association with the group seemed ununial to me u first, and was 

perhaps the outcome of her concern that artistic and cultural innitutions not 

exdude or alienate the genenl population in favour of an elite. 

The Labor Arts Guild was founded in Vancouver in 1944. The Society wu 

defineci as a community efforc on the part of workea in industry, business and the 

various arts, whose aims were to "bring into doser relationship the work of all 

art& with that of the organized labor m~vement."~' It &O attempted to "promote, 

develop and enco-e [the] arts as democratic forces in social, educational and 

culturd progress through association, participation and enjoyment of all people, 

irrespective of race, creed, clvs or c ~ l o r . " ' ~ ~  John Goss was president of the Guild. 

He w u  a M h s t  who admired the Soviet mode1 and promoted Social Realism in 

the arcs, as he once stated: "The artist should look to the Iabor movement, of whkh 

there is some form in every society, for his inspiration and susrenance."" Memben 

of the Guild's executive cornmittee also included architect Ross A. Lon (who 

designed the new Vancouver Art Gallery in 1950), poet Dorothy Livesay, misr Una 

Bligh Newman and Claude Donald (who worked for the National Film B ~ a r d ) . ' ~  

'"British Columbia, Certificates of Incorporation, n e  B. Ç Gazette. Victoria: Provincial 
Government of British Columbia (7 June 1943): 994. pritish Columbia Archives 97-2902.1 

lene  Arts and Our Tom, eds. Community Arts Survey Comminee (Vancouver: 
Keystone Press, 1946) 39. 

'43John Goss quoted În Watson 73. 
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Social Realism, influenced by the development of Sotialist Realist painting in 

Russia, evolved as an important art form in Canada in the early Zûth century and 

remained an influemial movement und the early 1950's." Canadian misu such u 

Miller Bntain (1912-68) and Fredendt Taylor (b. 1906), were influenccd by the 

principles of Soaal Realism uid focused on themes related to industry and the 

working class. 

Supporters of Social Realism favowed social commentary and nrong politid 

themes in art production; subjects refleaing the everyday r d t i e s  and struggles of 

working clus people. For exunple, Miller Britain and Frederick Taylor were 

interested in producing an art "for the people;" art which wu accessible to the 

average person, and which reflected their struggles and everyday lives.16 These 

artisu felt a strong political cornminment towards working class struggles (and the 

aruggles of other oppressed peoples). However, Lorna FarrelI-Wud daims that in 

Vancouver very few d s u  were involved in what may broadly be called Social 

Realism, and when they were it took the form of do~umentation.~~' This movement 

grew out of overwhelmlig social and economic problerns in Canadian souety in the 

early 2ûth century. The Depression had severely lffected living conditions for 

"'For a more extensive discussion of Social Realism, sec for example Matthew Cullerne 
Bown, S o ~ I i s t  R e a k  Painting (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998). For a discussion 
of irs influence on Canadian art pmices, see Barry Lord, Ihe Hutory of Painting in 
CI& Tmmd rr People's A= (Toronto: NC Press, 1974); Frederick B. Taylor, 
"Impressions of arc in the Soviet Union," CàMdirm Art 9.2 (Christmas 1951): 83-85. 

'"Taylor 8 5. 



working dass and farming populations, and labour movements were presniring 

governments for bener working conditions in industriai secton. Many other secton 

of includlig intellectual, artists and professionals, were intent on 

transforming exploitative economic and social structures, and were engaged in some 

f o m  of politiai amivism. Art beoune a m e a s  of communiating some of rhese 

po l i t i dy  morivated ideal. 

Thornton was spokeswoman for the Labor AN Guild. She helped O@ 

an exhibition at the Vancouver Art Gallery called British Cohmbia at Work, which 

took place between November 21s uid December 10th, 1944."' Professional and 

amateur artists alike exhibited their work. The show consisted of 150 works from 

vaxious media, and the criterion for inclusion was subjea matter alone -a 

celebntion of labour. Thomton, and other organizers, viewed the exhibition as an 

opportunity to dispel the impression that the art gallery exised to serve the interests 

of the privileged f e ~ . " ~  The rhetoric nirrounding the event promoted the value of 

Socialist Redis representations and the realistic handling of social themes, seen by 

organizers ro be in opposition to the ideology of modernism, which promulgated a 

more personal language of experimentation with abstnct f o r m ~ . ' ~  Thomton 

"'A second and final exhibition entitled B h k b  Columbia at Work wu organized by the 
Labor Arts Guild and held at the Vancouver Art Gallery in November 1945. 

'%eresingly enough, it was members of the Gallery's exhibition cornmittee, notably 
Lawren Harris, Jock Macdonald, and W.P. Weston, who approved the project on these 
grounb. See the Vancouver Art Gallq B u k i n ,  12.1 (September 1944), ated in Watson 73. 

'Watson 74. 
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described the importance of the exhibition in an article she wrote for the Vancormer 

Sun: 

Organized by the Labor Arts Guild, this is one of the most s igdcan t  
exhibits mer held here being strongly rem;niscent of Ruuia's Art for the 
People policy. It has the live, breey, robust quality of things that are both 
democratic and popular. h is a matter of great pride that the relatively s m d  
population of this province can produce so much work of genuine power 
and abilïty. Artisu who subscribe to the various 'isms' a n  do absolutely 
anything and say that it is what they saw, but here the element of truth 
a n n o t  be flouted?' 

The demise of the Labor Am Guild oarured in 1946, with the onslaught of 

the Cold Wu.  Many Canadians were persecuted for their interest or association 

with SoCiili~ or Communist organiutions and political pa ies ,  including John 

Goss, who wu a member of the Labour Progressive Party. He w u  arrested in New 

York by the F.B.I. in 1949, and deported to Canada. When he returned to 

Vancouver he was blacklisted as a Communist, and eventuaily moved back to 

England in 1950.'" The end of the Guild symbolized a shifi in artistic activity in 

British Columbia. Realistic h a n h g  of social themes wu abandoned for a more 

penond language of experimentation with abstract fonn. By the late fifües few 

mi=  were concerned with representing socid issues in their work? 

Thomton's association with the Guild does not appear to have led to the 

"'Mildred Valley Thornton, "Labor Arts Guild shows how exhibition un succeed," 
Vancouver San 23 November 1944: n.pag. [MVT persona1 archive, Brentwood Bay, British 
Columbia. ] 
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same kind of persecution John Goss expenenced. Howwer, she remained sceptical 

of the modemia movement in the 1950's-60's' at t k e s  criticizing it publically in 

her reviews. This led to confrontations with influentid proponents of avant-garde 

approaches in the Vancouver ans community. The foUowing passage is dnwn fiom 

a lener to  the editor, published in the Vancortuer Sun. It questions some of 

Thomtonys commentary about the Vancouver Art Gallery's polirical agenda: 

I was pleased to leam fiom Mn. Mildred Valley Thornton's article in your 
paper that there is nothing penonal in her criricism of the Vancouver Art 
Gallery Regime. Rather she is the spokesman of a large group of 
malconten ts... However, she should not let her enthusiasm overcome her 
respect for facts. The membership of the gdlery has shown a steady increase 
each year and now has some 600 more memben than a year ago ... Are ail 
rhese hundreds of people the "clique" which she daims Mr. b u r e n ]  Harris 
dominates? C e n d y  criticism, jalousy and back-biting alone never have 
culminated in this much-needed contribution to the cultural Me of 
Vancouver. l9 

Despite ciifferences of opinion, Thomton had a great deal of appeal and 

support from the public during her lifetime. She was extremely pro-active and 

committed to her work, and her frankness, mriosity, and respect for othen were 

attributes that people seemed to recognke and appreciate. 

lYMildred G. Caple, letter, Vancouver Sun, n-date c1958: n.pag. personal archive, 
Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 



Othcr Painting Fonns: Lanbupes and Commissioncd Portraits 

Though Thornton is known p r i m d y  for her païntings of Native people she 

also produced landsape paintings in oils and water colours and commissioned 

Thornton's landscapes were populu with art collecton, and she sold many 

of them during her lifetirne. The artist often refemd to these as her "bread and 

b~ t t e r , "~ '  since they were the only ptintings she agreed to seil to nippon her 

mis ic  cueer. Fipre 8 is a landscape painting in the collection of Mildred Valley 

Thornton's son, J. M. Thomton. He described his mother's painting in the 

Though my mother's primary interest was to 'pzint the Indians' she wu &O 

an accomplished landscape painter in both oils and watercolours and her 
work became much in demand. Her style has frequently been d-nbed as 
"mgestic, powerful and bold." Vivid colour -particululy in her 
watercoloun- became an earmark of her work. She wu tremendously 
proliGc and was oken compared to her nevtontempomy Emily Cam (much 
ro my mother's annoyance) and frequently identified with the Group of 
Seven.lS 

During the 41st Annual Exhibition held by the British Columbia Society of 

Arcists in 1951, including s+ artists living and working in British Columbia, 

Thomton's painting Okanczgan Landsape, ww one of only four paintings selling for 

over $300.00.'v Private galleries and auction houses continued to buy and sel1 her 

'SiMarguet Ecker Francis 97. 

M. Thornton, "personal notes," 1. 

lBVancouver Art Gallery, 41s Annual Eibibition of the B.C. So* of Altisû 
(Vancouver: The Gallery, 1951): n.pag. [Files on fiche, National Gallery of Canada, 
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paintings throughout the 1970's, 80's and 90's." For example, the 1981-82 C l d i a n  

Alr Sales I& indiates that Thomton's oil painting entitled Prairie T m ,  sold for 

$2000.00.'59 Thornton's landsape paintings tended to fetch a higher p r i e  than her 

portraits on the art market, The same 1981-82 CIMdinn A n  Sales Inda: notes that 

Thornton's portrait entitled ChKfDan Kennedy, sold for only $600.00. Severai 

collecton 1 spoke with in British Columbia, including Anthony Westbridge, current 

reprexntative of Thornton's estate and owner of Westbridge Fine Aru, a private 

g e r y  in Vancouver, and Reg Ashwell, private coilector and friend of the artist, 

claimed that many people who acquired Thornton's painting tended to be 

passionate about her work and were reluctant to part with id* 

Thomton also painted commissioned port& early in her career, Wniaily 

abandoning this pnctice later on. In the 1920's and 30's Thomton painted severai 

leading polirical figures, induding Prime Minister Arthur Meighan (1932), Sir 

Frederick William Gordon Haultain (~1933)~ one-tirne Premier of the Nonhwest 

Territories, and Chancellor of the University of Saskatchewan, and Dr. W. D. 

Cowan (c1930), Member of Parliament from Saskatchewan and Mayor of Regina. 

She also painted prominent female political leaders such as Nellie McCIung (~1934) 

Ottawa, Ontario J 

158hthony Westbridge, Gnadian A n  Sales Index 1981-82 (Vancouver: Left Bank 
Publications, 1982): 103. The Westbridge Fine Ans Gallery in Vancouver also represents 
Thornton's work. 

"%eg Ashwell, persona1 interview, 22 October 1997; Anthony Wenbridge, penond 
interview, 21 Oaober 1997. 
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and Tiily Jean Rolston (c1945), the firn woman Member of Parliament in British 

Columbia 

A comparison between the painting of Kwakwaka'wakw leader Maggie Frank 

(see Fgtrre 9) and the commksioned portnit of Sir Frederick Haultain (see Fgvre 

IO), and current prices for both ponraits reveals ui interesthg development. It h s  

been pointed out by sevenl art dealers, including Anthony Westbridge, that 

g e n e d y  portraits depicting chiefs weving elabonte aremonid headdresses and 

other adomments, or well-known historical figures, ntch as chief and cuver Mungo 

Martin, sell for higher pnces than portraits of people who are relatively unknown 

ouuide of their communities and are dressed in regular everyday clothing. Perhaps, 

this is because art collecton are l w  interested in purchasing unromanticized 

portraits of Native people; it would be like having a piccure hanging on the wall of 

someone they did not know. For instance, in the fd of 1997, a private art dealer in 

Victoria was attempting ro sell Thornton's portrait of Maggie Frank for $7500.00. 

Frank is featured in profie, closeup. The work hu high duomatic value and 

patteming detail on the surface. The figure is wearing a ceremonid headdress 

adorned with layers of ermine fur and a carved and painted Eagle crest frontlet. 

Draped around her shoulders is an elaborarely decorated and colourfd bunon 

blanket. She was from a prominuit family, and w u  a well-known elder from 

Comox, British Columbia. The portrait hung in the shop n e z  to Thomton's 

painting of Sir Frederick William Gordon Haultain, which w u  selling for a mere 

53500.00 in comparison. Haultain, who may be described as a relatively obscure 
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historia1 figure today, is portmyed in threequarter view seated in a chair with his 

legs crossed. S t y k i d y ,  the portrait is f&ly resemed, with a predominance of dark 

drab colours, and less expressionistic brush nrokes than the Frank picturc. What is 

interesting is the unimption that the portrait of Maggie Fnnk would be more 

attractive to potentiai buyers in 1997, hence the difference in price with the 

Haultain painting. Furcher probing could lead to other questions, such as: "1s the 

price discrepancy between the Frank and the Haultian portraits simply a reflection 

of aesthetic differences in the works and pvricular notions of public taste at the 

time in which the sale wu taking place, or w u  ir related to changing perceptions of 

Fim Nations people and their relationship to mainstream Canadian society?" 

Another question is whether Thornton felt a greater freedom when painting 

aboriginal people, entichg her to experiment with coloun and formalia elemenu? 

For example, the fact that Hadrain wu payîng for his portrait, gave him some 

control over the representation. He may have been a mediator of the style of the 

painting, and had the power to influence the work, by accepting or rejecting what 

did not please him. 



Public Lectures and "Championing the Irtdian Causeu 

As I came to know more about [the Indians] I realized how much more 
important our similarities were than Our differences. Gndually I becvne 
convinced that the differences are only in degree, not in kind -that the 
Indian is capable of achievement in any field as the white man. I felt too that 
our native races had o h  been misinterpreted in the history books, and that 
they are much minindemood today. 

Mildred Vdey Thornton (1950) 

The Association of Canadian Clubs invited Thomton to give a series of 

lecture tours about her Collection of paintings of Native people to their memben 

across Canada. Thornton took advantage of these venues to nise public awareness 

about the social and economic conditions of Native communities in Western 

Canada. She also anempted to demyst* the members' perceptions about Fim 

Nations people. In one article she daimed: "If 1 can create a better understanding of 

the Canadian Indian, 1 feel that 1 have done my part towards eliminating racial 

prejudices towuds these noble people."161 

The lecture tour scheddes were gnielling affain. On one particular tour that 

took place in March and Apd, 1947, Thomton traveued by train from Vancouver 

to Ottawa, visiting twenty-one cities in forty days, sometimes giving more thui one 

presentation on the same day. Her lecture for this tour wu entitled, Indians As I 

Have K n o m  Z3m. She would present slides of her portraits and other paintings, 

16'Thornton quoted in Prince A l k  Daily H e r . ,  7 March 1947: n.pag. personal 
archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 
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and talk about the Stones and f d y  histories people h d  transmitted to her during 

her travels. She also discussed soad and economic conditions in Native 

communities. Thornton believed that relationships berween Fint Nations people, 

the Canadian govemment and the rest of the Cmadian population needed to 

change. Some of her suggestions were interesting, such as providing Native children 

with increased access to basic and higher education, encounging economic 

development in Native communitïes, and underlining the importance! of Native 

communities holding ont0 traditional cultural practiccs. For example, in an article 

published in the Edmonton Jounral entitled "Urges better education for Indians, 

greater interest in their cultures," Thomton stated: 

If Indians are to lead successful lives they musr be given more opportunity to 
succeed. An important factor in this respect is education. They should be 
educated as far as possible in the same way as the white pe~p le . ' ~  

However, the paternahic and authoritative tone of Thomton's advocacy 

was also nriking. For example, in the same article Thornton wamed that "the 

beautiful arts and c& of the kidims would p a s  away" unless non-Native 

Canadians took an "aaive role and helpful interest in such things."'" She claimed: 

"Ir is to awaken such interest that 1 am making this tour of Canada."'" 

Thornton seemed intent on "devoting her life to preseniing Indian culture in 

'""Urges better education for Indians, greater interest in their cultures," Edmonta 
JoumaZ, 4 Much 1947: n.pag. personal archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

laThomton, "Urges," n-pag. 

'Thornton, "Urges," n-pag. 
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oil paintings," as one journalkt described her actions.'" In an article in the Londa 

Free Pr-, entitled "Pleads cluse of Indians with fellow Canadians," the author 

claimed: "Nor lighdy h u  Mrs. Thomton undenaken to plad the ause of diir great 

silent company of original Canadians, to whom we are so ignorant"; and chat the 

artist urged her listenen to "think of [Indians] as people."" Thornton is quoted as 

assertkg: "They are people brave enough to fi& for us [during the Second World 

War] and good enough to share with us alf the great Dominion offen."'* Thornton 

went even furrher in her actions. While in Ottawa, she set up an appointment to 

discuss "Indian matters" with a joint cornmittee of the Senate and the House of 

Commons, in an attempt to revamp the Indian Act." 

Her role as "message bearer" or "spokespenonw for Native people w u  

problematic; her voie  was heard over those of Fim Nations people themselves, 

who might have defined issues conceming their communities in very different t e m .  

For example, Chief Dan Kennedy-Ochankugahe, a coilege graduate and writer for 

the Regina Leader Pon in the 195O's, wu a friend of Thomton's. He wrote about 

the importance of his own education, but aiso described some of the dehumanking 

experiences he went through at residentid school. He wrote: 

'65"Mildred Thornton, city artist, dies," Vancouver Sun 27 July 1967: n-pag. [National 
Gallery of Canada Archive, Oaawa, Ontario.] 

""Pleads cause of Indians nith fellow Canadians," London Free Press, 27 March 1947: 
12. 

luThomton, "Pleads cause," 12. 

'" Vancouver Sun, n.date A p d  1947: n-pag. penond archive, Brentwood Bay, 
British Columbia.] 



In 1886,I was roped into the government school at Lebret. They cut off my 
braids, threw me in the washtub and put the white man's clorho on me. 
They then took me to the office ro enroll me and through an Ïnterpmer 
vked me for my name. 1 told them Ochankugahe. Six months later 1 picked 
up enough English to get by and when they were addressing me as Dan 
Kennedy, I uked: "Who are you calling?" It w u  only then that 1 knew that 
they nole my name and gave me a Paie Face na~ne. '~~ 

The notion of Thornton, a non-Native person, "championing the Indian 

causen raises important questions, such as: "Why did she feel the need to speak for 

Native people?" and "Why weren't Native people themselves being listened to by 

the rest of the Canadian population?" These questions are important and 1 will corne 

back to them in the third chapter. 

Thornton did have the support of friends and acquaintances she had met 

over the yeus. As the following quote indicates: 

Mrs. Thornton's Indian fnends have expressed their appreciation of her 
efforts in many Tnerous and delicare ways. For her Canadian Club lectures 
she wore a beautiful costume of white doeskin, beaded and fringed. This w u  
loaned to her by Mrs. Dan Kennedy of the Assiniboine Reserve in 
Saskatchewan."' 

Chief Dan Ke~edy-Ochankugahe once referred to Thornton as an "ambassador of 

good-will to  the white people.' He and Thornton corresponded regularly, and she 

collected anides he had wrirten for local newspapers. Kennedy-Ochankugahe's wife 

loaned Thornton a doeskh dress that she had made, adorned with elaborate 

'%an Kennedy-Ochankugahe, "WU Saskatchewan Indians be granted, will they accept 
the provincial vote?" Leader Post pegina], 8 Augurt 1956: n-pag. persond archive, 
Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 



beadwork. She loved to weu this outfit during her lecture tours and for specid 

occasions. Figure II is a photognph of Thornton wearing the dress. Figwr 12 is a 

picture of Mrs Kennedy's daughter in the same dress, taken &ca 1940. The 

following is an excerpt of a letter Dan K e ~ e d y  wrote ro Thornton from the 

Assiniboine Reserve in Montmartre, Saskatchewan, afrer her lecture tour across 

Canada in 1947: 

Dear Mrs. Thomton 

Congratulations for your successful tour of the Dominion in the 
interests of Art and Our cause. You have done a magnificent job as 
our ambassador of good will. 1 have watched your progress, as the 
press dispatches traced your progess like a meteor across the 
Dominion. 
Our only regret is that the dress is unfinished ait would require 
another three or four weeks to finish the beadwork on the sleeves 
above the fringes. 
If you would ship it back ro us, my wife will put the f ~ s h i n g  
touches on it. 

With the best of wishes 
Sincerely, Ochankugahe (Dan Kemedy) 

Thomron's interest spilled over into many different fields. She was extremely 

active and vocal on Native issues, as well as in many other areas. These activities 

somerimes took her away from her own art praaice, but she remained profoundly 

committed to her work as an artist and to her Collection of paintings of Native 

people in panicular. 



Chapter rn 

The Collection 

There ir no art in the past. Art is something you can reactualize. It involves 
remembennce and building in objects other kinds of memories." 

Joseph Adande (1992) 

This chapter will take a more in depth look at what Thomton referred ro as 

her "Collection" of painting of Fim Nations people. This body of work had a 

special significana for the artist, who refused to sel any individud works during 

her lifetime in the hope that one day all of the painrings would be exhibited 

together in a public gdery. Thomton believed that the Colleaion represented a 

visual and historical "record" of important aboriginal leaders and elders in Wesrern 

Canada, and documented aspects of FUS Nations cultures. The urgency of her 

mandate stemmed from the prevalent 19th century Euro-Canadian belief that Native 

culnues were "vanishing," and Thomton wished to c h r o d e  their histories before it 

was too late. 

Throughout her career she maintained a very hands-on approach, travelling 

all across Canada, visiting people in their cornmunities and in their homes, painting 

their directly on the spot. Her approach co painting can be descnbed as a 

process, beginning with the importance of gaining information and experience fm 

hand by talking with people, exchanging news and ides, and developing 

relationships rhrough renewed visits. Thomton cukiivated these relationships over 
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the years and developed a technique, adapted to the environment she w u  working 

in and the time conmaiits of the people she was painting. Several of Thomton's 

pofiraits will be closely considered, as a meam of understanding her approach and 

some of the outcornes of her undertaking. 

Whatever m lace the future will asign to Mildred Valley Thornton as an misr 
cannot be predicted now, but never will she be denied the distinction of 
being a Canaâian woman who during her lifetime accomplished one of the 
moa difficult tasks of ali shat of recon&g the instincts of a wife and 
mother with her 
has undoubtedly 
country* 

yearnings towards creative-artistry. In achieving niccess, she 
enriched the life of her family and the storied records of her 

Margaret Ecker Francis (1947) 

In 1926 Thornton gave birth to min boys. She was thirty-six years old. This 

m u t  have been an important period of change in her Me, for it was several years 

later, in 1929, that she began to focus her own art production on painting Native 

people, an endeavour which would become a life-long project, central to her artisric 

career. When asked what circumstances led her to undertake nich a project, she 

unidy replied by telling 

Nations encampment on 

a story about the fm porcraits she paimed at the Fim 

the Regina fairgrounds. She wrote: 

When 1 wu a young womrn, living in Regina and the mother of twins, I saw 
in the evening paper where an Indian baby had been born [at] the Fair 
Groundr. How 1 should love to see it, 1 thought -a brand new litde 



This romanticized image of a new bom child in a "papoose* incited Thornton to 

head to the fairgrounds. She brought her two young boys, because, as she put it: 

"Baby-sitters are a modem innovation, then unheard of -you took 'em or you 

aayed She approached the spot where the baby had been born, yet w u  

not sure what to  do next. She wrote: 

I hesitated outside the teepee, not wishing to intrude but someone spoke to 
me and 1 said how much 1 should like to see the new baby. Instantly, the 
flap of the teepee was thrown open with a gesture of welcome. It wu clean 
and sweet and cool inside. Men and women were sitting in quiet 
conversation. Stretched across the teepee from pole to pole wu a tiny 
hammock in whkh the baby lay, snug and warm." 

She then described people's surprise and deiight with her own cMdren: "Two of a 

kind, dressed exactly the same, and looking as much alike as could be."'" She felt 

that both her niriosity about rhe baby and people's interest in her min  boys was a 

fair exchange. The &y afier this event, Thornton returned to the fairground with 

her paint box, hoping to paint the portrait of certain people she had made the 

acquaintence of on her previous visit. She ended up painting the portnits of Peter 

Weasel-Skin and Strong Eagle." These are her impressions of that first experience: 

VIThornton, Indirrn Livec and Legends viii. 

lEThornton, "unpublished forward," 3. 

lnThomton, Indian Lives and L e p &  viii. 

174Thornron, Indiafi Lives and Legmdr ix. 

"Unfomnately, I was unable to  locate images of rhese first portraits. 



These f m  rwo Indian portnits established the pattern for aii the work that 
followed later on. 1 p;iinted Indians wherever 1 found them, in whatever they 
were nearing, with & absolute disregard of formality and pre?rnnged plan.. 
The legends, the art, the hinory, the way of Iife and spiriniai concepts [of 
these people] fim commandeci my attention and then my enduring respecP6 

What b e p  as simple curiosity transformed, over the y-, into genuine 

interest and a more complex understanding of First Nations cultures. Thomton 

spent rhirry-five yevs devoted to her project, iacamulating an extensive Colleaion 

of paintings of people from over twenty-five communities across Western Canada? 

Later on in her He she reminisced about those initial years when she began her 

work, wnting: 

How could 1 know that 1 wu committing myself to a task that, through 
many long years to corne, would never let me go? How could I guess that 
these people, the fim inhabitants of our beloved land, could so creep into 
my h m  as to possess it utterly, and the one compelling urge of my life 
should be to record as much as 1 could of their fleeting history? In rime, no 
effort would be roo laborious, no sacrifice too great, to achieve this desired 
endY 

Thornton travelled on numerous occasions to Native communities all across 

Western Canada. During most of these trips she travelled done, by boat, train, bus, 

car, horseback, foot, and whatever other meam available, seeking out people she 

wished to paint. Thomton had to transport enough paints, canvases and supplies, 

'"Thomton, Indian Lives and L e g d  x. 

InThomton made a point of represenring people from different communities. She made 
slides of her portraits that she used during her lecture tours. They were organized 
according to the nation the person belonged to, for instance Blood, Cree, Okanagan, 
Tsimshîan, and so forth. 

"Thornton, Indian Lives und Legends x. 



induding a slide projeaor and slides of her paintings, for periods of up to eight 

weeks." She taIked about these excursions as being exhausting. They demanded 

weeks of preparation beforehand. She once stated: 

What you needed mainly was physid endurance. 1 usually returned home 
with every anvas used and as much improvised material as 1 could acquire as 
well. I would have crowded six months' work into a month or so of effort, 
but it sometimes took me nearly six months to recover from the orgy of 
expended energy. Then 1 wu ready and eager to set out again.lm 

Reg Ashwefl accornpanïed Thomton to Vancouver Island, when she was in 

her seventies. She wished to paint renowned Nuuchah-nulth sculptor Jimmy John. 

AshweU ucplained that Thomton was determined to undertake the expedition 

despite the fact that she w u  "not long back from the hospital, after being knocked 

out again by the blood mdady that plagued ber."'" He de~cnbed loading up his 

litde car with Thomton's paints, paint brushes, canvases, as well as her projeaor 

and slides of her paintings. Atcempting to locate Jimmy John was no easy task, and 

when he w u  Gnally found he initially refused to have bis poitrait painted, being 

busy in his workshop. Thomton eventudy persuaded him to sit for her, by 

showing him slides of other portraits she had painted, and offering him money to 

compensate him for the Ume spent away from his own work. Ashwell ~rovided a 

L7Thornton usually ran out of canvases on these excursions, that is why many of her 
paintings were done on bristol board, cardboud, wood and any other flat, hard surface she 
could get her han& on. 

T h o m t o n ,  Indirrn Lives and Legends xiii. 

'''Reg Ashwell, "Tribute to a lady who painted Indians," Vancouver Sun, 8 April, 1971: 



description of Thornton's painting style: 

With a few sure lines from a piece of charcoal, Mildred sketched an outline 
of the face. Then out came the paints and brushes. Afier 25 minutes Jimmy 
announced f d y  and in no uncertain terms that he would pose no longer. 
The speed with which Mildred worked was nothing shon of unazing, as her 
brush fairly flew over the anvas. The perspiration w u  actudy dripping 
from her face, no doubt because of the extreme effort of ~oncentration.~'l 

Ashwell, and other f d y  members. were concemed that Thornton's 

determination in p u h g  her work whm she w u  older and not well, mmy have 

aggravated her illness. However, despite these hardships, and the difG~culty of leaving 

her family behind for extended periods to travel to remote areas, Thornton enjoyed 

meeting with people and leaming about their Lives. She is quoted as saying: 

When 1 go on the triil, I drop all my cues, physical and mental. I accept the 
Indians on th& own ground, and no matter how hard the trip, I always 
return refreshed in mind and body.Iu 

Reg Ashwell has &O written about visiting Thornton's old home, on 

Comox Street in Vancouver (which is no longer standing). He described it as a sort 

of museum, with art work from Fim Nations artists exhibired throughout. Her 

house was also full of her own paintings, which hung everywhere or were stacked 

againn the w&, one behind the other, due to lack of space. Ashwell provided a 

vivid description of Thomton's home: 

What I saw in these rooms is almost pur accurate description. Small totem 
poles, and other Indian cvvings of every description aere everywhere. They 
covered the window ledges and table tops, and the larger ones, including a 



fme Kwakiutl ceremonid paddle cwed  from yellow cedar, stood on the 
floor, o r  leaned +a a waii... But what really captivated me w u  the color 
and vigor of Mildred's paintings. They were even more numerous thrn her 
collection of native art. Some of the mmy canvases were luidscapes, 
[however] the Indian paintings were the moa numerous of alLSM 

Thornton evennrally moved out of her f d y  home in the mid-1960's. She 

~laced her païntings in safety deposit vaults for safe-keeping,'" and sold a portion of 

her colleaion of Native art to the Royal British Columbia Museum, being unable to 

house all of these objects in her small a~artrnent.'~' 

Thomton's "Collection" wu compnsed of a series of approximately 270 

paintings, including over 215 portraits of Native men and women, which she 

considered to be the core of her work. She also used oils and water coioun to depict 

aspects of traditional Native cultures, festivals and other ceremonid events. For 

'"Elizabeth Forbes, "Artist believes 25 year-old dream could corne tme, " V i o M  Daily 
Times, 26 August 1958: n.pag. penonal archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

T h e  Museum purchased over forry art pieces, such as masks, s m d  cuved totems, 
root baskets, deconred aprons, and so forth, from at least six Fint Nations, iÿcluding the 
Bella Coola, Haida, Coast S&sh and Nuu-chah-nulth. The Museum dso has in its 
possession Thornton's portrait of noted Kwakwaka'wakw carver Dan Cnnmer, and a 
beaded buckskin dress that Thomton would sometimes w e u  during her lectures, which 
had belonged to poet Pauline Johnson. Pauline Johnson was born on the Six Nations 
reserve near Brantford, Ontario. Her father wu Mohawk and her mother was English, yet 
she procllimed herself "wholly Indian." Her success as a poet and petformer was predicated 
on her allegiance to her aboriginal identity. 1 fmd Thornton's interest and comection to 
Pauline Johnson very interesting. Genld McMaster h a  written about issues of mimicry and 
h O w non-Native people frequently masqueraded u "Indians" (McMaster, Edward Poitras 
28). He claims that mimetic display may well descnbe those who desire "penrerse alterity;" 
the idea of being or becoming an Ckher, Like an "kidim." This mimetic a& may project the 
imitators fantasy, and involves exoticism and fetishism. Taking on a temporary "Indian" 
identity could mean real or imagined freedom, notonety or populuity. 



instance, in figvre 13, entitled M d  Dance of the B e l .  Coolas, Thornton has 

porrrayed people dancing, and othen seated or standing obsenring the ceremony. 

Several of the people standing are weving ceremonial atire, such as masks or woven 

blankets dnped over their shoulders, and appear to be t a b g  part in the activities. 

In 1953 Thornton w u  invited to take part in a celebration of dances, songs and 

festivities, held by the Bella Coola Nation.Iw One author described the gatheriq as 

a nconvenuon," where the 'old-thne dances that had not been performed for mmy 

years" would take The celebration coincided with the recently lifted 

government ban on potlatches and other Fim Nations cultural celebntions.'" I 

believe it was during this ocusion that Thornton produced the painting M d  Dance 

of the Bella Coolas, or at lem the sketches for the painting. The author of the article 

" Cross-country chatn stated: 

The fint night the big ceremonial dances will be performed, the next night 
Mrs. Thormon hu been asked to show slides of the pictures she has done of 
Bella Coola Indians ... Indians from villages round-about will corne to Bella 
Coola for the festivities and while they "festivaten Mrs. Thomton will be 
busy mmking paintings to round out her collection of paintings of the Bella 
Coola in di an^.'^ 

'"The Aual Hktory Department of the British Columbia Archives have in their 
possession a series of audiocassettes of songs by people from the Bella Coola and 
Kwakwaka'wakw nations. The tapes were recorded in 1945 by Thornton with 
the collaboration of various people from these communities, induding Mungo Martin, 
Maggie Frank, Alex Pootlu and Mrs. Dick Snow 

lg8G. J. Tranter. "Crosscountry chat," Cztzadian Antique AssocZatim (Spring 1953): 28. 

'89Anti-podatch measures were repealed in 1951. 
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Thornton was invited to numerom potlatches and other celebrations, where she 

would sometimes sketch or write down what she had witnessed. Some of the 

sketches were transforrned into paintings, 

journals or newspapen. 

Thornton's Collection needs to be 

and the written material published in 

examhed in the c o n t a  of art production 

in the early 20th century. Many Euro-Canadian artists, including Thomton, Emily 

Carr and Edmund Morris (1871-1913), were interested in cmting a "recordn of 

Native cultures, and fused artistic and ethnographie approaches.191 Therefore, a 

discussion of Thornton's Collection would have to include not only her paintings, 

but also written documentation such as newspaper anicles, her book and personal 

notes that accompanied her v h a l  material." Thornton chose to highlight hinoricd 

experiences and traditional cultunl practices in her wriring, instead of current &y 

political and economic nmggles. These Iatter issues surfaced at rimes, but were 

buried under romanticized appraisds, blatent MreOtypeS and patronizing language. 

In the foIlowing quote, Thomton explained why she chose to represent these 

particular issues in her work. She wrote: 

Ig1For a discussion of Edmund Morris's port& of Native people see Jean S. McGill, 
Edmund Momk: Frontier Artin (Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1984); n e  Diaries of Edmund 
Montzgue Monis: Western Joumeys 190T1910, transcribed by Mary Fitz-Gibbon (Toronto: 
Royal Ontario Museum, 1985). 

''-1 found quite a seleaion of this marerial in papers, notes, letten and newspaper 
articles that Thornton had kept. Before her death she had inrended to publish a second 
manuscript on her experiences painting Native people from Alberta and Saskatchewan. The 
notes for this document are in the possession of her son J. M. Thornton, who hu 
contacted various publishing houses over the years in an attempt to get the manuscript 
published. 



It was many yevs ago, when 1 wu living in Regina, 1 began to realize how 
f u r  the Indians were losing their old cultures, including to a very large 
ment ,  their anaent arts and cnfrs. Even the colorfd costumes are nrely 
worn, except on a few ceremonid occasions ... It was the elden of the tXbes I 
usudy sought out and asked ro pose for rne.ln 

When Thornton d b i t e d  her work she carefulIy inscnbed the penon's 

name, nation and region they were from. m e n ,  anached ro the painting. w u  a cud 

providing furcher information about the painting or the people in the painting. One 

author noted: 

Not one of her portraits could be entitled simply "Indian Chief." It is, "Chief 
Billy Assu of Cape Mudge, that fine old man who is one of the moa 
respeaed penonalities on the Coast.' Or, "Chief Isaac of Kispiox."lM 

During her lifetime she published feature articles in local newspapers on 

particular individu& and her travels to Native cornmunicies. She also gave lectures 

and talks on her work, which frequently involved descriptions and aories about the 

people she pk ted .  Whether Thornton intended written and visuai material to be 

exhibited together is undear, yet read together they provide a broader and more 

indepth understanding of attitudes and relationships between Native and non-Native 

people of chat period. 

In one uticle, typical of Thornton's writing style, she chronided her 

encounter with a Cree m m  named Muiirouwusis and his wife, who were from Fort 

Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan (Figure 14). She described Manitouwusis as being over a 

193Ashwell, "Tribute," A 5  



hundred yeut old, and noted his partiapation in the bllffalo hunu of the Prairies in 

the early 19th century. These were her impressions upon entering their home: 

I found the two of them sitting on the bue floor of their tiny one-room 
dwelling, just as they had been wont to sir in their teepee y- before. 
Between them, without the formaIity of dishes, were hunks of breaui and the 
rem&s of wild fowl. Two cors, a stove and a single chair comprised their 
furniture, lgS 

Thornton required the assistance of a young neighbour when attempring to 

communicate with the couple, since she did not speak Cree? She did not levn uiy 

Native laquages over the years, and was aware of the Limitations this placed on her 

ability to communicate with people. However, she did not perceive this as a 

~roblem. In response to an enquiry into how she came to represent people whose 

languages and cultures were so different from her own, she answered: 

Many have asked if 1 have learned m y  of the Indian languages. Since 1 have 
been continually going about among different tribes who spoke totally 
different languages (and ofcen many dialeas within the same laquage) it 
would have availed me linle to learn any of them. 1 discovered early in my 
travels that there wu one rongue d cobld understand -the luiguag~ of th; 
hem, and that would cake you mywhhere.ln 

Afcer Thornton explained her intentions to Manitouwassis, she d k b e d  

19'Mildred Valley Thornton, "He hunred buffalo on Western Plains," Vancouver Sun 9 
May 1942: 10. 

196Moa of the young people living on reservations at the rime were fluent in English 
and could assist with translation. 

197Thornton, Indian Lives and LegetzdS xi. 
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how his wifelgl climbed a ladder leading to a loft above their living quartes and 

descended with a dunnage bag, which contained a beautifully beaded garment and 

other objects, such as a peace-pipe. Thornton painted MÎnitouwassis dressed in this 

ourft, smoking the pipe. The starkness of the surroundings is contrasted with the 

bright coloua of the beading and the calm and contemplative expression on 

Manitouwassis' face. The attention of the viewer is drawn to the man seated, What 

is not urplicidy atprcssed by Thornton, yet can be read into the painting is how 

Manitouwvsis and his wife preserved these ceremonid garmenu over the yeus. 

Many Native families were obliged to sell skilled beadwork uid other f d y  

heirlooms of considerable personal and historical vdue to make ends meer during 

dyre economic periods. In this case, despite the poverty this couple w u  subjeaed to, 

they decided to hold onto their cherished belongings, even though they would have 

undoubtedly fetched an important sum from collectors. Thornton ended the article 

saying: "Only the picture and the memones remain for me as a record of one of my 

moa interesthg experiences and as a link with the romantic past. "'" This meeting 

obviously had an important impact on the artist. 1 think this can &O be observed 

from the portrait she painted of Manitouwassis, yet she chose to emphvize and 

remember the "romantic" past of rh is  man, sidcstepping the seemingly larger and 

more pressing economic issues facing this couple at that period. 

19Wo name was provided by Thornton and as far as I know her portrait was not 

'Thornton, "He hunted," IO. 



Thomton's written accounts, =ch as the aory of her encounter with 

Manitouwassis and his d e ,  tended to construct homogenous, roxnanticired 

ethnographie representations, which Lunited an understanding of the complexity of 

Native cultures. Loretta Todd has wrinen that the appropriation of Native cultural 

expressions begins with the of who has the power to n a m e .  M a y  Euro- 

Canadian ~eop le  felt that traditional structures within Native cornmunits had 

broken down in the eady 2ûth century, and that Native cultures were no longer 

essentially orai cultures, and therefore that Native people's authority over their 

cultural expressions either did nor exk,  or was noc relevant?' Thomton gready 

esteemed and respected the Native elden she met and painted, and attempted to 

"preserve" Native cultural expressions through her paintings and wrkings, some 

examples indude the depiction and description of ceremonid dances, nich as the 

Mask Dance of the Bella Cook's (f're 13) and examples of Native arc work, like the 

beadwork on the front of Muiirouwwis' jacket (Fpre 14). But inherent in her 

projea was the danger of fetishizing Native people, who in nirn became mere 

objects of consumption for the Euro-Canadian viewer. Loretta Todd writes: 

CUJltimately, the valorization of periphenl cultures is frequently undertaken 
through acts of cultural appropriation. In an exrension of the concept of 
propeny and colonid conquest, the artists do not value or  respect cultural 
difference, but instead seek to own difference, and with this ownership to 
increase their worth. They become image barons, story conquistadon and 
merchants of the exotic? 



Thomton's written material served documentvy purposes. It wu also used 

by other Euro-Canadian journzlists and writen as a reference and source of 

understanding of Fim Nations cu1tures, dispossessing Native people of their 

ownership over cultural expressions. For Loretta Todd, cultural appropriation 

disavows history and denies aboriginal people a place as exerQzen of cultural 

autonomy and selfdetermination. She writes: "Culnid autonomy signifies a right ro 

cultural speci6city, a rïght to one's origuis and histories as told from within the 

culture and not mediated from w i t h ~ u t . " ~  

Thornton's Painting Approach 

Another important and interesting feature of Thornton's project lies in the 

painting experience itselt The artist practiced a common sketching technique that 

she perfected over tirne, which 

astonishing npidity. Thornton 

included working directly on the spot with an 

had received the conventional training of a 

professional porvlitist through her midies at the Ontario Coliege of Art and the 

Art Institute of Chicago, and wu indeed commissioned to produce several portraits 

of prominent policical figures such as former Prime Minisrer Arthur Meighen. 

Although the narrative component of Thornton's work remained consistent, even 

static, throughout her professional career, the formalist elements of her work were 



what she c o m m d y  stmggled with. In many ways Thomton's work fiu neatly into 

early modernist artistic trends in Canada, her work retained some elements of 

expressioninic bnish nrokes, Fau* colour application and exotic subject matter. 

However, these were not consistent. Her work bridged different schools of painting, 

induding the Group of Seven, Fauvism, traditional Cmadian portrait painting of 

the early 2ûth cenniry, and even Amen- Realism of the 1920's and 30's. 

Thornton's interest in portmit painting grew out of a weu-established 

tradition in Euro-Canadian art production. Portraiture evolved as a prominent art 

form in Europe and was brought over to North Ameria in the euly 17th cennity, 

with the arriva1 of the fim European colonists. Portrait painten traditionally relied 

on commissions by wealthy patrons for their subsistance, and the &g classes of 

the newly established French and later British colonies provided artists with the 

opportunity to practice their profession. Pomaits were generaiiy reserved for the 

elire -wealrhy merchants, the nobility and political, military or religious figures- in 

other words, those who had the means to commission artists. Portraits often 

"glorified" the siner, identifying them as an "exceptiond" penon, or serving to 

denote an important historical figure. For instance, figwre 15 is a portrait of 

Mohawk leader Joseph Brant (1743-1807), a statesman and an ally of the British, 

who encouraged the conversion of the Iroquoian people to Christianity." The 

yoseph Brandt has been described in the lirerature as being Mohawk, Onondaga, 
Cayuga, Huron, Shawnee, Cherokee and "W-breedw caucasian. See for example Harvey 
Chalmers, /os& Brandt: Mohawk (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1955); 
Isabel Thompson Kelsay, joseph Brandt 1743-1807: Mun of Two Worldc (Syracuse University 
Press, 1984). 



artist, William B e r q  (1749-1813), has portnyed Brant in the Neo-Classiai style, 

reminiscent of a statue of a Roman ontor. He is depicted standing in a landsape, 

his horn pipe stnpped across his chest, holding a rifle, sipaling hirn as an important 

military leader. His totem or dan degiance (considered a "pagan" symbol by 

Europeans, and inappropriate for the representation of a Christian convert) is barely 

visible on his pipe bagm 

Moa portrait paintea worked within the conGoes of thek studios, 

developing elabonte and studied sketches of their sitten before producing the b a l  

canvas. C m o r  Dorothy Farr noted that notable Canadian portrait painter Lilias 

Torrence Newon (18961980) generally began a ponnit with quick pend sketches 

and then an oil sketch before the fmal oil painting in order to search the personality 

in the feanires of the Sitter. Sometimes, it could take up to fifieen sittings to 

cornpiete a work? Torrence Newton described her approach in these terms: 

It's impossible ro jump into a portmit. Ir takes rime to make up my mind 
about the best, most attractive pose, and Y 1 sketch, my subject becomes 
naturai, more unconscious, and I catch an impression 1 may have missed at 
fust.=" 

The contrast with Thornton's approach is ariking. She usually painted 

~eople  in under sixty minutes, paying partinilu attention to facial feanires; the eyes, 

T i s a  Gaye Headerson, "Emblems of identity: An introduction to the painting of 
Indian poxtraits in Canada," Masten Thesis, Concordia University, 1991: 20. 

msDorothy Farr, LiIias Torrence Nauton 1896-1980 (Kingston: Agnes Etherington Art 
Centre, 1981) 19. 

noLilias Torrence Newton quoted in Fur 19. 



the lines of the face, the expression. Thornton adopted this technique in the early 

1930's, when she shifted the focus of her work to concentrate primarily on painting 

non-comrnissioned portraits of Native people. She began mahing modem 

techniques, such as impressionktic and highly chromatic brush strokes, with realin 

principles and criteria on subjea matter. For innuice, the portnit of Pat Cappo 

(fipre 14, was painted in 1929, early on in Thornton's cueer. Both the 

configuration and style of the painting are extremely wnventiond. Cappo is shown 

in wearing a very elaborate hezddress. The b w h  strokes are blended and 

smooth, giving the painting a formal look. He wears a very distinguished and 

S ~ ~ O U S  expression, befitting a "noble wurior." 1 prenune that this portrait w u  

completed in Thornton's studio, which would attest for its polished, studied fksh.  

In contnsr, Fgvre 17 is a portrait of Demy Jim, painted in 1940. There is a marked 

difference berween the taro paintings. Jim is shown from the from, and appears to 

be siouching somewhat. He look very unwuming, wearing an old cap and jacket. 

Thomton chose broken, uneven brush-strokes, which accentuate the h e s  and 

wrinkles in Jim's face, and a give him a sort of dishevelled look. Thornton painted 

rhis portrait on the spot, without "touching it up" or reworking it in her studio, 

giving the portrait a very spontaneous md expressive quality. 

Thornton adapted her an practice to her own needs, using a technique which 

involved quick execution and elaborate draughtsmanship. She wrote: 

I never posed the Indians - jut  watched what they did n a m d y  and that is 
what 1 painted If 1 got two houn for a sitting 1 w u  lucky. Much more 
frequently I had to be content with one hour, and sometimes with less than 
that ... When 1 wu painting [someone] wuring an elaborate costume I 



concentrated on the face, making hasty indications of colour and design in 
die dothing which 1 would finish later. Rarely did 1 ever touch the face again 
and then only to my peril. There is absolutely no substime for working 
directy from the subject in portraiture.= 

Tho mton ~ a i d  l e s  attention to dothing and accesso ries, simply outlining 

garments and patterns and identifying colours to be completed Iater. Figwe 18 

illustrates this clearly. It is an unfiaished portrait of a Cree woman nvned Hamiet 

Yellowmud Blanket, painted in 1948. Thcrnton has fonised primarily on her face, 

which is rendered in de td .  Her garments have been outlined, with rapid indications 

of colours and motifs, which wodd have been completed at a Iater date. Thornton 

usuaily painted people in their homes, or in public places such as community halls, 

or during ~ubl ic  evenrs, where there were many distractions, including the presence 

of other people watching her work or wanting to talk to her. I found sevenl black 

and white photognphs of people Thornton painted in her penonal fdes, which may 

have been used to complete p a r t i d u  works. For instance, 19 is a photopph 

of Chief Shot-On-Both-Sides, taken c1943. He is shown in profile, seated on a chair 

outdoors, with a vehide in the background, prenimably his own. Figure 20 is 

Thornton's portrait of Chief Shot-On-Both-Sides, painted in 1943. The pose and 

demeanour of the subject are pracùcaliy identical in the pho topph  and the 

portrait. Thornton could have used the photognph to complete or  touch-up her 

208Thomton, I n d h  Liver and Legends xü. 



work in her  tud di o.^ 

In exchange for people sitting for her, Thomton would offer them money or 

buy an work or other crifcs they produced. She painted both women and men, 

signalling that the contributions they made to their communities curied equal 

weight. Most of her portraits focused on people with first-huid knowledge and 

experience of traditional cultural and religious practices; such as policical leaders, 

midwives, art*, h d e a ,  crafts people and so on. 

Thornton placed a great emphasis on creating a rapport and developing 

relationships with the people she painted. Some of them went on to become friends, 

and would drop by her home in Vancouver. Thornton's accounts of some of these 

Wits are described in her book, and were obviously important to her. For example, 

she dcjcribed sitting around the supper table talking with Kwakwaka'wakw Chiefs 

Charley Nowell and Herbert Johnson. She wrote: 

Over a quiet meal in my home they discussed with me the old days and the 
old ways. Chef Charley spoke fluent English, but Chief Herbert was not 
entirely at ease except in his own language. We ralked at some length about 
the potlatch1* 

The three of them discusxd how both men held potlatches of their own despite the 

'C? dso found seved portraits Thomton had painted of notable hisrorid figures, such 
as Chiefs Crowfoot, Poundmaker and Red Crow, all  of whom had passed away by the 
rime Thomton began her projea. 1 found photognphs of these individuals in her personal 
archive. Thomton used these images as smdies for her own canvases. J. M. Thornton has 
indicated rhar his mother wu intirested in pproducing images of t h e ~ e - ~ e o ~ l e  because of 
their particular historiai sigdcance, despite the fact chat they were dead or that she had 
never met them. J. M. Thomton, persona1 i n t e ~ e w ,  5 October 1997. 

"Thomton, In& Lives and Legends 8. 



fact that they had been bamed by the Canadian government since 1884. These 

friendships extended to Thomton's invitation to potlatches and other ceremonid 

events over the years, as one journalkt noted: "Mn. Thomton admitted with a 

twinkle in her eye, that she has been prexnt at these potlatches in Indian 

villages."21L Potlatches were important cultural and religious occasions that were 

generaIly reserved for peopIe within the communiry. The fact that Thornton w u  

welcome to participate in some of these meetings is an indication of the mutual trust 

and respect that exined becween the artist and memben of various comrnunities. 

Certain people loaned Thornton family heirlooms, such as mash, dresses and 

jewelry, that she would wear during her lecture 

Thornton w u  given several titles or names by people. She considered this a 

great honour, interpreting these gemires as tokens of recognition and respect. In 

1942, while painting on the One Arrow Reserve near Duck Lake, Saskatchewan, she 

was given the name Owas-ka-ta-esk-ean, by Concon-pee-requa, an elder in the 

community and the mother of Chief Stanislaus Almighty Voice. Thornton's 

translation of the name wu: "Putting your most ability for us Indians." Chief 

Charley Noweu gave her the name Ah-ou-Mookht, which, roughly translated, 

meant "The one who wears the blanket beause she is of noble birth." He aiso made 

her a member of the Eagle dan, which pennitted her to wear the family's crested 

'"Margaret Francis, Robert Francis, "Keeper of a dture,"  Vancouver Sun Magazine 
SzippZemmt, 6 January 1951: 5. 

'12Chief Dan Kennedy-Ochdugahe and his f d y  loaned Thornton a beautïful beaded 
doeskin dress for her cross-country tour of the Canadian Clubs in 1947. Seefigwe I l .  
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buaon blanket on s p e d  occasions -nich as her lecture tours- and partake in 

ceremonid r i d  such as the potlatch. Thornton w u  greatful for the recognition 

she received from people within First Nations communities, an acknowledgement 

she sought but w u  o h  denied by members of her own immediate entourage. 

Thornton wu careh1 to point out people's reactions to her work in her 

writing, and, in certain instances, their influence on the outcome of a particular 

painting. Some people chose to be painted in ceremonid costume, others not, or 

asked that the mist paint a family member or relative, as well as their own porcnit. 

Some individuals agreed to be pùnted only on the condition that the focus of the 

canvas be on a family heirloom -such as a family crest, mask, penonal adomment 

or f d y  relic. A great example of this is described in an article Thormon published 

in 1942, about painting a man named Chief Fish-Wolf-Ofe (Fgure 21). In the article, 

Thomton recounted going to the Calgary Stvnpede and discovering "several fine 

l w r y  cars" which were owned by people who had driven up from the Blackfoot 

Resenre in Northern Montana. She r e d e d  being lured to a " t d  fine-looking man" 

who attracted her attention, and she "engaged hirn in conversation," eventually 

asking him if he would be willing to pose for ber? She descnbed the process in the 

I liked the way this m m  posed. He wu obliging, good-nanired and 
courteous. He had a deep husky voie  that sounded like the rustle of tissue 

'Wildred Valley Thornton, "Chief Fish-Wolf-Ofe, " CzLgary Heralii, 24 October 1942: 
11. 



paper, only more musical?' 

Thomton noted that Chief Fish-Wolf-Ofe Wred the portnit once he saw it, 

but observed: "He d e d  attention to the fact that 1 had omitted somerhing of great 

importance to him. It w u  an enormous claw suspended from a ribbon round his 

neck which had been hidden in the folds of his yellow shirt so char 1 had over- 

looked it. Carefully, 1 painted it in to  his intense u t i s fac t i~n . "~~  The claw had been 

given to him Y a boy to wud  off illness by prominent Chef Big Bear, and meant a 

great deal to him. Thornton has noted numerous insrances, nich as this one, where 

people have requested that certain aspects of her painting be altered, and elemenu 

added or omitted A more humorous, and perhaps n a d  request wu by a man 

named Andrew Wallace, who aked that some of his wrinkles be taken out to make 

him look youngeP 

This interplay and negotiation between the artist and the people she painted 

is interesring and problematizes the creative process. Post-stnictunlist theorists have 

scrutinircd the relative power of t e x  and c o n t a  in the production of textual 

meaning. Russian theorist Mikhail Bzkhtin introduced the notion of "polyphonie" 

rem; the understanding that texts, including art as t e s ,  can have multiple meanings. 

In the Bakhtinian voabulary "polyphony" means simply 'many voices'. Adopthg 

nich a view implies that the reader or viewer is in a position of unprecedented 

"'Thomton, "Chief Fish-Wolf-Ofe," 11. 

'15Thornton, "Chief Fish-Wolf-Ofe," 11. 

"Thornton, Indian Lives and Legends 42. 



power over the interpretation of tuns. Mieke Bal ralks about a method of reading 

images, or  a procedure that hu in common with ordinary reading the following 

elements: 

m h a t  the outcome is merming that it functions by way of discreet visible 
elements called signs to which munings are attributed; that such attributions 
of meaning, or interpretarions, are regulated by rules, named c h ;  and that 
the subjecr or agent of this attribution, the reader or viewer, is a decisive 
element in the process. Furthemore ... each act of reading happens within a 
soao-historicd context or framework, dedfTMles, which limit the possible 
rneaning~.~~ 

One of the ways the readerbiewer can undermine the dominant ideologies of the 

te= concemed is by inserting hedhimself, as well as other voices, in the 'gaps and 

silences' of the texr irself. Locating the voices of the people Thornton painted 

within the text (the painting) is one way of creating multiple reader-text 

positionings. It is important to point out, however, as Stuart Hall does, rhat 

"polysemy m u t  not be conhed  with p l ~ r a l ï t y . " ~ ~ ~  In other words, although the 

text may be comprised of many voices, this does not mean that it does so without 

preference or discrimination. For example, despite Thornton's description of Fish- 

Wolf-Ofe's comments and reactions to her work, she remaïned in the privileged 

position of "truislator" or "voice-giver." She did not quote Fish-Wolf-Ofe, or other 

informants, their commenrs and ideas are transmitted to the readerhewer through 

'17Mieke Bal, "Reading art?" Grnerations & Geographies in the Visml Arts: Ferninisr 
Rerzdings, ed. Griselda Pollock (London: Roudedge, 1996). 

"8Stuart W quoted in Lynne Pearce, "1 rhe reader: Ta, context and the balance of 
poa-er, " Fminin Sltbjen, Multi-Media Methodologies, e h .  Penny Florence and Dee Reynolds 
(Manchester University Press, 1995) 168. 



her own subjective interpretations. This becomes problematic, 

remarks: 

115 

as James Clifford 

m h e  story of a passage from the oral/aud into wrïting h u  been a cornplex 
and chargecl one. Every ethnography enacts such a movement, and this is one 
source of the peculiar authority that fin& both rescue and irmrievable loss - 
a kind of death in lifc- in the making of te= from events and dialogues?19 

Feminin theorist Lynne Pearce acknowledges that it is the text that initiates 

the relationship between reader and text: In Thomton's case, it would be her 

painting that initiate the relationship with the viewer. However, Pearce points out 

that the reader mut take responsibility for negotiating the terms upon which s/he is 

to proceed Therefore, as she writes: "Even as the text positions me, so may 1 

(re)position my relationship to What is now theoreticdy innovative and 

pol i t idy crucial, as Homi Bhabha points out, is the need to "think beyond 

narratives of origïnary and initial subjectivities and to f o w  on those moments of 

process that are produced in the articulation of cul& differences."*' In other 

worb, the terms of culnirai engagement (or in this case, the terms of viewership of 

Thornton's paintings), whether antagonisic or affiiliative, are produced 

performatively (as the viewer looks at the paintings in his or her contemponry 

conrext) . Bhabha writes: 

It is in the emergence of the interstices -the overlap and displacernent of 
domains of ciifference- that the intersubjective and collective experiences of 

21gClifford, "On ethnographie degory , " 115. 

q e a r c e  169. 

"'Homi K. Bhabha, iThe Location of Culture (New York: Routiedge, 1994) 1. 



natiomess, community interest, or cultural value are negociated? 

An interpretation of Thornton's t e x  extends beyond the artin herseIf, to 

include the people she painted, 1, the writer, you, the readedviewer, and so on as 

the Iayen unfold It is through these multiple engagements with Thornton's work, 

and people's own undersandings/eqeriences, that meaning is negotiated. Writer 

and community &vin Brian Murphy quotes Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget. He 

Piaget said "to leam is to invent." He believed that people do not leam by 
acquisition, by being taught what others know, but that each individual 
develops understanding only by inventing knowledge anew, penonally. And 
it is not the wheel chat is important oit is the invention. It is not the answer 
that is important, but the question iuelf." 

I do not share the empiricist's confidence in the knowability of a "ml" history 

outside of my own subjeaiviry or the context 1 am writing in. Rather, as Brenda 

Lafleur suggests, I wish to disrupt, amongst other thligs, a particular narrative of 

reality which presents itself and is articulared as the normative 

What happcncd to the Collection? 

I have never sold any of the [kidian paintings] during d l  these years, hoping 
that Canada would acquire them -the entire colleaion- as a historic 

=Bhabha, L O M ~ O ~  2. 

=Brian K. Murphy, persona1 interview, 7 June 1999. 

%aflew 226. 



documentary. Despite many petitions from interested cultural groups, both 
to Ottawa and the Western provinces, they do not show an interest, so I 
s h d  probably [have to] sell the collection elewhere, or  break it up, though 
ir would be like disposing of sornething that is a part of m y  very self. 

Mildred Valley Thornton (1960) 

Thornton's Collection of paintings of Native people wu kept intact by the 

artist throughout her Iifetime, in the hope that one &y it would be exhibited in a 

public gallery in Canada and accessible to the general public Accordhg to her 

family, and references in her personal Ietten, Thornton was adamant about this 

point. She refused to sell any paintings individudy during her Metirne, despite 

interest for particular works from private collecton and major art institutions in 

Canada Thornton also hoped that the Colleaion would remain in Canada, as part 

of a "national" heritage, despite offers to purchase the works from collectors in 

England, Germany and the Unired States. As the following article reported: 

Canada is in danger of losing the most comprehensible collection of Indian 
paintings in exist&ce. mheie  is a keen int& in the purchase of thern in 
England and in Germany, where one of the finest B.C. arts and cnfcs 
exhibits in the world is located? 

The m i n  frequently exhibited wo rks from her Collection publicly, however, 

these works were never for sale. For example, in 1954, during the annual British 

Columbia Society of Arrists exhibition ar the Vancouver Arc Gallery, Thornton 

exhibited the painting Bella Coola Indian Mask 'Dance, which was marked "Nor For 

"jCathy Hasard, "Canada may lose rare Indian art collection," IGncouver Sun 3 
August 1961: 30. 



Sale."= A journalis once enquired into why the artist steadfvrly r e h e d  to break- 

up her Collection or sell her pùntings separately. Thornton explained: 

I would like to see my paintings placed in a permanent collection in this 
province. 1 have waited 25 years. 1 can wait a little longer. Sometimes 1 
wonder why I keep them, and I'm sure my husband wonden too. But 1 have 
a feeling that I have really capmred a part of Our hiscory with my pain= and 
that I have a responsibility ro hold it intact.m 

Thornton believed that something cnaùal would be lost by separaring her 

works. Her portraits generally focused on Native elders, people bom in the 1800's. 

She recognized that these people had been witnesses to the rapid changes in their 

communities, and the amival of an increasing number of European immigrants, 

prospeaors and industrialists in Western Canada in the latter half of the 19th 

century. They were also responsible for teaching their histories and cultures to 

younger generations in their communiUes. Perhaps Thomton felt that she had 

documented a fngment of histoxy: this struggle to adapt to change, yet hold onto 

fundamental values and cultural traditions. For example, in her book she recounted 

the experience of Ethel Wilson, the daughter of Chief Hemos Johnson, from the 

Kwakwaka'wakw Nation. She wrote: 

m m o s  Johnson's] eldest child, a daughter, wu trained to succeed him in his 
high position. As a little girl she was taken to the W O O ~ S  by the elden of the 
tribe and taught the ancient songs of her people, but when she was sent away 
to the I n h  Residentid School these things grew dim in her memory ... 

"Vancouver Art Gdery, 44th A n n d  Eihibition (Vancouver: The Gdery, 1954): 
n.pag. [Files on fiche, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.] 

mElizabeth Forbes, "Mildred Valley Thomton," V i a o M  D d y  Kmes, 26 Augus 1958: 
n-pag. persona1 archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 



Afier the chief s death she inherited di her father's rights and tribal honon, 
and felr it was her duty and privilege ro hold the customary fimeral potlatch 
for the father she adored, despite the fact that the potlatch had long since 
been out-lawed by the govemment." 

Ethel Wilson and Hemos Johnson's expenences broached different ens and 

symbolized a transition in Canadian Society. The history of their community, like 

the histones of many Native communities, was genedy omitted from s tandarhd 

historg books. Thomton retells a hisrory of First Nations people in Western Canada 

through her paintings and writings, albeit from her own Eurocentric perspective. 

Yet she believed that she was providing a much needed visibility and voice to 

Native people. She nated: 

The older Indians are becoming very keen that 1 shodd preserve their native 
arts in my paintings, chat 1 should help them prevent their old customs from 
dying out. And of course that's just what 1 want to do? 

Thomton was familiar with Paul Kane's paintings of aboriginal people 

located in the collections of the Royal Ontario Museum and the National Gallery of 

Canada. She also knew of Edmund Moms' works, commissioned by the Arc Gallery 

of Ontario. Perhaps she was innuenced by these factors, and felt that her paintings 

should also be included in a major public collection. She declued: 

I don't know that anyone since Paul Kane, who tnvelled across Canada in 
1845 recording the Indian chvurers and their cosnimes, hîs gone so 
thoroughly into collecting this information [as 1 have]. Even then, 1 doubt 
whether he had t h e  to be as thorough as 1 have been. Other artists have 

=Thornton, Indiùn Lives and L e g d  29. 

Wargaret Ecker Francis 95. 



painted Canadian Indians, but only a handhl at most, and with a view to 
selling their piccures on a commercial buis." 

Thornton was not interested in the commercial component of this type of 

art produaion, even though she wu frequently approached by collecton interested 

in prchasing individual works. She had diffculty imagining selling the portraits of 

Native people she had known and painted. As she once nated: "At fim, &r I'd 

taked to an Indian and painted him, 1 couldn't part with the canvas. It seemed a 

part of me."U1 

Thomton had many supporters of her project. They induded elecred 

representatives, fellow artists, journalias, and memben of the general public. Several 

people approached federal and provincial funding agencies, cultual ministries and 

mistic institutions on numerous occasions in an anempt to convince authorities ro 

purchue the Collection. For example, in 1963 , a Vancouver c i t h ,  Margaret 

Fornataro, wrote to Dr. Minam Dorrance, the provincial representative of the 

Canada Council, in an effoorr to encourage the Council to support die acquisition 

Thornton's Collection. Fornataro wrote: 

There are many eminent people in the art world of Vancouver such as Mn. 
Flon Kyle, art cntic of the 'SUN" who would speak very highly of Mn. 
Thornton's work. Mn. Thomton hopes her collection of some 300 paintings 
will belong permanently to Canada. As the Berlin Museum has shown a very 
keen interest in buying sevenl of these hinonc documents of Our Indian 
pst ,  I a m  prompted ro arouse the interest amongst Canadians who may not 
be awve of this. My husband joins me in this venture, and we know of 

"Thornton quoted in Margaret Ecker Francis 97. 

"'Mervyn Johns, " Owu-ka-ra-es k-ean," Vancouver Dud'y Province 6 June 1942: 8. 



many othen who wouid support any mch venture as securing the collection 
as a worthy Centennid gesture." 

During the last yevs of her Me Thornton lobbied extensively, using alI  of 

her influence and contacts, in an attempt to get her Collection into a public 

institution. She had the support of Barry Mather, Member of ParIiament from New 

Westminster, British Columbia. Mather wrote a letter ro the artia just weeks before 

her death in July 1967, daking:  

Further to our correspondence regarding my hope to promote the purchase 
of your collection of Indian paintings ... I Iunched yesterday with Senator 
MacKenzie and we discussed what might be done toward getting either 
public or private sources to buy your works ...) 
We are sure that many efforts have been made in the past, but we think 
enough of the w o d  of  it to try again?' 

Barry Mather ais0 indicated that he did not think the suggested figure of 

$200 000.00, that Thornton was requesting for the purchase of her Coileaion, 

"would be possible of a~ainrnent ."~  Mather w u  not the only person to consider 

Thoronton's estimation deasable. Mather received a letter from Wdard E. Ireland, 

librarian and archivist at the British Columbia Archives in Victoria, Ireland wrote: 

LiZMargaret Fornataro, lemer to Dr. Miriam Dornnce, 19 October 1963. personal 
archive, Brentwood Bay, British Columbia. 3 

z3Barry Mather, letter to  Mildred Valley Thornton, 14 July 1967. personal 
archive, Brenmood Bay, British Columbia.] 

LUMather, letter to Thomton. Sources close to the artkt, such as friend Reg Ashwell, 
have daimed that Thornton probably would have been willing to reduce her price 
considerably had she been convinced that a particular institution wu seriously considering 
purchasing her collection. This figure ody surfaced in later yem, afcer a lifetime of failed 
negotiations with fedenl and provincid authorities. 



Your letter ... has come back to me for reply, as for yem the problem of the 
paintings of Mn.Thornton hu been raixd with me... This collection has 
been up for considemion rime au~d time again through a variety of 
intermedivies and our decision h u  been pretty consistently in the negative 
for a number of r e a s o n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

He goes on to aate that he would be prepared 'to spend some money to aquire 

sample paintings, so at lem her work would be represented in our coile~tion."~ 

However, his depurment was unwilling to purchase the Collection as a whole. 

Ireland indicated that he considered Thomton's evaluation of the Collection to be 

"excessive," stating that neither the Museum nor the provincial govemment had in 

hand d l c i e n t  fun& to acquire the paintings." He ended his letter with the 

following opinion: 

What is more m the point on a more sensitive point is the t d y  artistic, 
cultural or hinorical significance of the paintings themselves. This is a 
question open to a variery of mctions and a sensitive point ro be considered 
Here 1 feel 1 must disagree with the opinion you and Senator MadCenzie 
hold, for frankly we have had several experts advise us as to their 
anthr~~ological significance and mistic merit, and the reports have never 
been as such as to encourage our acqui~ition.~" 

1 have n a  come across any major criticisms, in newpaper clippings, reports, 

or any other documents, of anthropologial inaccuriacies in Thomton's visual or 

wricren accounrs. I have, however, come across sevenl critiques based on the artistic 

UsWiUard Ireland, letter to Barry Mather, 9 August 1967. W T  personal 
Brenrwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

archive, 

Treland, leaer to Mather. 

a71reiand, letter to Mather. 

3%eland, letter to Mather. 



merits of her work. I believe rhis is what Ireland is referring to at the end of his 

letter. A recent exvnple of this criticisrn can be found in art critic Ji11 Pollack's 

artide entitled "Axtist's historical importance ounveighs her artistic impact." Pollack 

is appreciative of Thornton's work on the whole, but writes: 

plespite her good intentions and passion for her chosen subject matter - 
native cultures- she did not bring a developed technid ski11 to her work. 
One reviewer noted that she painted with bright colours which were "gutsy." 
She did not, however, either have a fine bwhstroke a r  a style which cui 
stand the test of tirne- We are lefc with a voIume of paintings which, as 
paintings, are of litde artistic merit, but enormous historical value.u9 

People held differïng opinions about the value of Thomton's Collection of 

paintings of Native people. One of the main points of contention for museums and 

galleries a p p a s  to have been their unwillingness ro purchase the entire Collection, 

when they were only interested in specific paintings. Reg Ashwell daimed that 

Thomton intended to use the hnds received from the sale of her Collection to set 

up a trust fund for young students from First Nations cornmunicies in British 

Columbia He quoted Thomton as stating: 

1 have kept the whole collection intact all these yeus, hoping for an offer 
from the government. Its become a kind of dream of mule to see the Indian 
series h o w d  in a public gailery. The money I received would go into a fund 
to be used for scholarships and bunaries for B.C. Indians? 

Despite repeated pleas by the ania  and her supporters, Thomton's 

"'Jill Pollack, "Axtist's historical imporcuice outweighs her anistic impact," Vancouver 
Courier 7 November 1990: 12. 



Collection was never acquired by a public institution. This Ied to disillusionment, 

and on June 12th. 1967, just a litde over a month before her death, Thornton wrote 

up a codicil to her will requesting that certain aeps be taken in the event that her 

~ollection had not been sold while she was alive. She wrote: 

The other alternative is to get a truck to pick up a l l  m y  paintings ... They are 
to be taken to the city dump, gasohe poured over them md d burned If 
35 years of devotion to my country means nothing while 1 a m  aiive it is 
bettes that no record of it semain &es I am gonez41 

ThorntonSs c o d i d v y  was not properly witnessed and her f d y  was able to 

salvage her w o r k ~ . ~ ~ ~  They renewed attempts to interest a public institution in her 

legacy, but felt obliged to break-up the Collection to attract potential buyers. In a 

letter to Eric L. Hamie, of the Glenbow Foundation, written in 1975, J. M. 

Thornton wrote: 

My mother was always very insistent that the entire collection should nay 
together. We feel, however, that this was the main stumbting block in her 
failure to sell the collection during her lifetime. It is Our intention to divide 
the paintings into three groups (BC, Alberra and Saskatchewan) and ro 
further reduce each group by c f i g  out those paintings with little hisrorid 
value, thus aeating more "saleable packages. "" 

The paintings were appraised by Torben V. Kristiansen, of the Art 

2'1Mildred Valley Thornton, codicil to her will, 12 June 1967. W T  personal archive, 
Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

Z4ZJ. M. Thornton does not believe that his mother wodd have requested that her 
paintings be destroyed had she been well during this period. He claimed that in the last few 
weeks before her death she was confused and lapsed into a coma a few days before passing 
on. /. M. Thornton, penonal interview, 5 Oczober 1997. 

243J. M. Thornton, letter to Eric L. Hamie, 24 October 1967. 



Emporium, a privue art dealership in Vancouver, and subsequently sold off piece by 

piece on the pnvate art market?" What was once "The Collection" is now 

dispened Her work can be found in a few public institutions, induding the Royal 

British Columbia Museum, the National Gallery of Canada, and the Glenbow 

Museum. However, the bu& of her collection is locited p r i m d y  in private 

collections across Canada and the United States. 

An interesthg development over the last ten y-, has been the purchase of 

Thomton's paintings by several Fim Nations cornmuniries. For example, the 

Squamish Band Council in North Vancouver possesses nine portraits of elders, 

family memben and other individuah who lived in their community. The portniu 

are exhibited in the offices of the Band CounciI, located on the wd u you climb 

the central spiral aaircase. Several are also hung on the second floor, in the 

employees office. The way they are hung creates an encircled feeling, like the people 

in the painting are pan of the daily goings on, watching over the people working 

in the office.245 

Thornton enjoyed widespread popularity and apped with the average 

ZUTorben V. K.ristianson made several appraisals of Thornton's work. In 1972 he sent a 
memo to J. M. Thornton indicating that in his "considered opinion" a total of "330 large 
and 300 smaller original oil paintings and watercolors by Mildred Valley Thomton ... have a 
present replacement value of $269 800.00." Kristianson is quoted in a letter to J. M. 
Thornton, 1 Juiuary 1972. personal archive, Brenrwood Bay, British Columbia.] 

245This is one of the the only locations where 1 have seen several of Thornton's 
portraits exhibited together. The effect is impressive, one is drawn to each work in order to 
mdy  the penon's face and read their name on the identification label. It is interesring that 
it is in the offices of the Squamish Band Council that Thornton's works are presented in a 
way that was dosest to what she had hoped for. 



Canadian art goer, which is illustrated through people's cornments on the mia and 

her work (as seen through oId newspaper dippings, for example). The followîng 

passage w u  written by Cvolyn Burr, a resident of Burnaby, British Columbia, in a 

letter to the editor, published in the Vancouver Sm in 1971: 

Mildred Thomron wu appvently a very gifted artist whose painrings are not 
only beautiful, but unique. She had kept every work of arc in hopes of 
putting them in a public gallery. This collection should have been a part of 
the hentage of B.C. HOW simple ir would have been for the provinad 
government to have provided the money for a small museum. This wodd 
have been somerhing for B.C. to be proud of? 

The difference of opinion between Carolyn Burr, a member of the gened 

public, and Willard Ireluid, a cultural "representative" within a major Canadian 

institution raises the issue of who is responsible for defining what constitues art in 

our society; art which is vdued, treasured and considered of historical significance? 

Thornton's paintings may be analysed, scnirinized, and interpreted in various ways. 

The incredible legacy of her He's work draws attention to colonial discourses of the 

early 20th century, issues of cultural appropriation and power relationships between 

Whites and aboriginal people. It nises important questions about the possibility of 

communication berween people of ciifterem cultures, and how important this is if 

we are to understand and support one another in a meaningful way. 

'%Carolyn Burr, letter, Vancouver Sun, 21 Aprd 1971: n.pag. personal archive, 
Brentwood Bay, BritishColumbia.] 



Conclusion 

Mildred Valley Thomton believed that her work entitled her to "represent" 

Native people to a wider Canadian public through her paintings, her wrîtings and 

her lectures. This self-zppointed role proved to be problematic, since the desire to 

present the objects and ideas of other people's cultures by appropriation denied any 

effective reciprocify of rep resentations. Artist and curator Gerald McMaster writes: 

It is the discursive pnctices of art that have consistently denied aboriginal 
artists any kind of self-reprewntation; inaead, they are considered marginal, 
insignificant, or nonexistent. European representational technologies and 
disausive practices virtually eliminated the ability of abonghal peoples, 

- - 

including &, to represent themselves, and in turn created new and 

Therefore, although Thornton wu successful in breaklng down certain barriers, 

between henelf, her viewers and the people she painteci, her ability to collabonte 

and work effectively with Native cornmuniries was Qrcurnscribed by real 

limitations, such as engnined preconceptions and stereotypes about Native people, 

that served to hold some of those very barrien M y  in place. 

Changing people's attitudes about racism and other forms of discrimination is 

an ongoing process. First Nations cultural practitionen, as well as representaùves 

from other groups that face discrimination, have forced these issues to the forefront 

of political debates, and demanded that they be recognized and deak with. 

Thomton's work may, on one level, have perpenuted entrenched colonial 



representations of Native 

of the early Zûth century 
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people, yet on another, it also challenged popular notions 

by providing a more complex interpremtion of Canada's 

Fim Peoples. For example, Thornton's portrait of Isaac Jacobs (F're 22) is very 

different from the generic representations of Native people typical of other painters 

of the early Zûth century. Many Euro-Canadian urins nich as Maynard Dixon 

(1875-1946), were not interested in portraying individual people. Dixon's figures 

were symbolic, representative of romantic idds.  In figure 23, entitled 7be Enemy's 

Countv (1942), there is a group of people riding on honeback across a Prairie 

landsape. The central figure hu very genenc features, he wears a very impassive or 

solumn expression. The figure directly behind him is even more mysterious, his 

features are bareiy distinguishable. No names are provided (the men are nameless). 

Their presence is purely symbolic, aimed at awakening a Euro-Americrn nostdgia 

for a bygome e n  when Native people roamed the Plains, nibsisting on the buffdo. 

Thomton's porcrait of Isaac Jacobs painted in 1943 provokes an altogether different 

reaction. This man's identity is more complex than Dixon's generic "warrïors" He 

was a Sqwmish minister of a Shaker Church, who lived on the Capdano Reserve, in 

West Vancouver. Read from a postcolonid perspective, Thonton's representation of 

Isaac Jacobs challenges traditional Euro-Canadian perceptions of Native people, 

adorned in feathered headdresses and belonging to a "vanishingW put. 

The ereaion of social and spatial boundaries between Native people and 

White people was part of the colonization process, whidi defined each group as part 

of a different community. Sarah Curer notes that by the latter part of the 19th 
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centuty a heightened sense of nationil identity among Euro-Canadian's deGned them 

as  members of a particular community increasingly segregated from indiginous 

people as boundaries d d e d  and racial caregories sharpened? 

The notion of borders, or border d tu res  is an interesthg one. Cultures have 

always co-exiaed in Canada. They frequently overlapped and meshed with each 

ot her, as people shared and exchanged information and resources, deveIoping 

friendships and family bonds. Thae practices continued with the arriva of 

Europcuis. However, colonizing practices and the increased demand for land and 

resources by a growing European population, required the containment and 

assimilation of Abonginal populations. Loretta Todd writes: 

The term border culture] has different meanings depending on what side of 
the border you are on. In this country called Canada, the borders of the 
dominant European culture are defmed by colonialism in the put, present 
and furure: they are historically rooted in imperial relations with bordes of 
other cultures, marked by a history of invasion and 

At the same cime borders between people and cultures are never p e m e n t l y  

fured or definable, they are constantly being shaped and tnnsformed. These borden 

are continuously shifting and are relocated depending on a number of factors, 

including hisrorid contexts, personal relationships, and so forrh. Therefore, when 1 

speak of borders, I a m  referring to two things. One is the transgression of 

boundaries: i.e., the appropriation of other people's cultures and identities. The 

"'Carter xi. 

"9Loretta Todd, "Imagination at the borden," Timitories of Difference, ed. Renée Baert 
(Banff: WWer Phillips Gallery, 1993) 20. 



other is the aossing of borders, or cultural hybridity; the 

diverse cuinires or traditions, a coming together, a m u d  
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meeting and blending of 

exchange. Manin 

Heidegger claimed that a bounduy defines not that at which something stops, but 

rather that from which something begins its pres~encing.~ Therefore, it is in fact 

dong these ambiguously defined border liner that it is possible to explore and 

connect with other people -individually and collectively. Homi K. Bhabha provides 

an insighdul perspective on this space. He wntes: 

[A] w&gne+s to descend into that alien temtory ... may reveai that the 
theoretical recognition of the split-space of enda t i on ,  may open a way to 
conceptualizing an international culture, based not on the exoticism or multi- 
culturalism of the divenity of cultures, but on the inscription and 
articulation of culture's hybridity.'sl 

These notions are important when looking at Thomton's work. It may be 

possible to glimpse at a process of negotiation and dialogue becween the artist and 

the people she encountered and painted. Instead of being perceived as powerlers 

bystanden, the people Thomton raked about in her writings, or  depicted on 

canvas, take on a participatory and formative, albeit mediated, role in the 

construction of their storiedimages. While some of the c u l d  fusion and 

overlapping can be interpreted as relations of domination and exploitation, it can 

also involve mutual exchange. As Richard Fung airely observes: 

This is the contradictory reality of using the voice, sound, image, dance, or 

%artin Heidegger quoted in Bhabha, Lourhon 1. 

"'Bhabha qtioted in Coombes, "hventing postcolonial,l," Neu, Fonnatims: Hybridity 
S p e d  18 (Winter 1992) 39. 



stories of another: it can represent sharîng or exploitation, mutuai leaming or 
silencing, collaboration or unfair gain, and, more oiten than not, both aspects 
simultaneously ." 

This paper begins to explore Thornton's "legacy' and some of the issues and 

questions her practice raises. If the criteria for "great" art indudes in ability to 

connect a i th  i u  audience, not only on aesthetic grounds, but also in terms of the 

issues it raises and how these relate to people in a contemporary setting, then 

certaidy Thornton's work needs to be rcevaluated and considered as an important 

window onto interpretations of Canadian history, relationships between Whites and 

aboriginal people, and the notion of a Canadian identity iuelf. 1 view the 

exploration of Thomton's work as part of my own learning process and as an 

opportunity to remember and retell a portion of (a) (hi)story. This "hisrorid 

account" can be interpreted as part of a collabonrive endeavour to re-visit the pas. 

The emphasis is on the plunlity of voices working together to develop a collective 

memory, which will ideally lead to a more balanceci interpretation of the pur. 1 am 

hopeful, as beil hooks writes, that "as we c r i r i d y  imagine new ways to think and 

wrire about visual art, as we make spaces for dialogue across boundarïes, we engage 

a process of cultunl transformation that will ulcimarely create a revolution in 

vi~ion."~' 

?Richard Fung, " Working through cultural appropriation," FKW Magazine 16.56 
(Summer 1990) 21. 
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Figure 1. John Gast, Am-n Progress, 1872. Oil on canvas. oules David Prown et 
al., eds., Discovered Land, Invented P m  97.1 



Figure 2. John Mix Stanley, Last of Race, 1857. Oil on canvas. @les David 
Prown et al., eds., Dixovcred Lands, Invend P m :  102.1 



Figrtre 3. George C a t h ,  B@io Bull's Back Fat, Head Chid Blood T d e ,  1832. Oil 
on canvas. [Jules David Prown et al., eds., Discovered Lands, Invented Pas- 7.3 



Figure 4. Paul Kane, Kee-a-kee-&a-su-coo-way (sketch), ~1844. U. Russell Harper, Paul 
fine's Frontiw: 201.1 

Figure 5. Paul Kane, Kee-a-kee-ka-a-coo-zeruy (Ihe Man tbat gives the War Whoop), 
cl 850. 0 2  on canvas. 0. Russell Harper, Paul fine's Frmtier: 201.1 



Figure 6. Mildred Valley Thornton, Mungo Martin, c1950. Oil on canvas. McMichael 
Canadian Collection, Kleinburg, Ontario. 

MVïNotes: Mungo Martin, from Fort Rupert, age 80 yeus. Famous carver 
and singer of old songs. Have some records of his songs. 



Figure 7. Mildred Valley Thornton, CbkfGcorgr. Scobelt, British C o [ u m h  1940. 
Oil on canvas. 

MVT Notcz- Chief George, Sechelt, paintecl outside his home 1940. 



Figure 8. Mildred Valley Thornton, No Etle (B.C. Lanubzpe), cl945 Oil on canvas. 
Private Collection. 



Figure 9. Mildred Valley Thornton, Mczsgie Frank, 1952. Oil on panel. 
MVTNotes: Mrs. Andy Frank, Comox, British Columbia. Kwakiutl Indian 

woman born at Fort Rupert. One of the highest ranking women on the coast. 
Painted 1952. 



Figure 10. Mildred Valley Thomton, Hm Sir Fred&ck William Gordon Hnultain, 
c1930. Oil on canvas. 



Fi're I I .  Black and white photognph of MiIdred Valley Thornton, c1940. 
photograph courtesy of J. M. Thomton.] 



Figure 12. Black and white photograph of Dan Remedy's daughter, ~1940. 
photograph courtesy of J. M. Thomton.] 



Figure 13. Mildred Valley Thornton, Mark Dance of the Bella Cook ,  c1953. Oil on 
culvas. 



Figure 14. Mildred Valley Thornton, MmitouwasnS, 1929. Oil on canvas. Private 
Collection. 

M V T  Notes: Manitouwassis, which means "Child of God." Aged Cree, over a 
hundred yean. Painted him in his home on the Qu'Appelle Reserve [Sask.] in 1929. 
He and aged wife living on ~ v e m m e n t  rations in s m d  fnme house. Nothing in it 
of value but their costumes which are very valuable. 



Figrtre 15. W a a m  Ber-, Joseph Brundt, c1807. Oil on anvas. [ M o &  et al., Beray: 
209 .] 



Figure 16. Mildred Valley Thornton, Pat Gppo, 1929. Oil on canvas. 
MVT Notes: Pat Cappo, Saulteaux from Qu'Appelle Valley, Saskatchewan. 

Painted at Regina Fair, 1929. 



Figure 17. Mildred Valley Thomton, Dmny Jim, 1940. Oil on canvas. 
MVT Notes: D e ~ y  Jim, said to be 116 years 0 1 6  Squvnish kidian, North 

Vancouver Reserve. Many mernories of early days. Painted in his tiny home, 1940. 



Figrre 18. Mildred Valley Thornton, Hamet Yellowmud Bhnket, 1948. Oil on 
Canvas. 

MV-TNotes: Harriet Yellowmud B l d e t ,  Cree woman painteci on 
Poundmaker Reserve same &y as Joe Peemee. At fint raid she had no costume, but 
I Gnally persuaded her to bring out an old suitase full of fme apparel, beadwork, 
feathers, leather, etc... She had vivid mernories of the Cutknife &air and the Frog 
Lace Massacre. Jdy  1948. 



Figure 19. Black and. white photognph of Mildred Valley Thornton painting Chief 
Shot-on-Both-Sides, Blood Rexnre, Cubton, Albena, ~ 1 9 4 3 .  (Photognph courtesy 
of J. M. Thomton. J 



Figure 20. Mildred Valley Thornton, CSitfShot-on-Both-Sides, 1943. Oil on canvas. 
MVT Noc~s: Chef Shot-On-Both-Sides, head chief of the Blood Reserve and 

descendant of Chief Red Crow, who signed the Blackfoot Treaty for his tribe and 
claimed the land where the Blood Reserve has been ever since. Painted in his home, 
1943. 



Figure 21. Mildred Valley Thornton, ChiefFish-Worf-Of, c1942. Oil on cuivas. 



Fipre 22. Mildred Valley Thornton, 1- jaobs, c1943. Oil on canvas. Squlmish 
Indun Band CoÜncil Collection, North Vancouver, British Columbia. 

MVT Notes: Isaac Jacobs' Indian name is Ta-chel-kha-new, which means "one 
who is highly respeaed by the people." Sqwnish Indian on Capilano Reserve, 
painted about 1943. Ordained minister of Indian Shaker Church. Broke away from 
Catholic religion years ago, built his own church in bis own back yard. Wearing his 
surplice. 



Figure B. Mayniud Dixon, Ihe Ewny's Country, 1942. Tempera XlIustrauon 
waynard Dixon, Imges of the Native Amniurn: 74.1 




